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ABSTRACT 
 
 
This dissertation addresses automated correction and optimized contrast 
enhancement of multi-line CCD images for inspection and surveillance applications, 
focusing on three topics: multi-line CCD imaging systems setup, automated correction of 
multi-line CCD images, and automatic optimized image contrast enhancement. 
 
The advantages of line CCD cameras include high resolution, continuous image 
generation, low cost, etc.  However, due to the physical separation of line CCD sensors 
for the red (R), green (G), blue (B) color channel, the color images acquired by multi-line 
CCD cameras intrinsically exhibit a color misalignment defect, which is expressed as that 
the edges of objects in the scene are separated by a certain number of pixels in the R, G, 
B color planes in the scan direction.  This defect, if not corrected properly, can severely 
degrade the quality of multi-line CCD images and hence the applications of multi-line 
CCD cameras.  We developed an algorithm to automatically correct the color 
misalignment problem in multi-line CCD images. 
 
Due to constrained imaging conditions, images acquired by line CCD cameras 
may exhibit low contrast.  Low contrast can also occur to images acquired by all other 
kinds of cameras.  We developed a novel automated and optimized image contrast 
enhancement method ― Gray-Level Grouping (GLG), which is general and can be 
applied to low-contrast images acquired by all kinds of cameras or imaging devices, 
including line CCD cameras. 
 
Contrast enhancement plays an important role in image processing applications.  
Conventional contrast enhancement techniques either often fail to produce satisfactory 
results for a broad variety of low-contrast images, or cannot be automatically applied to 
different images, because their processing parameters must be specified manually to 
produce a satisfactory result for a given image.  However, the GLG technique doesn’t 
have the above drawbacks.  The basic procedure of GLG is to first group the histogram 
components of a low-contrast image into a proper number of bins according to a new 
image contrast measure developed in this research, Average Pixel Distance on Grayscale 
(APDG); then remap these bins evenly over the grayscale, and finally ungroup the 
previously grouped gray-levels.  Accordingly, this new technique is named gray-level 
grouping (GLG).  GLG and its variations not only produce results superior to competing 
contrast enhancement techniques, but are also fully automatic in most circumstances, and 
are applicable to a broad variety of images. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
 
 
This dissertation addresses automated correction and optimized contrast 
enhancement of multi-line CCD images for inspection and surveillance applications, 
focusing on three topics: multi-line CCD imaging systems setup, automated correction of 
multi-line CCD images, and automatic optimized image contrast enhancement. 
 
 
1.1 Motivation 
 
Line scan CCD cameras have significant advantages and play important roles in 
many applications.  The areas in which line scan cameras have important applications 
include, but are not limited to, remote sensing/surveillance, high speed document/film 
scanning, industrial quality control inspection, surface inspection, timing application in 
athletic games, etc.  Fig. 1.1 illustrates various applications of line scan CCD cameras. 
 
The advantages of line scan CCD cameras include: 
i. High resolution (at least thousands of pixels in one dimension, and the size in the 
other dimension is limited only to the capacity of storage device); 
ii. Continuous image generation (video stream) compared to discrete video frames 
generated from frame-based camera); 
iii. Low cost 
 
In order to take advantages of the unique features of line CCD cameras, we 
developed a close-range multi-line CCD imaging system for inspection applications and a 
long-range imaging system for surveillance applications. 
 
High resolution is one of the major advantages of line CCD images.  Fig. 1.2 
illustrates such a high-resolution image taken by a multi-line CCD camera.  However, 
due to characteristics of multi-line CCD imaging, the direct output images acquired by 
line CCD cameras generally exhibit some defects, and may not be suitable for desired 
applications.  For example, because of the physical separation of line CCD sensors for the 
red (R), green (G), blue (B) color channel, the color images acquired by multi-line CCD 
cameras intrinsically exhibit a color misalignment defect, which is expressed as that the 
edges of objects in the scene are separated by a certain number of pixels in the R, G, B 
color planes in the scan direction.  The color misalignment problem is also referred to as 
pixel lag, because the pixels in one color channel lag behind those in the previous color 
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(a) Satellite imaging (b) Aerial imaging 
 
 
(c) Document scanning (d) Produce and food inspection 
 
 
(e)Surface inspection [Wilson99] (f) Timing application in athletic games [ALGE] 
 
 
Figure 1.1. Applications of line scan CCD cameras 
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Figure 1.2. Line scan CCD images have high resolutions (size of the full image is 
kk 184 ×  pixels). 
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channel(s) in the scan direction.  This defect, if not corrected properly, can severely 
degrade the quality of multi-line CCD images and hence the applications of multi-line 
CCD cameras. 
 
Color misalignment may significantly impair the high resolution feature of multi-
line CCD images and therefore hinder the applications of multi-line CCD cameras.  In 
order to expand the applications of multi-line CCD cameras into more areas, it will be 
desirable to develop an algorithm to automatically correct color misalignment problem in 
multi-line CCD images. 
 
In addition to the color misalignment problem, due to constrained imaging 
conditions, images acquired by line CCD cameras may sometimes exhibit low contrast.  
Low contrast can also occur to images acquired by all other kinds of cameras.  Low-
contrast images generally need be enhanced in order to be suitable for desired 
applications.  Conventional contrast enhancement techniques either often fail to produce 
satisfactory results for a broad variety of low-contrast images, or cannot be automatically 
applied to different images, because their parameters must be specified manually to 
produce a satisfactory result for a given image.  Conventional contrast enhancement 
techniques don’t use a criterion to evaluate and control the level of enhancement; 
therefore, their results are often not optimized.  In order to avoid the drawbacks of 
conventional contrast enhancement techniques, it is desirable to develop a new automated 
and optimized contrast enhancement technique, which can circumvent those drawbacks. 
 
 
1.2 State of the Art 
 
In existing literatures, the color misalignment problem is also referred as pixel lag, 
video delay, or pixel misalignment, etc.  This problem is generally solved by 
synchronizing the CCD line acquisition rate with the scan motion speed.  However, this 
method adds undesirable constraints on imaging parameters, e.g., line acquisition rate, 
exposure time, etc.  The resulting imaging parameters that synchronize with the scan 
motion speed will alter the brightness and aspect ratio of acquired images, and this might 
be undesirable or even unacceptable for some application purposes. 
 
Contrast enhancement has an important role in image processing applications.  
Conventional contrast enhancement techniques either often fail to produce satisfactory 
results for a broad variety of low-contrast images, or cannot be automatically applied to 
different images, because their parameters must be specified manually to produce a 
satisfactory result for a given image.  One of the most widely used conventional contrast 
enhancement technique, histogram equalization (HE), will likely cause a washed-out 
effect in the resulting image if the size of dark areas in the original image is more than 
30%. 
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1.3 Contributions 
 
The pipeline of this dissertation work is illustrated in Fig. 1.3 and Fig. 1.4.  A 
close-range multi-line CCD imaging system has been developed for inspection 
applications, and a long-range multi-line CCD imaging system has been developed for 
surveillance applications as well.  Algorithms have been developed for automatic 
correction of color misalignment problem in raw images acquired by multi-line CCD 
cameras.  A novel automatic optimized image contrast enhancement method, Gray-Level 
Grouping (GLG), has been developed to enhance low-contrast images.  GLG and its 
variations not only produce results superior to conventional contrast enhancement 
techniques, but are also fully automatic in most circumstances, and are applicable to a 
broad variety of images. 
 
The major contribution of this dissertation, gray-level grouping (GLG), is a 
general and powerful technique, which can be conveniently applied to a broad variety of 
low-contrast images and outperforms conventional contrast enhancement techniques.  
Conventional contrast enhancement techniques don’t use a criterion to evaluate and 
control the level of enhancement; therefore, their results are often not optimized.  GLG 
uses a new contrast measure, Average Pixel Distance on Grayscale (APDG), which was 
also developed in this research, as a criterion to evaluate enhancement results and to 
control the enhancement process, in order to achieve optimized enhancement.  However, 
the basic GLG method still has limitations and cannot enhance certain classes of low-
contrast images well, e.g., images with a noisy background.  The basic GLG also cannot 
fulfill certain special application purposes, e.g., enhancing only part of an image which 
corresponds to a certain segment of the image histogram.  In order to break through these 
limitations, this dissertation also introduces an extension of the basic GLG algorithm, 
selective gray-level grouping (SGLG), which groups the histogram components in 
different segments of the grayscale using different criteria and, hence, is able to enhance 
different parts of the histogram to various extents.  We also developed two new 
preprocessing methods to remove noisy background in noisy low-contrast images so that 
such images can be properly enhanced by the (S)GLG technique.  The extension of 
(S)GLG to color images is also discussed in this dissertation.  SGLG and its variations 
extend the capability of the basic GLG to a larger variety of low-contrast images, and can 
fulfill special application requirements.  SGLG and its variations not only produce results 
superior to conventional contrast enhancement techniques, but are also fully automatic 
under most circumstances, and are applicable to a broad variety of images. 
 
The contributions of this dissertation are listed as follows. 
 A close-range multi-line CCD imaging system for inspection applications 
 A long-range multi-line CCD imaging system for surveillance applications 
 Automatic correction of multi-line CCD images 
 Color misalignment correction algorithm 
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Figure 1.3. Dissertation research work pipeline 
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Figure 1.4. Contributions of dissertation research work 
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 Automated and optimized image contrast enhancement technique ― Gray-
Level Grouping (GLG) 
1) Basic GLG algorithm 
2) Selective gray-level grouping (SGLG) algorithm 
3) A new image contrast criterion ― Average Pixel Distance on Grayscale 
(APDG) 
4) Two(2) noisy background removal methods 
5) GLG on color images and adaptive GLG 
6) A combinational approach to the fusion, de-noising and enhancement of 
dual-energy X-ray luggage images 
 
 
1.4 Organization of Text 
 
Chapter 2 is a literature review of line CCD imaging, correction of line CCD 
images and image contrast enhancement techniques.  Chapter 3 presents the setup of two 
of our multi-line CCD imaging systems, i.e., one close-range imaging system for 
inspection applications and one long-range imaging system for surveillance and security 
monitoring applications, and also describes automated correction of multi-line CCD 
images, including color misalignment correction and color calibration.  Chapter 4 
introduces the basic gray-level grouping (GLG) method for automated and optimized 
image contrast enhancement.  Chapter 5 presents further studies of the basic GLG and 
compares it to competing techniques, and also extends the basic GLG method to an 
adaptive local enhancement version  adaptive GLG, and GLG for color images.  
Chapter 6 extends the basic GLG method to selective GLG, which can enhance different 
parts of an image to various extents according to specific application requirements, and 
also introduces two de-noising methods for removing noisy background in images 
enhanced by GLG, and Chapter 7 is summary and discussions.  The Appendix introduces 
a combinational approach to the fusion, de-noising and enhancement of dual-energy X-
ray luggage images, based on the techniques developed in this dissertation. 
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Chapter 2 Related Works 
 
 
 
2.1 Line CCD Imaging 
 
A line-scan camera is a camera device containing a line-scan image sensor chip, 
and a focusing mechanism [Wikipedia].  These cameras are almost solely used in 
industrial settings to capture an image of a constant stream of moving material, and used 
in remote sensing/surveillance or reconnaissance settings to capture an image of a strip of 
landscape.  Unlike video cameras, line-scan cameras use a single array of pixel sensors, 
instead of a matrix of them.  Data coming from the line-scan camera has a frequency, at 
which the camera scans a line, waits, and repeats.  The one-dimensional line data from 
the line-scan camera is commonly collected by image acquisition electronics, e.g., a 
frame grabber card in a computer, and then processed by the computer to create a two-
dimensional image.  The collected two-dimensional image data is then processed by 
image-processing methods for application purposes.  Fig. 2.1 illustrates the data path of a 
line-scan imaging system. 
 
Line-scan technology is capable of capturing data extremely fast, and at very high 
image resolutions.  Usually under these conditions, resulting collected image data can 
quickly exceed MB 100  in a fraction of a second.  Therefore, line-scan-camera–based 
integrated systems are usually designed to streamline the camera’s output in order to 
meet the system’s objective, using computer technology which is also affordable. 
 
Line-scan CCD cameras have significant advantages and play important roles in 
many industrial, scientific and military applications.  The areas in which line scan 
cameras have important applications include, but not limited to, remote 
sensing/surveillance, high speed document/film scanning, industrial quality control 
inspection, surface inspection, timing application in athletic games, etc.  Common 
applications in the area of remote sensing/surveillance include satellite imaging, aerial 
imaging.  Common applications in the area of industrial quality control inspection 
include printing inspection, produce and food inspection, textile inspection, etc.  These 
application areas have been illustrated in Fig. 1.1. 
 
The Image Science and Machine Vision Group (ISMVG) of Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory (Oak Ridge, TN) teamed with Sandia National Laboratories (Albuquerque, 
NM), to develop an on-line surface inspection system designed to characterize the rotary 
screen-print process of applying up to 20 separate colors to a continuous textile web for 
textile industry.  To image the fabric, they chose the CL-G1 three-color line-scan camera 
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Figure 2.1. The data path of a line-scan imaging system 
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from Dalsa (Waterloo, Ontario, Canada) for the imaging front-end, Dalsa’s CL-G1 uses a 
Kodak silicon line-scan sensor composed of three independent 2096-pixel element lines 
separated from each other by an eight-pixel distance.  Each line-scan element has a red, 
green, and blue thin-film filter deposited on the silicon surface to generate the camera’s 
tri-stimulus response [Wilson99]. 
 
Reulke et al. developed a mapping method of combining high resolution images 
acquired by a line CCD camera with depth data acquired by a laser scanner.  Application 
areas are city modeling, computer vision and documentation of the cultural heritage 
[Reulke04A, Reulke4B]. 
 
ALGE-Timing, Co. (Lustenau, Austria) developed a 3-line-CCD imaging system 
for timing applications in racing sport games [ALGE]. 
 
Yoshioka et al. developed a lane change aid system (LCAS), which detects 
vehicles behind in adjacent lanes with multi-line CCD sensors and informs the driver of 
vehicle location with a head-up display (HUD).  Instead of processing camera images 
directly, a multi-line CCD sensor contains the pairs of line CCDs and measures Two-
dimensional distance distribution by comparing the brightness on line CCDs 
[Yoshioka99]. 
 
Huang et al. developed a rotating-line-camera imaging system for stereo viewing 
and stereo reconstruction [Huang06A, Huang06B].  Their system consists of two line 
cameras which are mounted on a rotating structure with symmetric viewing angles with 
respect to the cylinder’s surface normal.  This system can generate stereo-viewing 
panoramic images. 
 
Multi-Line CCD cameras can be potentially used for security and surveillance 
applications due to their high resolutions.  The resolution of nowadays security video 
cameras are quite low, and often cannot render enough details on important features of a 
subject in the scene, e.g., a suspect’s face. 
 
One application could be to set the line CCD camera at a checkpoint and record 
the images of vehicles or pedestrians passing by.  In this case, since the camera is fixed, 
only the moving vehicles or pedestrians will be recorded.  The moving direction should 
be perpendicular to the sensor line direction.  This is similar to the timing application in 
sports. 
 
Another potential application could be to let a line CCD camera repeatedly scan 
over a scene, such as a parking lot, a street corner, etc.  In such applications, the 
background is known and fixed, and can be prerecorded for purposes such as comparison, 
isolating subjects, etc.   
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The motivation of this research is to develop a close-range super-resolution 
imaging system with a line CCD camera for inspection applications, and to develop a 
long-range super-resolution imaging system for surveillance and security applications, 
and also to develop corresponding image processing techniques to correct defects in raw 
multi-line CCD images and enhance them if necessary. 
 
 
2.2 Correction of Line CCD Images 
 
High resolution is one of the major advantages of line CCD images.  However, 
due to characteristics of multi-line CCD imaging, the direct output images acquired by 
line CCD cameras generally exhibit some defects, and may not be suitable for desired 
applications.  For example, because of the physical separation of line CCD sensors for the 
red (R), green (G), blue (B) color channel, the color images acquired by multi-line CCD 
cameras intrinsically exhibit a color misalignment defect, which is expressed as that the 
edges of objects in the scene are separated by a certain number of pixels in the R, G, B 
color planes in the scan direction.  This defect, if not corrected properly, can severely 
degrade the quality of multi-line CCD images and hence applications of multi-line CCD 
cameras.  Fig. 2.2 illustrates the creation of color misalignment, and Fig. 2.3 shows a raw 
multi-line CCD image with color misalignment.  It can be seen that vertical edges in 
different color planes are misaligned. 
 
Color misalignment is a major problem in high resolution multi-line CCD scan.  
This problem is also called pixel lag [ALGE] or video delay [PerkinElmer].  There are 
two commonly-used methods for correcting color misalignment in multi-line CCD 
imaging: 
1) Synchronize the CCD line acquisition rate to the object’s moving speed 
and/or the camera’s scan motion [ALGE]. 
2) Set the video delay parameter of the multi-line CCD camera to compensate 
the target motion for the physical separation of color sensors.  When the 
camera reconstructs the color image, the adjacent color planes are shifted by a 
certain number of lines that was specified by the video delay parameter 
[PerkinElmer]. 
 
The above two methods have significant drawbacks and/or limitations.  
Synchronizing the line acquisition rate to the object’s motion is not an easy task.  
Furthermore, this method adds undesirable constraints on imaging parameters, e.g., line 
acquisition rate, exposure time, aspect ratio of acquired images, etc.  The resulting 
imaging parameters that synchronize with the scan motion speed will alter the brightness 
and aspect ratio of acquired images, and this might be undesirable or even unacceptable 
for some application purposes.  Setting the video delay parameter can avoid adding 
undesirable constraints on imaging parameters; however, similar to the synchronization 
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Figure 2.2. Illustration of the creation of color misalignment 
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Figure 2.3. Color misalignment in a multi-line CCD image 
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method, setting the video delay parameter of correct value before and/or when imaging 
taking place is not an easy task, and it is usually done by the photographer by visual 
inspection, which is subjective and may not be accurate, and the acquired images may 
still exhibit small color misalignment. 
 
 
2.3 Image Contrast and Contrast Measures 
 
The response of the human visual system (HVS) depends much less on the 
absolute luminance than on the relation of its local variations to the surrounding 
luminance.  This property is known as Weber’s law.  Contrast is a measure of this relative 
variation of luminance [Winkler99].  
 
Image contrast is generally defined as the dissimilarity or difference in color and 
lightness between parts of an image.  Unfortunately, a common definition of contrast 
suitable for all situations does not exist.  In an image, the visual appearance of an object 
depends on many factors such as luminance, edges and texture of the object of interest 
and the background, luminance of and the immediate surround of the object, color, 
motion, and many other high level factors.  To define a contrast measure taking all these 
factors into account is a rather difficult task.  Many models restrict the contrast definition 
to a limited subset of factors influencing the perception of contrast. 
 
There are mainly two classes of contrast definitions.  The first class does not take 
into account the frequency sensitivity of the human visual system, however, the second 
group of contrast measures take into account, implicitly or explicitly, some of 
information processing characteristics of the visual cortex, such as frequency and 
orientation selectivity. 
 
There have been many differing definitions of contrast measure in literature. Two 
most common contrast criteria are Michelson contrast and Weber-Fechner contrast.  The 
Michelson contrast [Michelson27] is commonly used for periodic patterns where both 
bright and dark features are equivalent and take up similar fractions of the area. The 
Michelson contrast is defined as 
minmax
minmax
II
IICM +
−
=         (2.1) 
with maxI  and minI  representing the highest and lowest luminance. The denominator 
represents twice the average of the luminance.  It measures global contrast.  The 
Michelson contrast is not appropriate for most images because one or two points of 
extreme brightness or darkness can determine the value of Michelson contrast of the 
whole image.  For example, if a single bright point or a single dark point is added to a 
low-contrast image, the Michelson contrast of the image would increase dramatically, 
however, the perceived contrast would basically remains the same. 
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The Weber-Fechner contrast is defined as 
b
b
W I
IIC −=          (2.2) 
with I  and bI  representing the luminance of the features and the background luminance, 
respectively. It is commonly used in cases where small features are present on a large 
uniform background, i.e. the average luminance is approximately equal to the background 
luminance.  It measures local contrast.  According to Weber’s Law, when an object of 
uniform intensity I is surrounded by an area of intensity bI , the minimum bIIf −=∆  
with which we can identify the object is called the Just-Noticeable Difference (JND).  It 
has been found that JND varies with f, and for a wide range of f, the ratio of JND to f is a 
constant of about 0.02.  In other words, when ff∆  is less than 0.02, the image features 
contained in f∆  are imperceptible and when the ratio is larger than 0.02, the image 
features contained in f∆  with a higher-luminance background are less visible than that 
with a lower-luminance background.  On the other hand, from spatial masking 
phenomenon, human eyes are more sensitive to the noise in a uniform background than in 
a region with high contrast [Yu97]. 
 
Both Michelson contrast and Weber contrast are used for measuring contrast in 
simple patterns and therefore unsuitable for measuring the contrast in complex images.  
These two contrast measures do not coincide or even share a common range of values.  
The value of Michelson contrast ranges from 0 to 0.1+ , whereas the value of Weber 
contrast ranges from 0.1−  to ∞+  [Peli90]. 
 
Weber-Fechner contrast requires that the background has a uniform luminance.  
When the background is not uniform, the Weber-Fechner Law does not hold any more.  
Moon and Spencer proposed another measure for the minimum contrast when the 
background is not uniform [Moon43].  Lillesaeter has also noticed some limitations in the 
Weber-Fechner contrast definition when dealing with complex scenes, and proposed a 
new definition which seems to be more consistent with visual perception [Lillesaeter93], 





 ∆+
=
L
LLCL ln .        (2.3) 
where L is background luminance and ∆L is the luminance difference between target and 
background. 
 
The first practical use of a Weber’s-law-based contrast measure was developed by 
Agaian [Agaian99].  This contrast measure was later developed into the measure of 
enhancement (EME) and the measure of enhancement by entropy (EMEE) [Agaian00], 
[Agaian01].  Finally, the Michelson Contrast Law was included to further improve the 
measures.  These were called the logarithmic Michelson contrast measure (AME) and 
logarithmic AME by entropy (AMEE) and are summarized in [Agaian07].  These 
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measures are calculated by dividing an image into 21 kk ×  blocks, calculating the 
measure for each block, and then averaging the results. 
 
Gordon and Rangayyan proposed a local contrast measure defined by the mean 
gray values in two rectangular windows centered on a current pixel [Gordon84].  
Beghdadi and Negrate defined an improved version of the aforementioned measure by 
basing their method on local edge information of the image [Beghdadi89].  Following 
this idea, Jolion introduced a multi-scale contrast using a pyramidal decomposition 
[Jolion94]. 
 
Another way to define the contrast in an image so that the contrast of two 
different images can be compared is to measure the root-mean-square (rms) contrast 
[Rubin84], [Pavel87].  The rms contrast is defined as 
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where ix  is a normalized gray-level value such that 10 << ix , and x  is the mean 
normalized gray level 
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In the past, attempts at statistical measures of gray level distribution of local 
contrast enhancement such as those based on mean, variance, or entropy have not been 
particularly useful or meaningful.  A number of images, which show an obvious contrast 
improvement, showed no consistency, as a class, when using these statistical 
measurements.  Morrow et al. introduced a measure based on the contrast histogram, 
which has a much greater consistency than statistical measures [Morrow92]. 
 
It is well know that the human contrast sensitivity is dependent on the spatial 
frequency.  The idea of including the frequency content of the signal in the contrast 
definition is first adopted by Hess, et al. [Hess83].  They defined the contrast for each 
frequency band as the ratio between the AC component at this band and the DC 
component.  The same idea has been used and improved by Peli.  He introduced another 
local multi-channel contrast [Peli90].  Winkler and Vandergheynst noticed some 
limitations of the Peli’s contrast and proposed a measure based on directional wavelet 
decomposition [Winkler99]. 
 
The Tenengrad criterion is considered the most well-known benchmark measure 
in evaluating image sharpness and contrast [Krotkov89, Buerkle01].  The Tenengrad 
criterion is based on gradient magnitude maximization.  It is considered one of the most 
robust and functionally accurate image quality measures [Buerkle01].  The Tenengrad 
value of an image I  is calculated from the gradient ),( yxI∇  at each pixel ),( yx , where 
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the partial derivatives are obtained by a high-pass filter, e.g., the Sobel operator, with the 
convolution kernels xi  and yi .  The gradient magnitude is given as 
( ) ( )22 ),(),(),( yxIiyxIiyxS yx ∗+∗= ,     (2.6) 
and the Tenengrad criterion is formulated as 
TyxSNyxSTEN pix
x y
>=∑∑ ),(for        ,),(     (2.7) 
where pixN  is the total number of pixels in the image, and T  is a threshold, which 
generally is 0 for this application.  The image quality is usually considered higher if its 
Tenengrad value is larger. 
 
In our work, we take the basic definition of contrast as the difference in color and 
brightness between different parts of an image.  For grayscale images, it is the difference 
in gray-level values between different parts of the image.  The contrast measure that we 
developed, average pixel distance on grayscale (APDG), measures the average difference 
in gray-level values between pixels of the image. 
 
 
2.4 Contrast Enhancement Techniques 
 
Due to constrained imaging conditions, images acquired by line CCD cameras 
may sometimes exhibit low contrast.  Low contrast can also happen to images acquired 
by all other kinds of cameras.  Low-contrast images generally need be enhanced in order 
to be suitable for desired applications. 
 
In order to enhance some low-contrast line CCD images acquired by our line 
CCD imaging systems, it is necessary either to choose an existing contrast enhancement 
technique, or to develop a new contrast enhancement method, and apply it to the low-
contrast images. 
 
Numerous contrast enhancement techniques exist in literature, existing image 
contrast enhancement techniques can be basically classified into four categories as shown 
in Fig. 2.4, 
1) Direct gray-level transformation techniques; 
2) Transform domain and multi-scale techniques; 
3) Human-perception-based techniques; 
4) Histogram processing techniques. 
 
Direct gray-level-transformation-based techniques directly apply gray-level 
transformation functions to the original image to generate the enhanced image.  Such 
techniques include logarithm transformation, power-law transformation, piecewise-linear 
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Figure 2.4. Image contrast enhancement methods 
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transformation, contrast stretch, etc.  The basic limitations of the direct gray-level-
transformation-based techniques include: 1) different kinds of low contrast images need 
different types of transformation functions; 2) the parameters in transformation functions 
may not be easily specified automatically; and 3) it is difficult to automate the image 
enhancement procedure. 
 
Transform domain enhancement techniques generally first map the image 
intensity data from the spatial domain into a given transform domain by using transforms 
such as the 2-D discrete cosine transform (DCT), Fourier transform, wavelet transform 
and other fast unitary transforms, then manipulate the transform coefficients, e.g., 
increase the amplitudes of high frequency components, and finally inversely transform 
the processed transform coefficients back to the spatial domain to reconstruct the 
enhanced image.  The multi-scale methods generally decompose the image into multi-
scale approximate and detail sub-images using decomposition methods such as the 
Laplacian Pyramid and the fast wavelet transform (FWT), then process the sub-images 
for enhancement, and finally recompose the processed sub-images to reconstruct the 
enhanced full image.  The basic limitations of the transform-based image enhancement 
methods are: 1) they introduce certain artifacts which Aghagolzadeh and Ersoy called 
“objectionable blocking effects” [Aghagolzadeh92]; 2) they cannot simultaneously 
enhance all parts of the image very well; 3) it is difficult to automate the image 
enhancement procedure [Agaian07]. 
 
Human perception based techniques generally employ various models of human 
visual perception to enhance images.  The Retinex method is a well-known human 
perception based technique.  The Retinex theory has been known as a simple and 
effective model of human vision.  The name Retinex, which comes from the contraction 
of two words “retina” and “cortex,” indicates the intention to take into account the 
biological elements that influence our visual perception.  The Retinex theory is designed 
to emulate the specific human visual ability, i.e., the ability to see the same objects under 
different illumination conditions, such as in direct sunlight, in shadow, or in the presence 
of artificial illuminations of different types.  This psychophysical phenomenon is often 
called “brightness/lightness constancy,” or more generally, “color constancy” [Lee07].  
The basic idea of the Retinex theory is to separate the illumination and reflectance 
components of an image.  It is assumed that the available luminance data in the image is 
the product between illumination and reflectance.  Therefore, the reflectance component 
can be estimated as the ratio between the luminance and an estimate of illumination.  
Retinex lightness/color constancy algorithms can simultaneously achieve the two 
following goals: 1) Dynamic range compression; 2) Color independence from the spectral 
distribution of the scene illuminant.  However, the basic limitations of the Retinex 
methods consist of i) lightness and color “halo” artifacts that are especially prominent 
where large uniform regions abut to form a high contrast edge with “graying” in the large 
uniform zones in an image, and ii) global violations of the gray world assumption (e.g., 
an all-red scene) which result in a global “graying out” of the image.  Clearly, the Retinex 
(perhaps like human vision) functions best for highly diverse scenes and poorest for 
impoverished scenes [Jobson97A]. 
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Histogram processing techniques generally manipulate the histogram of the 
original image in a certain way that could lead to enhanced contrast, then construct gray-
level transformation function based on processed histogram, and finally apply the gray-
level transformation function on the original image to create the enhanced image.  
Histogram equalization based methods and histogram specification/modification fall into 
this category.  The new contrast enhancement method  gray-level grouping (GLG) 
developed in this dissertation also falls into this category.  Histogram equalization based 
methods generally are automatic, but may cause washed-out effect, amplified background 
noise, and/or loss of details for certain classes of low-contrast images.  Histogram 
specification/modification is not an automatic method, since the desired histogram of the 
resulting image must be specified by the user. 
 
Conventional contrast enhancement techniques generally yield satisfactory results 
if the proper technique is selected for a given application along with the proper 
processing parameters.  However, conventional contrast enhancement techniques often 
fail in producing satisfactory results for a broad range of low-contrast images, such as 
images characterized by the fact that the amplitudes of their histogram components are 
very high at one or several locations on the grayscale, while they are very small, but, not 
zero, in the rest of the grayscale.  This makes it difficult to increase the image contrast by 
simply stretching its histogram or by using simple gray-level transformations.  The high 
amplitude of the histogram components corresponding to the image background also 
often prevents the use of the histogram equalization techniques, which could cause a 
washed-out effect on the appearance of the output image and/or amplify the background 
noise.  Fig. 2.5 and Fig. 2.7 show examples of low-contrast images and the results of 
treating them with conventional contrast enhancement techniques. 
 
Fig. 2.5(a) shows an original low-contrast image of the Mars moon, Phobos, and 
Fig. 2.6(a) its histogram.  Fig. 2.5(b) is the result of its histogram equalization, exhibiting 
a washed-out appearance which is not acceptable for many applications.  The cause for 
the washed-out appearance is that the left half of the grayscale on the histogram of the 
equalized image is simply empty, as shown in Fig. 2.6(b).  Fig. 2.5(c) is the resulting 
image of histogram specification, and Fig. 2.6(c) its histogram, which is better than the 
histogram equalization result, but still has a small washed-out appearance.  More 
importantly, one major disadvantage of the histogram specification technique is that the 
desired histogram of the result image has to be specified manually, and this precludes the 
technique from being applied automatically.  The manually specified desired histogram 
used in the treatment is depicted in Fig. 2.6(f) [Gonzalez02].  Fig. 2.7(a) shows a low-
contrast X-ray image of luggage.  Its histogram equalization result in Fig. 2.7(b) also has 
a washed-out look. 
 
Numerous advanced histogram processing contrast enhancement techniques have 
been developed, but most of them are derivatives of conventional techniques (e.g., 
histogram equalization (HE), etc.), such as bi-histogram equalization [Kim97], block- 
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(a) Original ( 21.0=APDG , 068.0=TEN , 
27.0=rmsC ) 
(b) Histogram equalization result 
( 15.0=APDG , 073.0=TEN , 15.0=rmsC ) 
  
(c) Histogram specification result 
( 23.0=APDG , 11.0=TEN , 24.0=rmsC ) 
(d) DHE result ( 28.0=APDG , 
12.0=TEN , 28.0=rmsC ) 
 
Figure 2.5. Mars moon – Phobos. (a) The low-contrast original image. (b) Result of 
histogram equalization. (c) Result of histogram specification. (d) Result of dynamic 
histogram equalization (DHE).  (Original image courtesy of Dr. Rafael C. Gonzalez 
[Gonzalez02]) 
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(d) DHE result  (e) Specified histogram 
profile for histogram 
specification 
 
Figure 2.6. Histograms of the images of Phobos in Fig. 2.5. (a) Histogram of the low-
contrast original image. (b) Result of histogram equalization. (c) Result of histogram 
specification. (d) Result of dynamic histogram equalization (DHE).  (The leftmost 
component in the histograms is the largest peak whose actual amplitude is 51067.3 × .  It 
is truncated so that the rest of the histograms can be displayed on a proper scale.) (e) The 
manually specified desired histogram profile used to produce the histogram specification 
result in (c). 
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(a) Original 
( 16.0=APDG , 
18.0=TEN , 
20.0=rmsC ) 
 
(b) HE result 
( 15.0=APDG , 
10.0=TEN , 
15.0=rmsC ) 
 
(c) DHE result 
( 21.0=APDG , 
21.0=TEN , 
23.0=rmsC ) 
 
Figure 2.7. X-ray image of luggage. (a) The low-contrast original image. (b) Result 
of histogram equalization (HE), which has an unsatisfactory appearance. (c) Result of 
dynamic histogram equalization (DHE). 
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overlapped histogram equalization [Kim98], multi-scale adaptive histogram equalization 
[Pizer87], shape preserving local histogram modification [Caselles99], multi-histogram 
equalization (Multi-HE) [Menotti07], dynamic histogram equalization (DHE) [Abdullah-
Al-Wadud07], weighted thresholded histogram equalization (WTHE) [Wang07], and so 
on [Wang99], [Chang98], [Chen03A], [Chen03B], [Dippel02], [Jin01], [Kim98], 
[Kim99], [Kim01], [Matz99], [Naik03], [Oakley98], [Pei04], [Polesel00], [Russo02], 
[Sattar99], [Starck03], [Stark00], [Yang04], [Zong98]. 
 
The mean brightness of histogram-equalized image is always the middle gray-
level regardless of the input mean, and this is undesirable in certain applications where 
brightness preservation is necessary.  This characteristic of HE may also lead to a 
washed-out appearance, amplified noise or other annoying artifacts in the resulting image.  
Bi-histogram equalization (BHE) was proposed to preserve the brightness by separating 
the input image’s histogram into two parts based on its mean  one ranges from the 
minimum gray level to the mean gray level, the other from the mean to the maximum.  
The two histograms are then equalized independently [Kim97].  Equal Area Dualistic 
Sub-Image Histogram Equalization (DSIHE) is similar to BHE except that DSIHE 
separates the histogram at the median gray level  the gray level with cumulative 
probability equal to 0.5 instead of the mean [Wang99].  These two techniques usually 
outperform the basic histogram equalization (HE) technique.  However, they have the 
same limitations of HE and cannot enhance some images well, as they still perform the 
HE operation in each grayscale segment, just limiting the drawbacks of HE within each 
grayscale segment. 
 
Dynamic histogram equalization (DHE) [Abdullah-Al-Wadud07] partitions the 
image histogram based on local minima and assigns specific gray level ranges for each 
partition before equalizing them separately. These partitions further go through a 
repartitioning test to ensure the absence of any dominating portions.  The procedure of 
dynamic histogram equalization is as follows: 
a) Partitioning histogram into sub-histograms based in local minima; 
b) Re-splitting a sub-histogram for not having normal distribution; 
c) Reallocating gray level range for sub-histograms, and performing histogram 
equalization on sub-histograms. 
 
Fig. 2.8 illustrates the procedure of DHE.  Fig. 2.5(d) is the dynamic histogram 
equalization result of the Phobos image, and Fig. 2.6(d) its histogram.  Fig. 2.7(c) is the 
dynamic histogram equalization result of the luggage X-ray image.  It can be seen that the 
DHE results are more satisfactory than those of histogram equalization and histogram 
specification, but the contrast of DHE results are still not very high.  DHE is one of the 
state-of-art contrast enhancement methods that our proposed technique has a head-on-
head competition against in this dissertation.  The drawbacks of the dynamic histogram 
equalization method include: 
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Figure 2.8. Illustration of dynamic histogram equalization (DHE). (a) Partitioning 
histogram into sub-histograms based in local minima. (b) Re-splitting a sub-histogram for 
not having normal distribution. (c) Reallocating gray level range for sub-histograms, and 
performing histogram equalization on sub-histograms [Abdullah-Al-Wadud07]. 
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a) The way of reallocating sub-histograms is not according to a contrast measure, so 
the enhancement result may not be optimized; 
b) A processing parameter of DHE for specifying how to reallocate gray level range 
for sub-histograms is manually selected, so the method is not fully automated; 
c) DHE is based on histogram equalization (HE), so it inherits the drawbacks of HE. 
 
The global histogram equalization method cannot adapt to local brightness 
features of the input image because it uses histogram information over the whole image. 
This fact limits the contrast-stretching ratio in some parts of the image, and causes 
significant contrast losses in the background and other small regions.  To overcome this 
limitation, some local histogram-equalization methods have been developed.  A natural 
extension of global histogram equalization is termed adaptive histogram equalization 
(AHE), which divides the input image into an array of subimages, each subimage is 
histogram-equalized independently, and then the processed subimages are fused together 
with bilinear interpolation [Pizer87]. 
 
Another local method is called block-overlapped histogram equalization [Kim98], 
in which a rectangular subimage of the input image is first defined, a histogram of that 
block is obtained, and then its histogram-equalization function is determined. Thereafter, 
the center pixel of the block is histogram equalized using this function. The center of the 
rectangular block is then moved to the adjacent pixel and the histogram equalization is 
repeated. This procedure is repeated pixel by pixel for all input pixels.  Since local 
histogram equalization must be performed for all pixels in the entire image, the 
computation complexity of this method is very high.  Instead of using rectangular blocks, 
shape preserving local histogram modification employs connected components and level-
sets for contrast enhancement [Caselles99].  Multi-scale adaptive histogram equalization 
[Jin01] and other multi-scale contrast enhancement techniques [Chang98, Starck03] use 
multi-scale analysis to decompose the image into subbands, and apply corresponding 
enhancement techniques to the high-frequency subband, and then combine the enhanced 
high-frequency subband with the low-frequency subband to reconstruct the output image. 
  
The above mentioned advanced contrast enhancement techniques usually 
outperform conventional techniques.  However, they still have limitations and cannot 
handle certain classes of images well and/or are not fully automatic methods.  Our 
motivation is to develop a new contrast enhancement technique which not only produces 
better results, but is also general and can be automatically applied to a broad variety of 
images. 
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Chapter 3 Multi-line CCD Camera Imaging and 
Automated Correction of Multi-Line CCD Images 
 
 
 
3.1 PerkinElmer YD5060 Tri-Linear Digital Line Scan Camera 
 
The multi-line CCD camera used in our research project is PerkinElmer YD5060 
tri-linear digital line scan camera, as shown in Fig. 3.1.  The YD5060 is a high-
performance color camera based on a tri-linear sensor.  With output speeds up to 
MHz 90  ( MHz 30  per output, each output corresponding to either the red, green, or blue 
color channel), pixel resolution of 6144, and a base configuration CameraLink 
interface, the YD5060 is capable of stable imaging in the vast majority of high-
performance line scan applications. 
 
In order to allow the user to compensate for variations in illumination found in 
real-world application environments, the YD5060 feature individual color channel gain 
and offset.  The cameras feature a geometrically precise photodiode CCD image sensor, 
with m 10 µ  square photo-elements.  Line spacing between the color-filtered linear rows 
is m 40 µ .  State-of-the-art electronic design enables the YD5060 to deliver consistent, 
reliable performance, while the sturdy metal housing provides maximum protection in a 
variety of harsh environments and factory floor conditions.  Some basic specifications of 
YD5060 are as follows, 
a) 8-bit depth per output; 
b) Small size: mm 83  mm 99  mm 99 ×× ; 
c) Line scan rates up to kHz 88.4 , minimum line period s 8.204 µ . 
 
The YD5060 camera can be interfaced to CameraLink-compatible frame grabber 
cards, allowing for a tested, plug-and-play solution.  Typical high-performance color line 
scan applications include printing inspection, document scanning, produce and food 
inspection, plastics sorting, paper recycling, motion picture film imaging, and many other 
industrial and scientific applications requiring high speed imaging. 
 
The Sensor 
The YD5060 camera is based on a tri-linear color CCD line scan sensor with 6144 
active pixels.  The pixel size of the sensor is m 10  m 10 µµ × .  The separation between 
color lines is m 40 µ  (center-to-center).  The separation distance ( m 40 µ ) assures correct 
color reconstruction within the camera.  However, this separation distance is also the 
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Figure 3.1. PerkinElmer YD5060 [PerkinElmer] 
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cause of color misalignment defect in acquired images.  Each of the three color lines is 
fabricated with a filter on the die to maximize color intensity and clarity.  Peak light 
response occurs on the sensor at nm 630  (red), nm 540  (green) and nm 460  (blue).  Fig. 
3.2 shows the sensor spectral sensitivity curves of PerkinElmer YD5060. 
 
 Color Reconstruction 
In the YD5060, color separation and imaging are accomplished through the tri-
linear image sensor.  However, given the m 40 µ  center-to-center spacing between the 
color lines, the image must be reconstructed to combine the colors into a usable image.  
This is accomplished on the YD5060 through an internal memory system, operated by 
setting a delay in the camera through the serial port.  By doing so, the user can 
synchronize the camera to its target.  Delay can be set from 15+  to 15−  lines, allowing 
the camera to image in either direction; i.e., red, green, blue, or blue, green, red. 
 
Video Signal Processing 
YD5060 sensors operate by utilizing incident photon energy to excite bonded 
electrons and creating free electrons in the pixel area.  The free electrons are collected in 
the photodiode until the exposure period has ended.  The charge packets are then moved 
into a high-speed serial shift register.  The shift register then moves these packets, at rates 
up to MHz 30 , into a charge-to-voltage amplifier.  The image sensor outputs a voltage 
waveform proportional to the amount of incident photons collected at each photo site. 
 
The first stage of the camera electronics is a Correlated Double Sampling (CDS) 
circuit.  CDS reduces the amount of random noise present on the voltage waveform, thus 
producing a higher dynamic range.  Following is an adjustable Auto-Zero stage.  This 
stage is used as an automatic black-level balancing tool between the colors.  Auto-Zero 
stage also corrects for sensor dark current.  The next stage of the camera electronics is a 
gain stage.  The gain adjustment is from 0 (or dB 0 ) to 127 (or dB 875.15 ).  Each step is 
equal to dB 125.0  of gain.  Gain is adjusted over the CameraLink serial port. 
 
The video waveform is then digitized to 8-bits at a 10-bit Analog-to-Digital 
Convertor.  This circuit is repeated simultaneously for all other color taps.  The 8-bit 
digital data is then fed into a 384K FIFO buffer memory.  This is done to ensure adequate 
color recombination within the camera.  The user may select the amount of delay using 
the CameraLink serial port.  Following the memory buffer is the CameraLink output 
drivers.  The data is then presented to the user in ‘base configuration’ CameraLink style.  
One signal is presented in parallel with the data, LVAL, which envelopes the valid pixel 
data. 
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Figure 3.2. Sensor spectral sensitivity curves of PerkinElmer YD5060 [PerkinElmer] 
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3.2 Scan Schemes for Line CCD Imaging 
 
In order to generate 2-D images, a relative scan motion between the line-CCD 
camera and the scene is necessary when imaging is taking place.  There are two kinds of 
scan schemes  translational scan and rotational scan. 
 
Fig. 3.3 illustrates two translational scan schemes.  Translational scan is more 
suitable for close-range imaging; since the distance between the imaging object and the 
lens is constant during translational scan, the focus does not need to be adjusted and the 
image still remain well focused during the imaging process.  For close range imaging, 
due to narrow depth of field, the imaging object is usually a flat surface.  In the scan 
scheme shown in Fig. 3.3(a), the imaging target sits on a platform which can perform a 
translational scan motion across the field of view of the line-CCD camera, and the scan 
speed can be adjusted by the user to change the aspect ratio of acquired images.  In the 
scan scheme shown in Fig. 3.3(b), a rotating drum is placed in front of the camera lens to 
provide the scan motion.  A flat imaging target is attached to the drum surface.  Although 
the drum rotates, the scan motion seen by the line-CCD camera is translational. 
 
Figs. 3.4 and 3.5 illustrate two rotational scan schemes.  Rotational scan is more 
suitable for long-range imaging, since it enables the line-CCD camera to scan a wide 
scene with the camera being fixed to one location.  There are two ways to provide a 
rotational scan motion for a long-range imaging system: 
1) The camera rotates to sway across the scene.  Fig. 3.4 shows the schematic of a 
long-range imaging system with a rotating camera to provide scan motion. 
2) A spinning mirror is placed in front of the camera lens and reflects the moving 
scene into camera.  Fig. 3.5 shows the schematic of a long-range imaging system 
with a spinning mirror to provide scan motion. 
 
The spinning mirror design has a significant advantage over the rotating mirror 
design, because the mechanical system for spinning a small and light-weighted mirror is 
smaller, lighter and less expensive than that for rotating a camera plus lens, therefore, the 
system is more mobile and more suitable for outdoor applications.  The disadvantage of 
the spinning mirror design is that it is more susceptible to wind when used for outdoor 
image acquisitions because of the mirror’s light weight and relatively large area.  Wind 
may cause the mirror to vibrate slightly, and slight vibrations of the spinning mirror may 
severely impair the quality of acquired images because of the high resolution nature of 
these images.  Therefore, in order to minimize the influence of wind and mechanical 
vibration of the rotation mechanism, the rotation mechanism and the fixture for attaching 
the mirror to the mechanism need to be carefully designed to reduce vibration.  In 
addition, the wind influence can be significantly reduced by placing a glass wind shield 
in front of the spinning mirror. 
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Figure 3.3. Close-range imaging system 
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Figure 3.4. A long-range imaging system with a rotating camera to provide scan 
motion 
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Figure 3.5. A long-range imaging system with a spinning mirror to provide scan 
motion 
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3.3 Close-Range Multi-Line CCD Imaging System 
 
We developed a close-range multi-line CCD imaging system incorporating a 
YD5060 line scan camera for inspection applications.  A picture of this system is shown 
in Fig. 3.6.  This imaging system consists of an YD5060 line CCD camera, a bellows, a 
short focal-length ( mm 90 ) lens, DC illumination lights, and scanning mechanism.  
These system components are mounted on a metal plate platform for stabilization and 
easy transportation. 
 
The bellows connects to the camera and the lens at two ends.  The bellows length 
is adjustable for adjusting focusing and changing magnification.  For close-range 
inspection applications, our goal is to image a small area of interest (e.g., a few of 
centimeters or smaller in one dimension) on the inspected surface with a high resolution 
of 6,144 pixels in one dimension.  Therefore, high magnification is required in order for 
the lens to create an image of the small area of interest at the camera sensor plane, and 
the image should be as large as the CCD sensor array in one dimension.  High 
magnification is achieved with a long bellows length ( cm 50~ ) and short distance 
( cm 10~ ) between the inspected surface and camera lens.  The optical magnification of 
this system is about ×6 , resulting to that a pixel on the CCD sensor corresponds to 2 µm 
on the object, and this 2 µm is close to the size limit of a feature that can be discerned by 
visible light because of diffraction limit.  Therefore, this imaging system is capable of 
capturing object’s fine details of size of micrometers.  Although the magnification power 
of this system may not be as high as that of a microscope, its imaging object doesn’t need 
to be cut into slices for imaging.  However, for microscopic imaging, the object to be 
imaged must be cut into slices, and this destructive imaging method cannot be accepted 
for some applications such as weld inspection.  Therefore, close-range line CCD imaging 
has an advantage over microscopic imaging for non-destructive inspection imaging 
applications. 
 
Fig. 3.7 shows a close-up picture of an object sitting on the translational scan 
platform and the camera lens with the illumination system.  The distance between the 
object and the lens is about cm 10 .  The illumination lights are covered with diffusers to 
create uniform illumination. 
 
Fig. 3.8 illustrates the optical process of image formation for close-range imaging. 
The distances between the object and the lens, lens and the image are related by the thin 
lens formula, 
fdd io
111
=+          (3.1) 
where od  is the distance from the object plane to the center of the lens, id  is the distance 
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Figure 3.6. Close-range imaging system 
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Figure 3.7. Close-up picture of an object sitting on the translational scan platform and 
the camera lens with the illumination system. 
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Figure 3.8. Optics of the close-range imaging system 
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from the image plane to the center of the lens, and f  is the focal length of the lens.  
Since oi dd >> , the size of the formed image is much larger than that of the object; it 
makes this close-range imaging system more suitable for surface inspection applications. 
 
For close-range imaging applications, due to high magnification and the intrinsic 
characteristics of line-scan CCD imaging, intense illumination is required in order to 
acquire images with proper brightness.  In our system, two DC projector light bulbs are 
used to provide intense illumination.  Each light bulb is rated 410 W and 82 V, and 
located on one side of the camera lens, pointing to the object that is imaged.  The 
projecting light bulbs are powered by a battery bank.  DC power is necessary in order to 
provide time-invariant constant illumination for line scan imaging. 
 
At one end of the metal base platform, there is a small translational scan platform, 
which was connected to a gear box, and was driven by a computerized stepping motor.  
The stepping motor was powered and controlled by an electronic control card, which was 
connected to a PC computer through a serial port.  Therefore, the scan direction and 
speed can be controlled by the user through the PC computer.  In one of the close-range 
imaging configurations, the object to be imaged is positioned on the translational scan 
platform at one end of the base platform, and the line scan camera is located on the other 
end of the base platform.  When being imaged, the object moves with the translational 
scan platform in the direction perpendicular to the optical axis of the line scan camera. 
 
In another close-range imaging setup, the object to be imaged is placed on a 
spinning drum which is positioned in front of the camera lens, as shown in Fig. 3.6.  
When the drum rotates, it moves the imaging object on it and provides the scan motion 
for the line scan camera to take the image.  The spin speed of the drum can be adjusted by 
adjusting the voltage applied on the driving motor. 
 
 
3.3 Long-Range Line CCD Imaging System 
 
We also developed a long-range multi-line CCD imaging system incorporating a 
YD5060 line scan camera for surveillance or security monitoring applications.  A picture 
of this system is shown in Fig. 3.9.  This imaging system consists of a YD5060 line CCD 
camera, a bellows, a long focal-length ( mm 508 ) lens, and a geared spinning mirror 
mechanism for providing scan motion.  These system components except the spinning 
mirror are mounted on a metal plate platform for stabilization and easy transportation.  
The whole system can be placed on a cart and be easily moved for outdoor image 
acquisition. 
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Figure 3.9. Long-range imaging system 
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The mirror is mounted on a geared spinning mechanism, which is powered by a 
12V DC motor.  The spinning speed can be adjusted by changing the gear ratio.  The 
aspect ratio of acquired images can be changed by adjusting the gear ratio along with 
camera exposure time. 
 
The bellows connects to the camera and the lens at two ends.  The bellows length 
is adjustable for adjusting focusing and changing magnification.  For long-range 
inspection applications, our goal is to image an area of interest in a remote scene with a 
high resolution of 6,144 pixels in one dimension.  Therefore, high magnification is 
required in order for the lens to create an image of the area of interest at the camera 
sensor plane, and the image should be as large as the CCD sensor array in one dimension.  
Unlike the close-range imaging system, since the scene is far away from the camera, high 
magnification must be achieved with a long focal-length lens and a relatively short 
bellows length ( cm 20~ ).  Fig. 3.10 illustrates the optical process of image formation for 
long-range imaging. 
 
The advantages of line CCD cameras include high resolution, continuous image 
generation, low cost, etc.  However, due to characteristics of multi-line CCD imaging, the 
direct output images acquired by line CCD cameras generally exhibit some defects, and 
may not be suitable for desired applications.  A major defect of multi-line CCD images is 
color misalignment (i.e., pixel lag).  In the next section of this chapter, a technique that 
we developed to correct this defect is presented. 
 
 
3.4 Color Misalignment (Pixel Lag) Correction 
 
3.4.1 Color Misalignment in Multi-line CCD Images 
 
High resolution is one of the major advantages of line CCD images.  However, 
due to characteristics of multi-line CCD imaging, the direct output images acquired by 
line CCD cameras generally exhibit some defects, and may not be suitable for desired 
applications.  For example, because of the physical separation of line CCD sensors for the 
red (R), green (G), blue (B) color channel, the color images acquired by multi-line CCD 
cameras intrinsically exhibit a color misalignment defect, which is expressed as that the 
edges of objects in the scene are separated by a certain number of pixels in the R, G, B 
color planes in the scan direction.  This defect, if not corrected properly, can severely 
degrade the quality of multi-line CCD images and hence applications of multi-line CCD 
cameras.  Fig. 3.11 illustrates the creation of color misalignment, and Fig. 3.12 shows an 
original multi-line CCD image with color misalignment problem.  It can be seen that 
vertical edges in different color planes are misaligned. 
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Figure 3.10. Optics of the long-range imaging system 
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Figure 3.11. Illustration of the creation of color misalignment 
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Figure 3.12. Color misalignment in a multi-line CCD image 
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Color misalignment is a major problem in high resolution multi-line CCD scan.  
This problem is also called pixel lag [ALGE] or video delay [PerkinElmer].  There are 
two commonly-used methods for correcting color misalignment in multi-line CCD 
imaging: 
 
1. Synchronize the CCD line acquisition rate to the object’s moving speed and/or the 
camera’s scan motion [ALGE].  Fig. 3.13 shows several examples of 
synchronizing the CCD line acquisition rate to the object’s moving speed. 
2. Set the video delay parameter of the multi-line CCD camera to compensate the 
target motion for the physical separation of color sensors.  When the camera 
reconstructs the color image, the adjacent color planes are shifted by a certain 
number of lines that was specified by the video delay parameter [PerkinElmer]. 
 
The above two methods have significant drawbacks and/or limitations.  
Synchronizing the line acquisition rate to the object’s motion is not an easy task.  
Furthermore, this method adds undesirable constraints on imaging parameters, e.g., line 
acquisition rate, exposure time, etc.  The resulting imaging parameters that synchronize 
with the scan motion speed will alter the brightness and aspect ratio of acquired images, 
and this might be undesirable or even unacceptable for some application purposes.  
Setting the video delay parameter can avoid adding undesirable constraints on imaging 
parameters; however, similar to the synchronization method, setting the video delay 
parameter of correct value before and/or when imaging taking place is not an easy task, 
and it is usually done by the photographer by visual inspection, which is subjective and 
may not be accurate, and the acquired images may still exhibit small color misalignment. 
 
 
3.4.2 Formulations of Color Misalignment 
 
Color misalignment in multi-line CCD imaging is related to the scan motion of 
the camera and/or the motion of the object, the optical parameters, and the physical 
separation between adjacent color sensor lines.  The pixel displacement between images 
acquired by different CCD channels is also related to the CCD line rate (approximately 
the inverse of exposure time).  For example, assuming we are taking images of a tiny 
point.  The point is so small that its image on the image plane can fall on only one color 
channel at one time.  The amount of time that takes the point image to travel from one 
color channel to the next one is determined by the motion of the camera and/or the point 
object, the optical parameters (distances, focus, etc.), and the physical separation between 
adjacent color channels.  During this period of time, the line acquisition rate or the 
exposures of this color channel will determine the number of pixels between the two 
point images on adjacent color planes in the resulting image.  Therefore, pixel 
displacement is also related to the line acquisition rate. 
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Figure 3.13. The scan rate of the camera is too slow (picture 1) or too fast (picture 3). 
This means the three sensors for RGB do not cover.  This is typical, if the speed is not 
adjusted well, or if the object goes slower or faster than expected through the finish line 
[ALGE]. 
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Fig. 3.14 illustrates the factors that affect color misalignment in multi-line CCD 
images acquired by translational scan scheme, and Fig. 3.15 illustrates the factors that 
affect color misalignment in multi-line CCD images acquired by rotational scan scheme.  
The primary factors affecting color misalignment include: 
1) τ, Time that a point in the image plane traverses from one color channel to 
the next; 
2) R, CCD sensor line scan rate, or the inverse of exposure time. 
 
The amount of pixel displacement of color misalignment can be described by the 
following formula, 
RD τ=          (3.2) 
where D  is the value of color misalignment, R  is the CCD sensor line scan rate, and τ  
is the time that a point in the image plane traverses from one color channel to the next. 
 
There are secondary factors which can affect color misalignment by affecting one 
of the primary factors  the traverse time, τ.  Such secondary factors include: 
1) od , Distance from the object plane to the center of camera lens; 
2) v, Relative motion speed between the object and the line CCD camera; 
3) Optical parameter – focal length f. 
4) s, Color channel separation. 
 
In a translational scan scheme, the amount of time that takes an image point to 
travel from one color channel to the next one, τ , can be formulated as follows, 
sd
vd
o
i
=τ          (3.3) 
where od  is the distance from the object plane to the center of the lens, id  is the distance 
from the image plane to the center of the lens, v  is the translational motion speed of the 
object, and s  is the separation distance between the centers of adjacent color sensor lines.  
It can be derived from Eq. 3.1 that 
fd
fdd
o
o
i
−
=          (3.4) 
After substituting Eqs. 3.3 and 3.4 into Eq. 3.2, we can have the following new 
formulation of color misalignment which can be easily calculated from camera and 
imaging parameters. 
sfd
fvRRD
o )( −
== τ         (3.5) 
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Figure 3.14. Factors that affect color misalignment in multi-line CCD images acquired 
by translational scan scheme. 
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Figure 3.15. Factors that affect color misalignment in multi-line CCD images acquired 
by rotational scan scheme. 
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Fortunately, the pixel displacement of color misalignment is basically the same 
for an entire image acquired by the close-range imaging system with a translational scan 
scheme, because the object to be imaged is usually a surface to be inspected.  The 
distance between the object surface and the camera lens, od , is the same for the entire 
surface when imaging is taking place, so the color misalignment is the same for different 
parts of the surface. 
 
Similarly, in a rotational scan scheme, the amount of time that takes an image 
point to travel from one color channel to the next one, τ , can be formulated as follows, 
s
d iωτ =          (3.6) 
where ω  is the angular speed of the rotational scan motion.  Substituting Eqs. 3.4 and 3.6 
into Eq. 3.2, we can have the formulation of color misalignment in long-range multi-line 
CCD images acquired by a rotational scan scheme as follows, 
sfd
RdfRD
o
o
)( −==
ω
τ         (3.7) 
It can be noted that, since the object distance is much larger than the focal length of 
camera lens for a long-range imaging system, Eq. 3.7 can be simplified as 
fdsRfD o >>≈ for   ,ω        (3.8) 
 
Eq. 3.8 indicates that color misalignment in long-range multi-line CCD images is 
independent of object distance; therefore, different objects of different distances from the 
camera would have the same amount of color misalignment in the same image.  An 
experiment was conducted to test the validity of Eq. 3.8.  Fig. 3.16 shows a long-range 
multi-line CCD image, and the color misalignment values for objects of different 
distances in the image are listed in Table 3.1.  It can be seen that those objects of different 
distances from the camera have exactly the same amount of color misalignment, and the 
observation results agree well with the above theoretical conclusion. 
 
Therefore, the pixel displacement of color misalignment is the same for an entire 
image in almost all circumstances for the two types of line CCD imaging systems that we 
developed  a close-range imaging system with a translational scan for inspection 
applications, and a long-range imaging system with a rotational scan scheme for 
surveillance applications.  This makes it a lot easier for our job to develop an algorithm to 
automatically and accurately detect and correct the color misalignment in acquired multi-
line CCD images. 
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Figure 3.16. Multi-line CCD image with color misalignment corrected 
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Table 3.1. Color misalignment values for objects of different distances from the 
camera in Fig. 3.16 
 
Patch # Object Distance (meters) Color misalignment (pixels) 
1 5 8 
2 15 8 
3 20 8 
4 900 8 
5 1200 8 
6 1300 8 
7 1500 8 
8 1600 8 
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3.4.3 Correction of Color Misalignment in Multi-line CCD Images 
 
Since the pixel displacement of color misalignment is the same for an entire 
image, in order to automatically correct the color misalignment in multi-line CCD images, 
we just need to develop a method to automatically detect the correct value of color 
misalignment and use this value to shift the R, G, B color planes to correct the color 
misalignment. 
 
An algorithm that we developed to automatically correct color misalignment in 
multi-line CCD images is shown below: 
1. Slice the RGB image into three color planes – R, G, B; 
2. Calculate an estimate of the pixel displacement of color misalignment, D, based 
on known imaging parameters.  Then shift the R-plane and B-plane, with all 
possible displacement in the scan direction within a specified range 
]5.0 ,5.1[ DD −−  or ]5.1 ,5.0[ DD , according to the anticipated direction of color 
misalignment; 
3. Calculate the grayscale distances between adjacent color planes for all 
displacements with the following formula 
( )
( ) ]5.1 ,5.0[or  ]5.0 ,5.1[       ),(),,()(
),(),,()(
,
2
,
2
DDDDd
yxIyxdIdD
yxIyxdIdD
yx
BGGB
yx
GRRG
−−∈∀





−=
−=
∑
∑
 (3.9) 
4. Find the minimum )(dDRG  and )(dDGB , the corresponding displacement, d, is 
the pixel lag for the corresponding image; 
5. Correct the color misalignment (pixel lag) of the image by shifting and cropping 
the corresponding R-, B-plane by the detected pixel lag, d, and superimpose them 
with the G-plane to create the corrected color image. 
 
This algorithm is automatic and accurate, and generates satisfactory results.  Fig. 
3.17 shows a multi-line CCD image before and after color misalignment correction.  It 
can be seen that, the color misalignment has been satisfactorily corrected in the resulting 
image. 
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Figure 3.17. Multi-line CCD image with color misalignment corrected. 
Corrected 
Original 
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3.5 Images Acquired by Multi-line Scan Imaging Systems 
 
In this section, we will systematically present some additional high-resolution 
images acquired by our multi-line CCD imaging systems and several GLG Enhancement 
Results. 
 
3.5.1 Images Acquired by the Long-Range Multi-line Scan Imaging System 
 
Fig. 3.18 shows a long-range multi-line scan color image of downtown Knoxville 
seen from near Ferris Hall of University of Tennessee, Knoxville.  The full size of the 
image is kk 184 ×  pixels, and the color misalignment defect of the original image has 
been corrected by the algorithm developed in Section 3.4.  In the zoomed-in image 
patches, people can easily recognize the cars in the parking lot and the sign on top of the 
building, which are not discernable when looking at the full image.  This kind of images 
is suitable for surveillance applications. 
 
Fig. 3.19 shows another long-range multi-line scan image of downtown Knoxville.  
When acquiring this image, a lens with a longer focal-length ( mm 508 ) was installed on 
the long-range imaging system.  Therefore, the acquired image has a higher 
magnification, and narrower field of view, and covers only a small portion of downtown 
Knoxville.  The full size of the image is kk 186 ×  pixels, and the zoomed-in images 
patches also reveal fine details. 
 
 
3.5.2 Images Acquired by the Close-Range Multi-line Scan Imaging System 
 
Fig. 3.20 shows a high resolution close-up image of a weld acquired by the close-
range multi-line scan CCD imaging system.  The full size of the image is kk 126 ×  pixels, 
and the zoomed-in images patch reveals defects in the weld of size of only 20 µm.  This 
kind of images is suitable for surface inspection applications. 
 
Fig. 3.21 shows a high resolution close-up image of a postal stamp acquired by 
the close-range multi-line scan CCD imaging system.  The full size of the image is 
kk 106 ×  pixels, and the zoomed-in images patch reveals the printing ink dots on the 
stamp.  The size of the printing ink dots is also about only 20 µm. 
 
Fig. 3.22 shows a high resolution close-up image of a silver dollar coin acquired 
by the close-range multi-line scan CCD imaging system.  The full size of the image is 
kk 86 ×  pixels, and the zoomed-in images patch reveals the defective cracks on the coin.  
The width of the cracks is less than 20 µm. 
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Figure 3.18. A long-range multi-line scan color image of downtown Knoxville seen 
from near Ferris Hall of University of Tennessee, Knoxville.  The size of the full image is 
kk 184 ×  pixels. 
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Figure 3.19. Another long-range multi-line scan image of downtown Knoxville, 
acquired with a lens with a longer focal-length ( mm 508 ).  The full size of the image is 
kk 186 ×  pixels. 
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Figure 3.20. A multi-line CCD image of a weld with a shiny surface, color 
misalignment has been corrected. 
~20µm 
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Figure 3.21. A multi-line CCD image of a postal stamp, color misalignment has been 
corrected. 
~20µm 
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Figure 3.22. A multi-line CCD image of the tail of a silver dollar, color misalignment 
has been corrected. 
~20µm 
Defects 
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Fig. 3.23 shows a high resolution close-up image of a two dollar bill acquired by 
the close-range multi-line scan CCD imaging system.  The full size of the image is 
kk 106 ×  pixels, and the zoomed-in images patch reveals fine details of the drawing on 
the dollar bill.  The small Macbeth chart attached onto the dollar bill is used for color 
calibration. 
 
 
3.6 Color Calibration 
 
Due to the non-ideal responses of CCD sensors to illumination, the colors in 
acquired multi-line CCD images are generally inaccurate, and might even be very 
different from the real colors of imaged objects.  Therefore, it is generally necessary to 
calibrate the colors of acquired CCD images.  This can be generally done by including a 
Macbeth color chart in the scene when imaging, and using the color calibration matrix 
generated from camera responses to Macbeth color chart to calibrate the colors in the 
acquired image. 
 
We used the standard calibration procedure to calibrate acquired multi-line CCD 
images as follows: 
1) Crop the test image of the Macbeth chart to get all 24 color patches; 
2) Automatically detect the averaged R, G, B values of each color patch, each 
set of R, G, B values forms a 3-dimensional vector, 
24~1 ),,,( =iBGRp iiii        (3.10) 
3) Get the corresponding stimuli responses for standard illuminant (e.g., D65) 
from public resources, 
24~1 ),,,( =isBsGsRq iiii       (3.11) 
4) Calculate the color calibration equation 
QPM =⋅         (3.12) 
where P is a matrix consisting of all 24 ip ’s.  Q is a matrix consisting of 24 
iq ’s, and M is the correlation matrix of 33× . 
5) M is solved by the least square method, 
QPMMinM opt −⋅= −1arg       (3.13) 
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Figure 3.23. A multi-line CCD image of a dollar bill, color misalignment has been 
corrected. 
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6) Apply the chromatic correlation matrix to original image to get color 
calibrated image by the following equation, 
T
iiiopt
T
ooo BGRMBGR ]  []  [ ⋅=       (3.14) 
where Tooo BGR ]  [  is a vector consisting of the R, G, B values of a pixel in 
the output image, and Tiii BGR ]  [  is a vector consisting of the R, G, B values 
of the corresponding pixel in the input image. 
 
Eq. 3.12, QPM =⋅ , is over-determined.  The solution of M can be estimated by 
the least-square-error method. 
 
The chromatic correlation matrix is denoted as 










=
333231
232221
131211
mmm
mmm
mmm
M
       (3.15) 
 
The camera output matrix, P, is denoted as 










=
24
24
24
21
21
21
  
B
G
R
BB
GG
RR
P
L
L
L
       (3.16) 
 
And the standard responses matrix, Q, is denoted as 










=
24
24
24
21
21
21
  
sB
sG
sR
sBsB
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sRsR
Q
L
L
L
       (3.17) 
 
The solution of M for QPM =⋅  is estimated by the least-square-error method as 
follows, 
1) In order to solve M, rewrite M as follows, 




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

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M
M
        (3.18) 
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2) Then the calibration equation, QPM =⋅ , is rewritten as 
BMA =⋅ '         (3.19) 
where 



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and 
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3) Next, use the pseudo-inverse of A to solve 'M , 
BAAABApinvM TT 1)()(' −=⋅=       (3.20) 
4) Last, rewrite 'M  to M, and then calibrate the colors in the original image by 
pMq ⋅=          (3.19) 
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After the images are acquired by the multi-line scan CCD imaging system, they 
are first processed to correct the color misalignment defect as described in Section 3.4.  
Although the R, G, B color channel gains of the CCD camera are carefully adjusted 
before data acquisition in order for the colors in acquired images to be as close to the real 
colors of the object or scene to be pictured as possible, the colors in acquired images are 
often somewhat different from the real colors of the object or scene, and the color 
deviations could be significant under constraint imaging conditions like those met in 
close-range imaging, where illumination is often low, and exposure time is short, etc. 
 
Therefore, after the acquired images are corrected for color misalignment problem, 
some of them will need color calibration, to correct the colors in the image and make the 
colors to be close to the real colors of the object or scene being pictured.  The procedure 
of performing color calibration is described as the above.  Figs. 3.24 – 3.27 show some 
high resolution multi-line CCD images before and after color calibration.  It can be seen 
that the colors in the corrected images have been improved, and are closer to the real 
colors.  The color calibration results are quite satisfactory. 
 
 
3.7 Conclusions 
 
In this chapter, we developed two types of line-scan CCD imaging systems  one 
is a close-range imaging system with a translational scan for inspection applications, and 
the other is a long-range imaging system with a rotational scan scheme for surveillance 
applications.  We also developed an automated algorithm which can accurately detect and 
correct the color misalignment problem that is intrinsic to multi-line scan imaging.  In 
addition, we employed the standard color calibration procedure to correct the colors in 
acquired multi-line CCD images, and the results are satisfactory.  Starting from the next 
chapter, we will present the new image contrast enhancement method and a new image 
contrast measure that we developed in this research work. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 3.24. A multi-line CCD image of a weld. (a) Before color calibration. (b) After 
color calibration. 
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(a) 
(b) 
 
Figure 3.25. A multi-line CCD image of a dollar bill. (a) before color calibration. (b) 
after color calibration. 
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(a) 
(b) 
 
Figure 3.26. A multi-line CCD image of a dollar bill and several coins. (a) Before color 
calibration. (b) After color calibration. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 3.27. A long-range multi-line CCD image. (a) before color calibration. (b) after 
color calibration. 
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Chapter 4 Automated and Optimized Contrast 
Enhancement  Gray-Level Grouping and a New 
Contrast Measure  Average Pixel Distance on 
Grayscale 
 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
Due to constrained imaging conditions, images acquired by line CCD cameras 
may sometimes exhibit low contrast.  Low contrast can also happen to images acquired 
by all other kinds of cameras.  Low-contrast images generally need be enhanced in order 
to be suitable for desired applications. 
 
In order to enhance some low-contrast line CCD images acquired by our line 
CCD imaging systems, we have developed a novel automatic optimized image contrast 
enhancement method ― Gray-Level Grouping (GLG), which is a major contribution of 
this dissertation.  GLG is a general enhancement technique, and can be applied to low-
contrast images acquired by all kinds of cameras, including line CCD cameras. 
 
Numerous contrast enhancement techniques exist in literature, such as gray-level 
transformation based techniques (e.g., logarithm transformation, power-law 
transformation, piecewise-linear transformation, etc.) and histogram processing 
techniques (e.g., histogram equalization (HE), histogram specification, etc.) [Gonzalez02].  
Conventional contrast enhancement techniques generally yield satisfactory results if the 
proper technique is selected for a given application along with the proper processing 
parameters.  However, conventional contrast enhancement techniques often fail in 
producing satisfactory results for a broad range of low-contrast images, such as images 
characterized by the fact that the amplitudes of their histogram components are very high 
at one or several locations on the grayscale, while they are very small, but, not zero, in 
the rest of the grayscale.  This makes it difficult to increase the image contrast by simply 
stretching its histogram or by using simple gray-level transformations.  The high 
amplitude of the histogram components corresponding to the image background also 
often prevents the use of the histogram equalization techniques, which could cause a 
washed-out effect on the appearance of the output image and/or amplify the background 
noise.  Figs. 4.1 and 4.3 show examples of low-contrast images and the results of treating 
them with conventional contrast enhancement techniques.  In order to better illustrate the 
effectiveness and power of the gray-level grouping technique, low contrast images of 
various kinds and sources are used in developing the GLG method. 
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Fig. 4.1(a) shows an original low-contrast image of the Mars moon, Phobos, and 
Fig. 4.2(a) its histogram.  Fig. 4.1(b) is the result of its histogram equalization, exhibiting 
a washed-out appearance which is not acceptable for many applications.  The cause for 
the washed-out appearance is that the left half of the grayscale on the histogram of the 
equalized image is simply empty, as shown in Fig. 4.2(b).  Fig. 4.1(c) is the resulting 
image of histogram specification, and Fig. 4.2(c) its histogram, which is better than the 
histogram equalization result, but still has an unsatisfactory appearance.  More 
importantly, one major disadvantage of the histogram specification technique is that the 
desired histogram of the result image has to be specified manually, and this precludes the 
technique from being applied automatically.  The manually specified desired histogram 
used in the treatment is depicted in Fig. 4.2(f) [Gonzalez and Woods, 2002].  Fig. 4.1(d) 
is the dynamic histogram equalization result of the Phobos image, and Fig. 4.2(d) its 
histogram.  Fig. 4.3(a) shows a low-contrast X-ray image of a luggage, and Fig. 4.4(a) its 
histogram.  Its histogram equalization result in Fig. 4.3(b) also has a washed-out look, 
and its histogram is shown in Fig. 4.4(b).  Fig. 4.3(c) is the dynamic histogram 
equalization result of the luggage X-ray image, and Fig. 4.4(c) the corresponding 
histogram.  It can be seen that the DHE results are more satisfactory than those of 
histogram equalization and histogram specification, but the contrast of DHE results are 
still not very high. 
 
Contrast enhancement has an important role in image processing applications.  
Conventional contrast enhancement techniques either often fail to produce satisfactory 
results for a broad variety of low-contrast images, or cannot be automatically applied to 
different images, because their parameters must be specified manually to produce a 
satisfactory result for a given image.  A literature review of state of the art of contrast 
enhancement techniques has been presented in Chapter 2 of this dissertation. 
 
Our motivation is to develop a new contrast enhancement technique which not 
only produces better results, but is also general and can be automatically applied to a 
broad variety of images.  This chapter introduces a new histogram-based optimized 
contrast enhancement technique called Gray-Level Grouping (GLG).  The basic 
procedure of this technique is to first group the histogram components of a low-contrast 
image into a proper number of groups according to a certain criterion, then redistribute 
these groups of histogram components uniformly over the grayscale so that each group 
occupies a grayscale segment of the same size as the other groups, and finally ungroup 
the previously grouped gray-levels. 
 
In the next section, the idea of the basic gray-level grouping (GLG) technique will 
be described.  Section 4.3 introduces a new image contrast measure, average pixel 
distance on grayscale (APDG), which is crucial in determining the optimal number of 
gray-level groups (histogram partitions) for generating optimal contrast enhancement 
results by the GLG method.  The theoretical formulation and algorithm of gray-level 
grouping will be given in Section 4.4.  The discrete implementation of the GLG 
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(a) Original ( 21.0=APDG , 
068.0=TEN , 
27.0=rmsC ) 
(b) Histogram equalization 
result ( 15.0=APDG , 
073.0=TEN , 
15.0=rmsC ) 
(c) Histogram specification 
result ( 23.0=APDG , 
11.0=TEN , 
24.0=rmsC ) 
  
 
(d) DHE result 
( 28.0=APDG , 
12.0=TEN , 
28.0=rmsC ) 
(e) GLG result 
( 35.0=APDG , 16.0=TEN , 
34.0=rmsC ) 
 
 
Figure 4.1. Mars moon – Phobos. (a) The low-contrast original image. (b) Result of 
histogram equalization. (c) Result of histogram specification. (d) Result of dynamic 
histogram equalization (DHE). (e) Result of gray-level grouping (GLG).  ( APDG  and 
TEN  are quality measures that will be discussed in Section 4.3.)  (Original image 
courtesy of Dr. Rafael C. Gonzalez [Gonzalez02]) 
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(a) Original (b) Histogram equalization 
result 
(c) Histogram specification 
result 
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(d) DHE result (e) GLG result (f) Specified histogram 
profile for histogram 
specification 
 
Figure 4.2. Histograms of the images of Phobos in Fig. 4.1. (a) Histogram of the low-
contrast original image. (b) Result of histogram equalization. (c) Result of histogram 
specification. (d) Result of dynamic histogram equalization (DHE). (e) Result of gray-
level grouping. (The leftmost component in the histograms is the largest peak whose 
actual amplitude is 51067.3 × .  It is truncated so that the rest of the histograms can be 
displayed on a proper scale.) (e) The manually specified desired histogram profile used to 
produce the histogram specification result in (c). 
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(a) Original 
( 16.0=APDG , 
18.0=TEN , 
20.0=rmsC ) 
 
(b) HE result 
( 15.0=APDG , 
10.0=TEN , 
15.0=rmsC ) 
 
(c) DHE result 
( 21.0=APDG , 
21.0=TEN , 
23.0=rmsC ) 
 
(d) GLG result 
( 34.0=APDG , 
23.0=TEN , 
34.0=rmsC ) 
 
Figure 4.3. X-ray image of luggage. (a) The low-contrast original image. (b) Result 
of histogram equalization (HE), which has an unsatisfactory appearance. (c) Result of 
dynamic histogram equalization (DHE). (d) Result of gray-level grouping (GLG), has a 
sharper look.  The result is produced fully automatically. 
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(a) Original (b) Histogram equalization (HE) result 
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(c) Dynamic histogram equalization (DHE) 
result 
(d) Gray-level grouping (GLG) result 
 
Figure 4.4. Histograms of the X-ray images of a luggage in Fig. 4.3. (a) Histogram of 
the low-contrast original image. (b) Result of histogram equalization (HE). (c) Result of 
dynamic histogram equalization (DHE). (d) Result of gray-level grouping (GLG).  (The 
leftmost component in this histogram corresponds to the background, and its actual 
amplitude is 51036.1 × .  It is truncated so that the rest of the histogram can be displayed 
on a proper scale.) 
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algorithm on digital computer will be described in Section 4.5, and the computational 
complexity of this method and comparison with a few of conventional methods using a 
benchmark quality measure will be discussed in Section 4.6. 
 
 
4.2 Idea of Basic Gray-Level Grouping (GLG) 
 
Although piecewise-based contrast stretching or histogram specification might be 
able to yield satisfactory results if the proper processing parameters are selected for the 
image to be enhanced, they are not general techniques and cannot be automatically 
applied to other images, since the histogram profile varies from image to image.  Before 
introducing the new technique of gray level grouping, we first revisit several 
conventional contrast enhancement techniques, analyze their shortcomings, and try to 
overcome them in developing the new method. 
 
Fig. 4.5(a) illustrates the histogram of a virtual low-contrast image.  The 
histogram contains four components, which are clustered in the central part of the 
grayscale.  The amplitude of the second component is half that of the leftmost component, 
and the right two components are half the second one.  Fig. 4.5(b) shows the result of 
performing histogram equalization on (a).  Due to the highest amplitude of the leftmost 
component, the resulting histogram is shifted toward the right side of the grayscale.  The 
left half of the grayscale is empty and this produces a washed-out appearance in the 
output image.  The objective of histogram equalization is to achieve a uniform histogram.  
However, this can be achieved only on continuous histograms.  For digital images and 
their discrete histograms, histogram equalization simply cannot redistribute the histogram 
components uniformly in most cases, because of the continuous nature of the technique. 
 
Fig. 4.5(c) shows the result of performing a linear contrast stretch on (a).  The 
resulting histogram spreads over the full range of grayscale, so there is no washed-out 
appearance in the output image.  However, it can be noted that the right two histogram 
components are still quite close to each other, so are the left two.  As a result, the contrast 
enhancement in some regions of the output image is not the strongest.  Since the left two 
histogram components are far away from the right two, they might be over-contrasted in 
the output image.  Therefore, the contrast enhancement in the resulting image might also 
be unbalanced.  Furthermore, linear contrast stretch is generally not an automatic method, 
since a piecewise-linear transformation function need to be manually specified to achieve 
satisfactory results. 
 
In order to overcome the above shortcomings, the components of the desired 
histogram of the optimal contrast enhancement result should spread over the full range of 
the grayscale, with the bins being away from each other as far as possible.  Fig. 4.5(d) 
shows the desired histogram which produces the strongest contrast enhancement.  It can 
be noted that the four histogram components are uniformly spread over the entire 
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Figure 4.5. Histograms of a virtual low-contrast image treated by different 
enhancement methods.  (a) Original ( 22.0=APDG ). (b) Result of histogram 
equalization ( 23.0=APDG ). Half of the grayscale is wasted. (c) Result of linear contrast 
stretch ( 44.0=APDG ). Contrast enhancement is not strong for histogram components 
which are originally very close to each other. (d) Optimal histogram of the enhanced 
image ( 42.0=APDG ). 
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grayscale, and are evenly spaced from each other.  The acronym, APDG, in the figure 
caption stands for Average Pixel Distance on Grayscale, which is a new image contrast 
measure developed in this research, and will be introduced in the next section. 
 
The objectives of developing this new technique are as follows: 
i. Like histogram equalization, the basic objective of the new technique is still to 
achieve a uniform histogram, but for discrete histograms, in the sense that the 
histogram components are redistributed uniformly over the grayscale. 
ii. Utilize the grayscale more efficiently; Conventional contrast enhancement techniques 
such as histogram equalization are likely to leave too much empty space on the 
grayscale and cause under or over-contrast. 
iii. Spread the components of histogram over the grayscale in a controllable and/or 
efficient way. 
iv. Treat the histogram components in different parts of the grayscale differently if 
necessary, in order to satisfy specific contrast enhancement purposes.  This objective 
will lead to an extension of the basic GLG technique  selective gray-level grouping 
(SGLG), which will be introduced in the Chapter 6, “De-noising Methods and 
Variations of Gray Level Grouping”. 
v. The new technique should be general, and be able to treat various kinds of images 
automatically. 
 
The basic principle and procedure of this new technique are explained below: 
a) Group the histogram components into a proper number of gray level bins according to 
their amplitudes, in order to initially reduce the number of gray bins.  Therefore, 
empty gray levels can be created on the grayscale, allowing the redistribution of the 
histogram components in the next step.  Furthermore, this grouping operation results 
in a set of gray level bins whose amplitudes are close to each other, allowing a quasi-
uniform distribution of the histogram components in the next step. 
b) Redistribute these groups of histogram components uniformly over the grayscale, so 
that each group occupies a grayscale segment of the same size as the other groups, 
and the concentrated histogram components spread out and image contrast is 
increased.  The size of the grayscale segment occupied by one gray level bin is 
determined from the total number of bins.  At the same time, the grayscale is utilized 
efficiently and the over-contrast problem is also avoided. 
c) The histogram components in different segments of the grayscale can be grouped 
using different criteria, so they can be redistributed differently over the grayscale to 
meet specific processing purposes, e.g., certain applications may require different 
parts of the histogram to be enhanced to different extents.  This step is needed only in 
selective gray-level grouping (SGLG), which will be discussed in the Chapter 6. 
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The idea of basic gray-level grouping is illustrated in Fig. 4.6 and described as 
follows: 
1. Break the histogram into a certain number of partitions, so that the sums of 
histogram components in the partitions are as close to each other as possible; 
2. The optimal number of histogram partitions is determined by a performance 
measure – average pixel distance on grayscale (APDG); 
3. All histogram partitions are mapped to grayscale segments of the same size; 
4. Gray-level transformation function is created based on the resulting histogram and 
then is applied to the original image. 
 
 
4.3 A New Image Contrast Measure – Average Pixel Distance on 
Grayscale (APDG) 
 
When developing the basic gray-level grouping method as conceptualized in the 
previous section, in order to control the GLG process to yield optimum results of contrast 
enhancement, a quality measure for determining the optimal number of gray-level groups 
is necessary.  Although some existing contrast measures could suffice this purpose, in our 
work, we developed a quality measure which directly explores the distance between 
histogram components on grayscale, is more straightforward, and can also be considered 
an image contrast measure.  We take the basic definition of contrast as the difference in 
color and brightness between different parts of an image.  For grayscale images, it is the 
difference in gray-level values between different parts of the image.  The contrast 
measure that we developed, average pixel distance on grayscale (APDG), measures the 
average difference in gray-level values between pixels of the image, and it can be 
calculated from histogram components and the distances between them on grayscale. 
 
The measure of APDG is crucial in determining the optimal number of gray-level 
groups (histogram partitions) for generating optimal contrast enhancement results by the 
gray-level grouping (GLG) method, which is explained in detail in the next section.  This 
section introduces average pixel distance on grayscale (APDG) as a new image contrast 
measure. 
 
For a digital image, its APDG is given by the following equation, 
[ ]1 ,0 ,for      ,))(()()1(
2
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1 2
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NNM
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M
ijpixpix
 (4.1) 
where [ ]1 ,0 −M  is the gray level range of the grayscale, pixN  is the total number of 
pixels in the image, and )(iH ’s are histogram components.  The value of APDG is 
normalized and ranges between [ ]1 ,0 . 
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(a) Histogram of a virtual low-contrast image 
 
 
 
 
(b) Histogram of the enhanced virtual image 
 
Figure 4.6. Illustration of the Idea of Gray-Level Grouping: (1) Break the histogram 
into a certain number of partitions, so that the sums of histogram components in the 
partitions are as close to each other as possible; (2) The optimal number of histogram 
partitions is determined by a performance measure – average pixel distance on grayscale 
(APDG); (3) All histogram partitions are mapped to grayscale segments of the same size; 
(4) Gray-level transformation function is created based on the resulting histogram and 
then is applied to the original image. 
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The new image contrast measure, Average Pixel Distance on Grayscale (APDG), 
was originally developed on discrete histograms and has a discrete formulation.  Since 
APDG plays a crucial role in the GLG process to determine the optimal number of gray-
level groups, it is necessary to develop a theoretical formulation of APDG on continuous 
histograms, and to understand the mathematical meaning of APDG. 
 
Correspondingly, the APDG of an analog image and its continuous histogram is 
given by the following equation, 
∫ ∫ −⋅=
L L
u
dudvuvvhuh
IL
APDG
02
))(()(21 , where ∫=
L
duuhI
0
)( .   (4.2) 
where the grayscale is [ ]L ,0 , and )(uh  is the continuous histogram.  The value of APDG 
is normalized and ranges between [ ]1 ,0 . 
 
It can be noted that APDG has a mathematical form similar to the between-class 
variance in statistics, which is defined as 
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Ostu’s thresholding method maximizes the between-class variance to separate the 
segmented classes as far as possible [Otsu79].  APDG extends the concept of between-
class variance and Ostu’s thresholding method from the case of two classes to multiple 
classes, and the maximum APDG would separate the histogram components as far as 
possible.  The gray-level grouping (GLG) contrast enhancement method uses APDG as a 
performance measure, and the maximum APDG yields the optimum number of gray-level 
groups for the GLG process. 
 
 
4.4 Theoretical Formulation of Basic Gray-Level Grouping (GLG) 
 
The idea of basic gray-level grouping in Section 4.2 is described as follows: 
1. Break the histogram into a certain number of partitions, so that the sums of 
histogram components in the partitions are as close to each other as possible; 
2. The optimal number of histogram partitions is determined by a performance 
measure – average pixel distance on grayscale (APDG); 
3. All histogram partitions are mapped to grayscale segments of the same size; 
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4. Gray-level transformation function is created based on the resulting histogram and 
then is applied to the original image. 
 
The idea of the basic GLG method was originally conceptualized heuristically 
based on discrete histograms of digital images.  In order to gain a better understanding of 
this technique and develop it on a solid foundation, it is necessary to develop a theoretical 
formulation of GLG based on continuous histograms.  
 
Therefore, the procedure of performing gray-level grouping on a continuous 
histogram has been developed as the following: 
1. Divide the original histogram )(xho  into )( xLroundn ∆=  partitions, { }nnnnn hhh ,2,1,  ..., , , =Ω .  For i = 1, 2, …, n, the dividing points inx , ’s are selected 
so that 
∫∫ =
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       (4.4) 
with 01, =nx  and Lx nn =+1, .  The grayscale is [0, L], and x∆  is a pre-specified 
small grayscale interval corresponding to the displayable gray-level difference of 
the intended display device.  Therefore, for each histogram partition, )(
,
xh in , 
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2. Linearly rescale and remap the histogram partitions nΩ  into grayscale segments 
of equal size.  The resulting enhanced histogram partitions, { }nnnnn hhh ,2,1,  ..., , , ′′′=Ω′ , are 
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The corresponding gray-level transformation function is 
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3. Calculate the performance measure, average pixel distance on grayscale (APDG), 
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4. Let 1−= nn , go back to Step 1, repeat until 1=n  to find the optimal number of 
histogram partitions (gray-level groups), optn , given by the maximal APDG. 
5. Apply )(
,
xT inopt , the gray-level transformation function corresponding to the 
optimal gray-level groups number, optn , to the original image to create the 
optimally enhanced resulting image. 
 
Fig. 4.7 illustrates the above gray-level grouping process on a continuous 
histogram.  This theoretical formulation of GLG on continuous histograms furthered our 
understanding of gray-level grouping as a general and widely applicable new contrast 
enhancement technique. 
 
 
4.5 Discrete Implementation of Basic Gray-Level Grouping (GLG) 
 
Section 4.2 describes the basic idea and procedure of gray-level grouping (GLG), 
and Section 4.4 describes the theoretical formulation of GLG. In order for GLG to be 
executed on digital computers and be applied on digital images, it must be implemented 
in a discrete format.  The discrete implementation algorithm of the basic gray-level 
grouping (GLG) technique is described as follows, along with a simple example for 
illustration:  
1) Let )(kH n  denote the histogram of the original image, with k  representing the gray 
levels on the grayscale [ ]1 ,0 −M .  To perform gray level grouping, first the n 
nonzero histogram components are assigned to gray level bins, or gray level groups, 
)(iGn . 
. ..., 3, 2, 1,  ;1 ..., 2, 1, 0,                            
,0)(for       )()(
niMk
kHkHiG nnn
=−=
≠=
    (4.9) 
Fig. 4.8(a) illustrates the histogram of a virtual low-contrast image, whose gray levels 
are in the interval [ ]8 ,0 .  It has 5=n  nonzero components and its histogram 
components are, 
8. 6, 2, 0, for  0)( and ,12)7(
,4)5( ,1)4()3( ,6)1(
55
5555
===
====
kkHH
HHHH
 
After the nonzero histogram components are assigned to gray level bins, we have 
.12)5( and ,4)4( ,1)3( ,1)2( ,6)1( 55555 ===== GGGGG  
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Figure 4.7. Illustration of the gray-level grouping process on a continuous histogram. 
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Figure 4.8. Illustration of gray-level grouping.  (a) Original histogram of a virtual 
low-contrast image, and the histogram after the first gray-level grouping. The bracket 
indicates the gray levels to be grouped.  (b) Histogram after the first gray-level 
ungrouping.  (c) Histogram after the second gray-level grouping.  (d) Histogram after the 
second gray-level ungrouping. 
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2) The left and right limits, )(iLn ’s and )(iRn ’s, of the gray level interval represented 
by )(iGn  also need to be recorded.  In this first step, the intervals consist of single 
values, which are the gray level values, k, of the original histogram components, 
)(kH n . 
. ..., 3, 2, 1,  ,1 ..., 2, 1, 0,                              
,0)(for   ,)()(
niMk
kHkiRiL nnn
=−=
≠==
    (4.10) 
In our example, these parameters are 
;4)3()3( ;3)2()2( ;1)1()1( 555555 ====== RLRLRL  
 
3) .7)5()5( ;5)4()4( 5555 ==== RLRL The first occurring smallest )(iGn  is found. 
)(min iGa ni= ,         (4.11) 
and ai  is the group index corresponding to the smallest )(iGn , i.e., a.  In our example, 
2=ai , and 1)2(5 == Ga . 
 
4) Grouping is performed in this step.  Group )( an iG  is merged with the smaller of its 
two adjacent neighbors, and the gray level bins )(iGn  adjusted to create a new set of 
bins, )(1 iGn− , as follows. 
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a
anana
i
iGiGi
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The left and right limits of the gray level intervals represented by )(1 iGn−  also need to 
be adjusted accordingly. 
 
1,...,2,1for         )1(
                ..., 2, ,1for              )()(1
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    1 ..., 2, ,1for             )()(1
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niiiiR
iiiR
iR
n
n
n      (4.16) 
In our example, 1)3(5 == Gb , and 2==′ aii .  The bracket in Fig. 4.8(a) indicates the 
two histogram components to be grouped.  The new gray-level bins are, 
.12)5()4( and ,4)4()3(
,2)2( ,6)1()1(
5454
454
====
=+===
GGGG
baGGG
 
The new gray level intervals represented by the new groups are, 
.7)4()4( ;5)3()3(
;4)2( ,3)2( ;1)1()1(
4444
4444
====
====
RLRL
RLRL
 
 
5) Mapping and ungrouping are performed in this step.  Now the total number of gray-
level bins has been reduced by one.  We can start to construct the transformation 
function )(1 kTn− , which maps the gray level values of pixels in the input image to the 
desired values in the output image.  In our method, all gray level bins are 
redistributed uniformly over the entire grayscale, the gray levels are mapped to new 
values, and the combined histogram components are fully or partially uncombined.  
We first calculate the number of gray levels, 1−nN , that each gray-level bin will 
occupy in the resulting image.  With a total number of bins equal to 1−n , we have 
1
1
1
−
−
=
−
n
MN n .         (4.17) 
However, if )1()1( 11 −− = nn RL , this indicates that the leftmost gray level bin )1(1−nG  
contains only one gray level or one histogram component, which usually corresponds 
to the background, and it will be matched to gray level 0 in the resulting image.  To 
prevent this one histogram component from occupying too many gray levels, we let 
α−−
−
=
− 1
1
1
n
MN n ,         (4.18) 
where α  is a constant between 0 and 1, and usually assumes a value of 8.0  in our 
treatments, found through multiple trials to work well with a variety of images. 
 
There are four cases to be considered when constructing )(1 kTn− .  For 
1 ..., 2, 1, ,0 −= Mk : 
i) If gray level k falls inside gray-level bin )(1 iGn− , and )()( 11 iRiL nn −− ≠ , this gray 
level is first mapped onto the right boundary of the gray level interval assigned to 
bin )(1 iGn− , i.e., [ ]11  ,)1( −−− Nn iNNi , then it is separated from the group by linear 
rescaling within the assigned gray level interval.  Therefore, its transformation 
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function )(1 kTn−  is 
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If )1()1( 11 −− = nn RL , constant α  prevents the background histogram from 
occupying too many gray levels. 
If )()( 11 iRiL nn −− = , i.e., the bin )(1 iGn− contains only one gray level, then the 
transformation function is 
( )



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=
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111
111
1
nnn
nnn
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     (4.20) 
ii) If gray level k falls between gray-level bin )(1 iGn−  and )1(1 +− iGn , then its 
transformation function is 
( )


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−−−
−−−
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111
111
1
nnn
nnn
n RLiN
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     (4.21) 
This ensures that )(1 kTn−  is monotonically increasing along the grayscale, and the 
gray level reversal problem will be avoided in the adaptive approach of the GLG 
method. 
iii) If )1(1−≤ nLk , then 0)(1 =− kTn ;      (4.22) 
iv) If )1(1 −≥ − nRk n , then 1)(1 −=− MkTn .     (4.23) 
The constructed gray-level transformation function, )(1 kTn−  for 1 ..., 2, 1, ,0 −= Mk , 
is stored in computer memory.  In our example, we let 1=α  for simplicity and have 
67.2)14/()19(4 =−−=N .  The transformed gray levels are 
.8)8()7(  ,5)6(  ,5)5(
,3)4(  ,1)3(  ,0)2()1()0(
4444
44444
====
=====
TTTT
TTTTT
 
All resulting gray levels are rounded to the closest integer, and the histogram of the 
resulting image is shown in Fig. 4.8(b). 
6) By applying the constructed transformation function )(1 kTn−  to the histogram, )(kH n , 
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of the original image, we obtain the histogram of the processed image, )(1 kH n− .  The 
average distance, 1−nD , between pixels on the grayscale, is used as a criterion to 
measure the quality of contrast enhancement.  This distance is given by the definition 
of APDG in Eq. 4.1 and is relisted below: 
[ ]1 ,0 ,for      ,))(()()1(
2
1
1 2
0
1
1
111 −∈−
−
⋅
−
= ∑∑
−
=
−
+=
−−−
MjiijjHiH
NNM
D
M
i
M
ij
nn
pixpix
n    (4.24) 
where [ ]1 ,0 −M  is the gray level range of the grayscale, and pixN  is the total number 
of pixels in the image.  The GLG process tends to spread the histogram components 
uniformly over the grayscale, preventing the histogram components from 
concentrating in particular locations on the grayscale.  At the same time, a larger D  
will keep the histogram components further away from each other for better 
enhancement.  Therefore, we consider the average distance between pixels on the 
grayscale, D, as a sound measure of the quality of images enhanced by GLG 
technique, and consider that the maximal D  corresponds to the optimal contrast 
enhancement.  Visual evaluations of multiple images during our testing also 
confirmed the validity of this measure.  This quality measure is essential in the GLG 
process to achieve the optimal result.  It is worth noting that this image contrast 
criterion, the average distance between pixels on the grayscale, is not inherent to the 
GLG algorithm, but could be used in other histogram-based algorithms (especially 
histogram equalization) as well.  The use of this criterion and a well-known criterion 
on images in this chapter will be discussed in the next section. 
  
In some cases (e.g., the background occupies a large percentage area in the image), 
in order to achieve the optimal result, the gray levels corresponding to the image 
background may be excluded when calculating 1−nD .  For many images, the 
histogram components corresponding to the background are the highest and distinct 
in the histogram profile.  Therefore, the approximate area of the background can be 
calculated automatically by summing the amplitudes of the histogram components of 
the background, given that the algorithm is notified by the user that the input image 
has a large-area background.  If the background occupies a percentage area in the 
image larger than a user specified threshold (e.g., 40%), the background gray levels 
are then excluded when calculating 1−nD .  In our example, 5D  of Fig. 4.8(a) is 34.0 , 
and 4D  of Fig. 4.8(b) is 47.0 . 
 
To determine the optimal number of gray level bins that will lead to the optimal 
contrast enhancement, we need to repeat the above procedure and group the 
histogram components into all possible numbers from n  to 2  (there is no need to 
group all histogram components into one bin since the histogram will be the same as 
the original after it is ungrouped), and calculate the average distance between pixels 
on the grayscale, iD , for each set of bins.  The maximal iD  will lead to the 
corresponding optimum number, opti , for gray-level bins. 
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.2 ,...,2 ,1 ,for     ,maxmax −−== nnniDD ii      (4.25) 
.for   , maxDDii iopt ==         (4.26) 
 
In our example, we continue to group the gray-level bins.  This time bin )2(4G  and 
)3(4G  will be grouped as indicated by the bracket in Fig. 4.8(c), and the new set of 
gray-level bins are 
.12)4()3( and
,642)3()2()2( ,6)1()1(
43
44343
==
=+=+===
GG
GGGGG
 
Their boundaries are 
.7)3()3( ;5)2( ,3)2( ;1)1()1( 333333 ====== RLRLRL  
Then 4)13/(83 =−=N , and the new transformed gray levels are 
.8)8()7(  ,4)6(  ,4)5(
,3)4(  ,1)3(  ,0)2()1()0(
3333
33333
====
=====
TTTT
TTTTT
 
The resulting histogram is shown in Fig. 4.8(d).  The average distance between pixels 
on the grayscale, 48.03 =D , is larger than 5D  and 4D . 
 
7) To obtain the final optimally enhanced image, we retrieve the optimal gray-level 
transformation function )(
opt
kTi  from computer memory, and then apply it to the 
original image. 
 
Fig. 4.9 illustrates the flow chart of the optimized gray-level grouping algorithm. 
Figs. 4.1(e) and 4.2(e) show the result of applying this technique to the Phobos image 
and the resulting histogram, respectively.  Figs. 4.3(d) and 4.4(d) show the GLG result 
of the X-ray luggage image.  Since the background area percentage is quite large in the 
X-ray image, the background is excluded when calculating the average distance between 
pixels on the grayscale, in order to achieve the strongest enhancement in the resulting 
image of Fig. 4.3(d).  It is obvious that the GLG results are better than those of 
histogram equalization, histogram specification, and dynamic histogram equalization 
(DHE).  Furthermore, the new method is fully automatic. 
 
It should be pointed out that, in Fig. 4.1(e), background noise in the upper left 
corner has been amplified in the basic GLG result.  This effect also exists in the results of 
HE and histogram specification, as shown in Figs. 4.1(b) and (c).  This problem can be 
solved and will be addressed in the Chapter 6 by selective GLG. 
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Figure 4.9. Flow chart of the optimized gray-level grouping algorithm 
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For 1 ..., 2, 1, ,0 −= Mk , 
(1) If the gray level k falls into gray-level bin )(1 iGn− , and 
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(2) If )()( 11 iRiL nn −− = , or if the gray level k falls between gray-level 
bin )(1 iGn−  and )1(1 +− iGn , then 
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(3) If )1(1−≤ nLk , then 0)(1 =− kTn ; 
(4) If )1(1 −≥ − nRk n , then 1)(1 −=− LkTn . 
Apply )(1 kTn−  to the histogram of the original image, calculate the 
average distance between pixels on the grayscale 
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?21 =−n  
Yes 
No 
1−= nn  
Find the maximal iD  and corresponding bin number opti  
.2 ,...,2 ,1 ,           ,maxmax −−== nnniDD ii  
.for   , maxDDii iopt ==  
 
End 
Retrieve the optimal gray-level transformation function )(
opt
kTi  
from the computer memory, and then apply it to the original 
image to reconstruct the final optimally enhanced image. 
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Although we have described an approach for finding the optimal number of gray-
level groups, it has been found that the quality of the resulting images is not very 
sensitive to the total number of gray-level bins if this number is below 150, because the 
ungrouping of grouped gray levels results in similar spacing between high-amplitude 
histogram components.  Therefore, we can use a default value for the total number of 
gray-level groups, e.g., 20, which has been found to yield satisfactory results in a large 
number of experiments and saves on iterations and computational expenses 
significantly.  The choice of this number is also based on the fact that it is comparable to 
the number of gray shades that the human eye can discern, which is a couple of dozens.  
Without constructing the transformation function and calculating the average distance 
between pixels on the grayscale for each set of gray-level bins, this algorithm executes 
much faster (more than 3 orders of magnitude faster for 8-bit images) than the optimized 
GLG, so it is called fast gray-level grouping (FGLG).  Fig. 4.10 illustrates the flow chart 
of FGLG. 
 
Fig. 4.11(a) and (b) show the comparison of the results of treating the Phobos 
image by GLG with two different numbers of gray-level bins.  Fig. 4.11(a) is the result 
using the optimal number of bins of 4 given by Eq. 4.26, and Fig. 4.11(b) is the result 
using the default number of bins of 20.  It can be seen that there is not much difference in 
the two images, and both images are satisfactory. 
 
 
4.6 Computational Complexity, Quality Measure and Execution 
Speed 
 
The computational complexity of the GLG technique is basically determined by 
the number of comparison operations for finding the smallest gray-level groups and the 
number of multiplication and/or division operations for calculating the gray level 
transformation functions, )(1 kTn− . 
 
The number of comparison operations for finding the smallest gray-level group 
among L  groups is )(LO .  Since the smallest gray-level group needs to be found for all 
possible sets of groups in the optimal GLG process, the computational complexity for 
finding the smallest gray-level groups is )( 2LO , where L  is the total number of gray 
levels on the grayscale.  For each set of gray-level groups, the number of multiplication 
and/or division operations for calculating the gray level transformation function is )(LO .  
Since this also needs to be performed on all possible sets of gray-level groups in the 
optimal GLG process, the computational complexity for calculating gray level 
transformation functions in the optimal GLG process is )( 2LO .  However, since the 
gray level transformation function is calculated only once in the fast GLG process, its 
computational complexity for multiplication operations is )(LO .  As comparison, the 
computational complexity of the HE algorithm is )(LO . 
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Figure 4.10. Flow chart of the fast gray-level grouping (FGLG) algorithm, which 
groups the original gray-level bins into a default number of bins, 20, executes much faster 
than the optimized GLG, and has comparable results. 
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(3) If )1(1−≤ nLk , then 0)(1 =− kTn ; 
(4) If )1(1 −≥ − nRk n , then 1)(1 −=− LkTn . 
End 
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(a) Optimal GLG result 
( 35.0=APDG , 16.0=TEN , 34.0=rmsC ) 
(b) Fast GLG result ( 33.0=APDG , 
16.0=TEN , 33.0=rmsC ) 
 
Figure 4.11. Comparison of GLG results using different gray-level bin numbers. Both 
images are satisfactory. (a) GLG result of the Phobos image with the optimal bin number 
of 4, found through the iterative process. (b) FGLG result of the Phobos image with the 
default bin number of 20. 
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In order to evaluate the competitiveness of the GLG method against existing 
contrast enhancement techniques, we used the most well-known benchmark image 
sharpness measure, the Tenengrad criterion [Krotkov89, Buerkle01], to compare the 
results of the GLG method and the conventional methods studied in this paper.  The 
Tenengrad criterion is based on gradient magnitude maximization.  It is considered one of 
the most robust and functionally accurate image quality measures [Buerkle01].  The 
Tenengrad value of an image I  is calculated from the gradient ),( yxI∇  at each pixel 
),( yx , where the partial derivatives are obtained by a high-pass filter, e.g., the Sobel 
operator, with the convolution kernels xi  and yi .  The gradient magnitude is given as 
( ) ( )22 ),(),(),( yxIiyxIiyxS yx ∗+∗= ,      (4.27) 
and the Tenengrad criterion is formulated as 
( ) TyxSLNyxSTEN pix
x y
>=∑∑ ),(for        ,),(      (4.28) 
where pixN  is the total number of pixels in the image, grayscale is [0, L], and T  is a 
threshold, which generally is 0 for this application.  The image quality is usually 
considered higher if its Tenengrad value is larger. 
 
Another widely-used image contrast measure is the root-mean-square (rms) 
contrast [Rubin84], [Pavel87].  The rms contrast is defined as 
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where ix  is a normalized gray-level value such that 10 << ix , and x  is the mean 
normalized gray level 
∑
=
=
n
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n
x
1
1
.         (4.30) 
 
We calculated the Tenengrad values (TEN ) and the RMS contrast ( rmsC ) of all 
images in this chapter, and listed them in the corresponding figure captions.  It is noted 
that the images processed with the GLG technique have significantly larger Tenengrad 
and RMS contrast values, which indicate that the GLG method is superior to the contrast 
enhancement techniques that GLG competes against.  This result agrees with the visual 
evaluation by the human eye.  It is also worth noting that the Tenengrad criterion and 
RMS contrast indicate that the optimal GLG result is better than the fast GLG result, as 
shown in Fig. 4.11. 
 
In the Section 4.3, we proposed a new image contrast measure, the average 
distance between pixels on the grayscale (APDG), which is formulated as follows: 
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We also calculated the values of this criterion (APDG) for all images in this 
chapter and listed them in the corresponding figure captions.  It can be seen that, this 
criterion generally agrees well with the benchmark Tenengrad measure and the widely-
used RMS contrast in evaluating image contrast.  In addition, since APDG operates on 
histogram components instead of calculating gradients of all pixels in the image as 
Tenengrad measure does, APDG requires about 100 times less computing power than 
Tenengrad criterion when processing a common-sized 8-bit image of 10001000×  pixels.  
Therefore, APDG is more suitable than Tenengrad measure for real time or speed critical 
applications. 
 
Experiments were also conducted on a Dell Precision workstation with a 3.6 GHz 
Intel Xeon CPU to test the execution time of GLG algorithm.  The testing results are as 
follows: 
1. For grayscale images of size of 10001000 ×  pixels, the global basic and 
selective GLG running time  ~30 milliseconds. 
2. For grayscale images of size of 10001000 ×  pixels, the adaptive GLG 
running time  ~800 milliseconds. 
3. For color images of size of 10001000 ×  pixels (applying GLG to color 
images will be discussed in Section 5.7 of Chapter 5), 
1) The running time of performing GLG in RGB color space  ~70 
milliseconds; 
2) The running time of performing GLG in HSI color space  ~90 
milliseconds. 
It can be seen that the execution time of the global GLG algorithm is fast enough for real 
time video processing applications. 
 
 
4.7 Conclusion 
 
We have developed a new automated contrast enhancement technique and a new 
image contrast measure.  Gray-level grouping (GLG) is a general technique that can be 
conveniently applied to a broad variety of low-contrast images and generates satisfactory 
results (more examples will be given in the next two chapters).  The GLG technique can 
be conducted with full automation at fast speeds and outperforms conventional contrast 
enhancement techniques.  The benchmark image quality measure, Tenengrad criterion, 
indicates that the GLG results are superior to those of conventional and state-of-the-art 
techniques studied in this chapter.  The optimized GLG algorithm generally can process 
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an image within tens of milliseconds on a personal computer (PC), and the fast GLG 
algorithm (FGLG) can process an image on the time scale of millisecond on a PC.  The 
basic GLG method also provides a platform for various extensions of this technique, such 
as adaptive GLG for local contrast enhancement, GLG for color images, selective gray-
level grouping (SGLG) which can enhance different parts of an image to various extents 
according to specific application requirements, GLG with preprocessing steps for 
eliminating image background noises, and so on.  All these variations extend the 
capability of the basic GLG technique, and will be discussed in Chapter 5, “Further 
Studies of Gray-Level Grouping (GLG), and Extensions to Adaptive GLG and Color 
Images”, and Chapter 6, “Selective Gray-Level Grouping (SGLG) and De-noising 
Methods”. 
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Chapter 5 Further Studies of Gray-Level 
Grouping (GLG), and Extensions to Adaptive 
GLG and Color Images 
 
 
5.1 Introduction 
 
The basic gray-level grouping (GLG) technique was developed in the previous 
chapter, and comparisons with other enhancement techniques indicate that GLG is 
superior.  In order to gain further insights into the technique of GLG, it is desirable to 
conduct further studies on issues such as the effect of different gray-level group numbers 
in the GLG process on average pixel distance on grayscale (APDG), and on contrast 
enhancement results, comparison of the gray-level remapping schemes for GLG and 
competing techniques, e.g., dynamic histogram equalization (DHE), etc., and the relation 
between the gray-level remapping scheme of GLG and the characteristics of human 
visual system response.  This will lead to a better understanding why GLG outperforms 
competing contrast enhancement techniques. 
 
The basic GLG technique is a global method and operates on the histogram of the 
entire image.  Therefore, the local contrast of some areas in the resulting image might not 
be sufficiently enhanced.  By analogy to the well-established conventional technique of 
adaptive histogram equalization (AHE) [Pizer87], gray-level grouping (GLG) also has its 
adaptive counterparts  A-GLG.  This chapter will present the development of an 
adaptive version of GLG for local contrast enhancement. 
 
In addition, the basic GLG technique was developed on gray-level images.  It 
would be desirable to extend the GLG technique to color images to broaden its 
application range.  Therefore, this chapter will also introduce two approaches for 
applying the GLG technique to color images. 
 
 
5.2 Effect of Different Numbers of Gray-level Groups in GLG 
Process on APDG and Contrast Enhancement Results 
 
Fig. 5.1(a) shows a low-contrast sub-band facial image from a multi-spectral 
facial image sequence acquired in the multispectral imaging for face recognition research 
conducted in the Imaging, Robotics and Intelligent Systems (IRIS) Laboratory at the 
University of Tennessee, Knoxville.  Fig. 5.1(b) shows the histogram equalization (HE) 
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(a) Original 
( 069.0=APDG , 
027.0=TEN , 
071.0=rmsC ) 
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(b) Histogram 
equalization (HE) 
result ( 33.0=APDG , 
32.0=TEN , 
29.0=rmsC ) 
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(c) Dynamic histogram 
equalization (DHE) 
result ( 16.0=APDG , 
087.0=TEN , 
16.0=rmsC ) 
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(d) GLG result 
( 29.0=APDG , 
11.0=TEN , 
29.0=rmsC ) 
 
 
Figure 5.1. A sub-band facial image from a multi-spectral facial image sequence. (a) 
Low-contrast original image and its histogram. (b) Result of histogram equalization, has a 
washed-out appearance and amplified background noise. (d) Result of gray-level 
grouping, has a crisper look.  The result is produced fully automatically. (Original image 
is from the image database of the Imaging, Robotics and Intelligent Systems (IRIS) 
Laboratory at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville.) 
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result of (a).  It can be seen that it has a washed-out appearance and the background noise 
has been significantly amplified.  The dynamic histogram equalization (DHE) result of (a) 
is shown in Fig. 5.1(c), and its contrast is still quite low.  Fig. 5.1(d) shows the result of 
gray-level grouping (GLG).  It can be easily seen that the contrast and quality of the GLG 
resulting image are significantly better than those of the HE and DHE results, although it 
is noted that the contrast measures for the HE result have higher values than those for the 
GLG result due to amplified background noise, because they don’t differentiate noise 
from informational contents. 
 
Due to constraint imaging conditions, some line scan CCD images may exhibit a 
low contrast, and need to be enhanced for desired application purposes.  This is when the 
new contrast enhancement technique developed in this research  gray-level grouping 
(GLG) kicks in and enhances those low contrast images. 
 
Fig. 5.2 shows a low-contrast high-resolution ( 120006144×  pixels) close-range 
line-CCD image of a weld and enhancement results using different techniques, and the 
corresponding histograms are shown in Fig. 5.3.  It can be seen that the histogram 
equalization result has a washed-out appearance, and the contrast of the dynamic 
histogram equalization result is still somewhat low.  In addition, the DHE method is not 
completely automatic; a rescaling parameter in the DHE process need be specified by 
user in order to achieve satisfactory results.  It can also be seen in Fig. 5.2 that, for the 
result of gray-level grouping, not only it is visually better than the results of other two 
methods, but also the values of Tenengrad measure, average pixel distance on grayscale 
(APDG), and the RMS contrast measure indicate that the GLG result has a higher 
contrast than the other two. 
 
In order to help understand how the GLG process enhances image contrast based 
on the values of average pixel distance on grayscale (APDG), it is necessary to 
investigate the effect of different numbers of gray-level groups or grayscale partitions in 
the GLG process on APDG and subsequently on the contrast of resulting images.  Fig. 5.4 
shows GLG resulting images with different numbers of gray-level groups during the 
GLG process, and Fig. 5.5 the corresponding histograms.  It can be seen that the optimum 
number of gray-level groups yielded by the maximum APDG value does generate results 
of highest contrast, as indicated visually and by Tenengrad criterion.  Fig. 5.6 show the 
relations between the APDG value and number of gray-level groups in the GLG process 
for various images treated in this chapter and Chapter 4.  The highest peak on the 
relational curve corresponds to the optimal number of gray-level groups for the optimal 
GLG result. 
 
Therefore, we can conclude that the performance criterion, Average Pixel 
Distance on Grayscale (APDG), measures the contrast of the images resulted from GLG 
process with different numbers of gray-level groups, and the maximum value of APDG 
corresponds to the optimal GLG result. 
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(a) Original 
( 043.0=APDG , 
068.0=TEN , 
042.0=rmsC ) 
 
(b) Histogram 
equalization (HE) result 
( 31.0=APDG , 
49.0=TEN , 
27.0=rmsC ) 
 
(c) Dynamic histogram 
equalization (DHE) result 
( 32.0=APDG , 
50.0=TEN , 
30.0=rmsC ) 
 
(d) Gray-level grouping 
(GLG) result (# of 
groups: 21) 
( 39.0=APDG , 
61.0=TEN , 
34.0=rmsC ) 
Figure 5.2. A low-contrast high-resolution ( 120006144×  pixels) close-range line-
CCD image of a weld and contrast enhancement results using different techniques. 
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(a) Original (b) Histogram equalization (HE) result 
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(c) Dynamic histogram equalization (DHE) 
result 
(d) Gray-level grouping (GLG) result (# of 
groups: 21) 
 
Figure 5.3. Histograms of the images of a weld in Fig. 5.3. (a) Histogram of the low-
contrast original image. (b) Result of histogram equalization (HE). (c) Result of dynamic 
histogram equalization (DHE). (d) Result of gray-level grouping (GLG). 
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(a) GLG result (# of groups: 
100) 
( 11.0=APDG , 18.0=TEN , 
11.0=rmsC ) 
(b) GLG result (# of groups: 
50) ( 22.0=APDG , 
35.0=TEN , 20.0=rmsC ) 
(c) GLG result (# of groups: 
5) ( 34.0=APDG , 
54.0=TEN , 31.0=rmsC ) 
(d) Optimal GLG result (# of 
groups: 21) ( 39.0=APDG , 
61.0=TEN , 34.0=rmsC ) 
Figure 5.4. A low-contrast high-resolution ( 120006144×  pixels) close-range line-
CCD image of a weld and GLG results with different number of gray-level groups. 
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(a)  GLG result (# of groups: 100) (b)  GLG result (# of groups: 50) 
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(c)  GLG result (# of groups: 5) (d)  Optimal GLG result (# of groups: 21) 
 
Figure 5.5. Histograms of the images of a weld in Fig. 5.5. (a) Histogram of the low-
contrast original image. (b) GLG result (# of groups: 50). (c) GLG result (# of groups: 5). 
(d) Optimal GLG result (# of groups: 21). 
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(a) Weld (Optimum #: 21) (b) Phobos (Optimum #: 4) 
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(c) X-ray luggage (Optimum #: 35) (d) face (Optimum #: 55) 
 
Figure 5.6. Average pixel distance on grayscale (APDG) for GLG results with 
different numbers of gray-level groups. 
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5.3 A Fast Search Strategy for Finding the Optimum Number of 
Histogram Partitions for the GLG Process 
 
When the gray-level grouping (GLG) technique was introduced in Chapter 4, an 
exhaustive search was employed to find the optimum number of histogram partitions 
(gray-level groups) for the GLG process according to the maximum value of APDG.  
This exhaustive search consumes more than 95% of the total execution time of the GLG 
algorithm.  For 8-bit images, the maximum number of gray-level groups to search is 256, 
which is small enough so that the execution speed of the GLG algorithm is still fast 
enough for real time applications.  However, for high bit-depth images like 16-bit images, 
the maximum number of histogram partitions to search in the GLG process is much 
larger, e.g., 65536 for 16-bit images, and the exhaustive search would significantly hinder 
the execution speed of the GLG algorithm, and hence its potential for real time 
applications.  Therefore, it is desirable to investigate faster search strategies for finding 
the optimum or quasi-optimum number of gray-level groups for the GLG process to keep 
its execution time short for high bit-depth images. 
 
Fig. 5.6 and additional extensive experiments show that the relations between the 
APDG value and number of histogram partitions in the GLG process always exhibit such 
characteristics that there are high peaks in the middle and both ends are low for the 
relation curve.  Thus, a faster non-exhaustive search strategy for finding the quasi-
optimum number of gray-level groups would be sub-sampling of the relation curve of 
APDG and number of histogram partitions  during the GLG process, perform gray-
level transformation and calculate APDG values for only a subset of all possible numbers 
of gray-level groups, e.g., one in every 16, 256, or 1024 data points on the relation curve 
depending on the total number of data points (maximum number of histogram partitions); 
then find the region on the curve bounded by two adjacent data points with highest 
APDG values in the subset; next, do an exhaustive search within this small region to find 
the data point with the highest APDG value, the corresponding number of histogram 
partitions and gray-level transformation function will be used to generate the quasi-
optimum GLG result. 
 
Fig. 5.7 illustrates this non-exhaustive search strategy of sub-sampling.  If the 
region for performing exhaustive search is quite large because the sub-sampling rate is 
low so that the distance between adjacent data points in the subset is large, the region can 
continue to be sub-sampled until the final region is small enough for exhaustive search.  
This sub-sampling search strategy cannot guarantee to find the optimum number of 
histogram partitions corresponding to the maximum APDG value for the GLG process, 
but its result is at least quasi-optimum, and its execution speed can be several orders of 
magnitude higher than that of the exhaustive search approach. 
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Figure 5.7. Illustration of the fast search for the optimum number of histogram 
partitions for the GLG process by sub-sampling. 
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5.4 Comparison of Gray-Level Remapping Schemes for GLG and 
DHE 
 
At the ungrouping step in the process of gray-level grouping (GLG), the gray 
levels in each histogram partition are linearly remapped to a new grayscale segment, so 
the gray-level distance between adjacent histogram components in the same histogram 
partition is a constant, independent of the amplitude of histogram components.  However, 
for the state-of-art competing technique, dynamic histogram equalization (DHE), the gray 
levels in each histogram partition are remapped onto the grayscale by histogram 
equalization within the corresponding grayscale segment, so the gray-level distance 
between adjacent histogram components in the same histogram partition is not a constant, 
but is dependent of the relative amplitude of the corresponding histogram component. 
 
In order to understand why gray-level grouping outperforms dynamic histogram 
equalization in enhancing image contrast, it is desirable to study the effect of swapping 
the gray-level remapping schemes for the two techniques, and see the consequences to 
the resulting images. 
 
Fig. 5.8(c) shows the result of applying a modified version of GLG on the line 
CCD weld image, and Fig. 5.9(c) the corresponding histogram.  In this modified version 
of GLG, the linear remapping of gray levels is replaced by histogram equalization within 
each histogram partition.  It can be seen that the histogram-equalization remapping of 
gray levels results in inferior outcome, and causes a washed-out appearance, since high-
amplitude histogram components occupy too much space on the grayscale in the resulting 
image than necessary. 
 
Fig. 5.10(c) shows the result of applying a modified version of DHE on the line 
CCD weld image, and Fig. 5.11(c) the corresponding histogram.  In this modified version 
of DHE, the gray-level remapping by histogram equalization within each histogram 
partition is replaced by linear remapping.  It can be seen that changing the histogram-
equalization remapping in the DHE process to linear remapping results in inferior 
outcome, and the resulting image may have an even lower contrast, since the high-
amplitude histogram components are not separated far enough on the grayscale in the 
resulting image. 
 
Therefore, we can conclude that the linear remapping of gray levels in the GLG 
process is an important factor for why gray-level grouping outperforms dynamic 
histogram equalization.  However, the gray-level linear remapping scheme of GLG is not 
the only reason why GLG is superior to DHE, because when DHE adopts this linear 
remapping scheme, its result is still inferior, and even worse than the original DHE result. 
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(a) Original 
( 043.0=APDG , 
068.0=TEN , 
042.0=rmsC ) 
 
(b) Optimal gray-level 
grouping (GLG) result (# 
of groups: 21) 
( 39.0=APDG , 
61.0=TEN , 
34.0=rmsC ) 
 
(c) GLG with HE 
remapping of gray levels 
( 28.0=APDG , 
45.0=TEN , 
25.0=rmsC ) 
 
(d) Dynamic histogram 
equalization (DHE) result 
( 32.0=APDG , 
50.0=TEN , 
30.0=rmsC ) 
Figure 5.8. Replacing the linear remapping of gray levels in the GLG process by 
histogram-equalization remapping results in inferior outcome, and causes a washed-out 
appearance as seen in (c), since high-amplitude histogram components occupy too 
much space on the grayscale in the resulting image than necessary. 
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(a) Original (b) Optimal gray-level grouping (GLG) 
result (# of groups: 21) 
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(c) GLG with HE remapping of gray levels (d) Dynamic histogram equalization (DHE) 
result 
 
Figure 5.9. Histograms of the images of a weld in Fig. 5.8. (a) Histogram of the low-
contrast original image. (b) Optimal gray-level grouping (GLG) result (# of groups: 21). 
(c) GLG with HE remapping of gray levels. (d) Dynamic histogram equalization (DHE) 
result. 
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(a) Original 
( 043.0=APDG , 
068.0=TEN , 
042.0=rmsC ) 
 
(b) Optimal gray-level 
grouping (GLG) result (# 
of groups: 21) 
( 39.0=APDG , 
61.0=TEN , 
34.0=rmsC ) 
 
(c) DHE with linear 
remapping of gray levels 
( 066.0=APDG , 
10.0=TEN , 
065.0=rmsC ) 
 
(d) Dynamic histogram 
equalization (DHE) result 
( 32.0=APDG , 
50.0=TEN , 
30.0=rmsC ) 
Figure 5.10. Changing the histogram-equalization remapping in the DHE process to 
linear remapping results in inferior outcome, and the resulting image may have an even 
lower contrast as seen in (c), since the high-amplitude histogram components are not 
separated far enough on the grayscale in the resulting image. 
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(a) Original (b) Optimal gray-level grouping (GLG) 
result (# of groups: 21) 
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(c) DHE with linear remapping of gray 
levels 
(d) Dynamic histogram equalization (DHE) 
result 
 
Figure 5.11. Histograms of the images of a weld in Fig. 5.10. (a) Histogram of the low-
contrast original image. (b) Optimal gray-level grouping (GLG) result (# of groups: 21). 
(c) Result of DHE with linear remapping of gray levels. (d) Result of Dynamic histogram 
equalization (DHE) result. 
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 GLG differs from DHE not only in gray-level remapping scheme, but also in the 
way of partitioning image histogram, the way of reallocating histogram partitions to new 
grayscale segments, and the use of a performance measure.  DHE partitions the histogram 
at local minima, and then the histogram partitions are reallocated to new grayscale 
segments by a scaling factor specified by the user.  GLG partitions the histogram of the 
original image in a way so that the cumulative probability density functions (CPDF’s) of 
all partitions are the same as each other, and then the histogram partitions are reallocated 
to new grayscale segments of the same size, determined by the number yielded from 
dividing the grayscale by the number of partitions.  Dynamic histogram equalization 
(DHE) doesn’t use any performance measure to judge and adjust the enhancement 
process in order to achieve an optimal result.  Gray-level grouping (GLG), on the other 
side, uses average pixel distance on grayscale (APDG) as a performance measure to judge 
and adjust the enhancement process, and uses the optimal number of gray-level groups 
(histogram partitions) indicated by the maximal APDG to achieve the optimal 
enhancement result.  All of the above factors contributed to the superiority of GLG over 
other competing techniques. 
 
 
5.5 The Relation between GLG Gray-Level Remapping and Human 
Visual Response 
 
In the previous section, we found that the linear remapping of gray levels in the 
GLG process is an important factor for why gray-level grouping outperforms competing 
techniques such as dynamic histogram equalization.  In order to understand why the gray-
level linear remapping scheme of GLG results in better contrast enhancement, it is 
necessary to study the relation between the GLG gray-level remapping scheme and the 
characteristics of the response of human visual system. 
 
According to Weber’s Law, in human visual system, brightness discrimination is 
poor (the Weber ratio, )log( II c∆ , is large) at low illumination levels, and vice versa, as 
illustrated in Fig. 5.12.  Weber’s Law indicates that, for an image of high contrast (i.e., 
brightness differences between different parts of the image can be easily discerned), the 
gray-level distance between adjacent histogram components in the lower end of grayscale 
should be large, and this distance should get smaller as approaching the higher end of 
grayscale. 
 
Fig. 5.13 shows the histograms and the ratio curves of gray-level distance 
between adjacent histogram components over the gray-level value of the corresponding 
histogram component for three images enhanced by GLG.  It can be seen that the ratio 
curves have a similar profile to the response curve of human visual system described by 
Weber’s Law.  Therefore, it indicates that the linear rescaling in the gray-level remapping 
process of GLG conforms to the Weber’s Law and human visual response, and this 
explains why GLG is superior to competing techniques in image contrast enhancement. 
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Figure 5.12. Typical Weber ratio as a function of intensity. [Gonzalez02] 
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(a) Weld (b) Face (c) Phobos 
 
Figure 5.13. The histograms and the ratio curves of gray-level distance between 
adjacent histogram components over the gray-level value of the corresponding histogram 
component for three images enhanced by GLG.  It can be seen that the ratio curves have a 
similar profile to the response curve of human visual system described by Weber’s Law. 
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5.6 Adaptive Gray Level Grouping (A-GLG) 
 
The basic GLG technique is a global method and operates on the histogram of the 
entire image.  Therefore, the local contrast of some areas in the resulting image might not 
be sufficiently enhanced.  An extension of the basic GLG to a local contrast enhancement 
approach, adaptive gray-level grouping (A-GLG), is presented in this section. 
 
By analogy to the well-established conventional technique of adaptive histogram 
equalization (AHE) [Pizer87], or contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization 
(CLAHE), gray-level grouping (GLG) also has its adaptive counterparts  A-GLG, or 
CLA-GLG.  In the A-GLG or CLA-GLG method, the image is first divided into an array 
of subimages (usually an 88×  array), each subimage is treated with the GLG method, 
and all treated subimages are merged together by bilinear interpolation to generate the 
processed whole image. 
 
The algorithm of adaptive GLG (A-GLG) technique is described as the following: 
1) Divide the original image into an NM ×  array of subimages, and process all 
subimages with the GLG algorithm to obtain their optimal GLG gray-level 
transformation functions, i.e., )(
 ,
kT ji , for Mi  ..., ,2 ,1= , Nj  ..., ,2 ,1= , and 
1 ..., ,1 ,0 −= Lk .  Here, 1−L  represents the highest gray level value on the grayscale. 
2) Create an intermediate ( ) ( )11 +×+ NM  array of gray level transformation functions, 
)(
 ,
kA ji , for 1 ..., ,2 ,1 += Mi , 1 ..., ,2 ,1 += Nj , and 1 ..., ,1 ,0 −= Lk , as below, 
i) For the four corner components, 
)()( 1 ,11 ,1 kTkA = , )()(  ,11  ,1 kTkA NN =+ , 
)()( 1 ,1 ,1 kTkA MM =+ , )()(  ,1  ,1 kTkA NMNM =++ ;    (5.1) 
ii) For the boundary components,  
( )



+
−=
−=
=
−
−
−
otherwise     2)()(
1)(for             )(
1)(for            )(
)(
 ,1 ,
 ,1 ,
1 , ,
 ,
kTkT
LkTkT
LkTkT
kA
jiji
jiji
jiji
ji     (5.2) 
for 1 ,1 += Mi , Nj  ..., ,3 ,2= , and 1 ..., ,1 ,0 −= Lk ; 
and 
( )



+
−=
−=
=
−
−
−
otherwise     2)()(
1)(for             )(
1)(for            )(
)(
 , ,1
 , ,1
 ,1 ,
 ,
kTkT
LkTkT
LkTkT
kA
jiji
jiji
jiji
ji      (5.3) 
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for Mi  ..., ,3 ,2= , 1 ,1 += Nj , and 1 ..., ,1 ,0 −= Lk . 
iii) For the interior components, 
1)(for     )(1)(
 ,
 ,
 , ,
−≠= ∑ LkTkTp
kA nm
nm
nmji      (5.4) 
where ; ,1 ; ,1 jjniim −=−=  and ,1or  ,2 ,3 ,4=p  which equals to the number of 
operands in the numerator.  The above equation applies to Mi  ..., ,3 ,2= , 
Nj  ..., ,3 ,2= , and 1 ..., ,1 ,0 −= Lk . 
This step is an averaging process to balance the contrast of adjacent subimages in the 
final output image.  If gray level k  in the original image is mapped to gray level 
1−L  by )(
 ,
kT ji , it is considered as background and therefore excluded from the 
averaging process. 
3) Perform bilinear interpolation to reconstruct the final output image.  For each original 
subimage ),(
 ,
yxI ji , function ),( , yxIk ji=  returns the gray-level value k  of the pixel 
at subimage coordinate, ),( yx , for jihx  , ..., ,2 ,1= , jiwy  , ..., ,2 ,1= , where jih  ,  and 
jiw  ,  are the height and width of the corresponding subimage, respectively.  The 
bilinearly-interpolated output subimage, ),(
 ,
yxO ji , is given by the following 
expression, 
[ ]
[ ] 





+−++
+−+−+
×
++
=
+++
+
)()()1(
)()()1()1(
         
)1)(1(
1),(
1 ,1 ,1 ,
1 , , , ,
 , ,
 ,
kyAkAywx
kyAkAywxh
wh
yxO
jijiji
jijijiji
jiji
ji
    (5.5) 
for jihx  , ..., ,2 ,1= , jiwy  , ..., ,2 ,1= , and ),( , yxIk ji= . 
The final processed whole image is obtained by stitching the array of output 
subimages together. 
 
Fig. 5.14(d) shows the A-GLG result of the Phobos image with comparison to the 
CLAHE result and global GLG result.  It can be seen that the A-GLG results are 
obviously better than CLAHE and global GLG results. 
 
AHE is often not applicable to many images such as images with large areas of 
dark background.  In that case, because of its adaptive nature, AHE will turn the dark 
background into white, and cause undesirable artifacts.  Therefore, CLAHE is more 
applicable than AHE.  However, A-GLG doesn’t have this problem, and will 
automatically keep the dark background black. 
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(a) Original ( 21.0=APDG , 068.0=TEN , 
27.0=rmsC ) 
 
(b) CLAHE result ( 22.0=APDG , 
13.0=TEN , 25.0=rmsC ) 
 
  
(c) Global-GLG result ( 35.0=APDG , 
16.0=TEN , 34.0=rmsC ) 
(d) Adaptive-GLG result ( 32.0=APDG , 
28.0=TEN , 31.0=rmsC ) 
 
Figure 5.14. Mars moon – Phobos. (a) The low-contrast original image. (b) Result of 
CLAHE. (c) Result of global gray-level grouping.  (d) Result of adaptive gray-level 
grouping (A-GLG).  Its contrast enhancement is the strongest.  (Original image courtesy 
of Dr. Rafael C. Gonzalez [Gonzalez02].) 
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Fig. 5.15(d) shows the A-GLG result of the X-ray image of luggage with 
comparison to the CLAHE result and global GLG result.  It can be seen that not only the 
contrast of the A-GLG result is better than that of the CLAHE result (e.g., the razor in the 
bag is brighter and clearer), but also some objects that are invisible in the original image 
and the CLAHE result become readily apparent (e.g., the tip of the stripe to the right of 
the luggage, as shown by the white oval in the image). 
 
It also should be noted that, the APDG values of the adaptive GLG (A-GLG) 
results usually do not agree with the perceived image contrasts, because the adaptive 
GLG process significantly changes the global histogram profile of the image, and 
therefore makes the comparison of the APDG values of the global GLG and adaptive 
GLG results meaningless.  This is one of the situations in which the APDG criterion 
should not be used. 
 
 
5.7 Applying GLG to Color Images 
 
The basic GLG technique was developed on gray-level images.  In the previous 
chapter, we have not extended the application of GLG to color images.  Nowadays color 
images play a much more important role than grayscale images in our daily life.  
Histogram equalization and other conventional contrast enhancement techniques have 
been extended to color images, but they exhibit the same drawbacks for color images.  
An interesting new approach has recently been proposed to perform color histogram 
equalization [Pichon03].  Unlike the conventional approaches in which histogram 
equalization is performed on the intensity component of the color image or the RGB 
color channels respectively, the new approach treats the colors as 3D vectors and 
equalizes the 4D color histogram in a high-dimensional space, by first deforming a 
uniform mesh (or grid) in the color space to fit the original histogram, then defining a 
piece-wise linear deformation function to map the deformed mesh back to the uniform 
one.  This technique separates colors further away from each other in the resulting image 
and generally leads to severe color distortions, and therefore is more suitable for pseudo-
color scientific visualization applications rather than computer vision applications. 
 
In this section, we extend the gray-level grouping technique to enhance low-
contrast color images.  The GLG technique is extended to color images, using both the 
HSI and the RGB color models: 
1. When using the HSI color model, the color image is first decomposed into hue, 
saturation and intensity components, then the GLG method is applied to the 
intensity component, without altering the hue and saturation components.  After 
that, the processed intensity component is combined with the hue and saturation 
components to compose the output color image. 
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(a) Original ( 16.0=APDG , 18.0=TEN , 
20.0=rmsC ) 
(b) CLAHE result ( 21.0=APDG , 
21.0=TEN , 23.0=rmsC ) 
 
 
(c) Global-GLG result ( 34.0=APDG , 
23.0=TEN , 34.0=rmsC ) 
(d) A-GLG result ( 31.0=APDG , 
25.0=TEN , 31.0=rmsC ) 
 
Figure 5.15. X-ray image of luggage. (a) Original image. (b) Result of CLAHE. (c) 
Result of global GLG. (d) Result of A-GLG. Not only its contrast enhancement is the 
strongest, but also some objects that are invisible in the original image and the CLAHE 
result become readily apparent (e.g., the tip of the stripe to the right of the luggage, as 
shown by the white oval in the image).  (The Tenengrad value of the global GLG result 
for this image is a little higher than that of the adaptive GLG result, because some light 
regions in conjunction with the surrounding dark background in the global GLG result 
exhibit larger gradient magnitudes, which lead to a larger Tenengrad value, but the 
adaptive GLG result apparently has a higher local contrast enhancement.) 
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2. When using the RGB color model, the GLG method is first applied to the red, 
green and blue components respectively.  The maximal total distances between 
pixels on grayscale of the three channels are compared to determine which color 
component is most enhanced.  The transformation function for the component 
with the highest enhancement is then used to treat all color components, and 
combine the treated components to compose the output color image. 
 
Figs. 5.16 – 5.18 show some low-contrast color images and the results of treating 
them by conventional tonal correction techniques [Gonzalez02] and GLG.  Fig. 5.16(a) is 
a flat color image, Fig. 5.17(a) is a light (high key) color image, and Fig. 5.18(a) is a dark 
(low key) color image.  In conventional tonal correction techniques, different power-law 
transformation functions are required for these different classes of images.  Fig. 5.16(b) 
shows the result of treating the flat image in Fig. 5.16(a) with an “S-shape” gray-level 
transformation function applied to the RGB channels respectively.  This function is 
formulated in Eq. 5.6 and depicted in Fig. 5.19(a). 
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)(
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3
k
k
k
k
kT      (5.6) 
 
Fig. 5.17(b) shows the result of processing the light image in Fig. 5.17(a) with a 
power-law function which is formulated in Eq. 5.7 and depicted in Fig. 5.19(b). 
255 ..., ,2 ,1 ,0for      
255
255)(
3
=





×= kkkT      (5.7) 
 
Fig. 5.18(b) shows the result of processing the dark image in Fig. 5.18(a) with a 
gray-level transformation function which is formulated in Eq. 5.8 and depicted in Fig. 
5.19(c). 
255 ..., ,2 ,1 ,0for    
255
2551255)(
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−×= kkkT    (5.8) 
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(a) Original (flat) ( 13.0=APDG , 
30.0=TEN , 12.0=rmsC ) 
 
(b) Tonal correction result by Fig. 5.15(a) 
( 25.0=APDG , 55.0=TEN , 22.0=rmsC ) 
 
  
(c) GLG result (HSI) ( 24.0=APDG , 
42.0=TEN , 21.0=rmsC ) 
(d) GLG result (RGB) ( 31.0=APDG , 
68.0=TEN , 27.0=rmsC ) 
 
Figure 5.16. A flat color image, its tonal correction result and GLG results using HSI 
and RGB color models.  The GLG result using the HSI color model preserves color 
fidelity.  The GLG result using the RGB color model may have certain color distortions, 
but is more aesthetically pleasing. The GLG method is fully automatic. The gray level 
transformation function and its parameters in the tonal correction method must be 
specified by the user.  (Original image courtesy of Dr. Rafael C. Gonzalez [Gonzalez02].) 
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(a) Original (high key) ( 14.0=APDG , 
18.0=TEN , 13.0=rmsC ) 
 
(b) Tonal correction result by Fig. 5.15(b) 
( 20.0=APDG , 25.0=TEN , 18.0=rmsC ) 
 
  
(c) GLG result (HSI) ( 30.0=APDG , 
34.0=TEN , 26.0=rmsC ) 
(d) GLG result (RGB) ( 30.0=APDG , 
36.0=TEN , 26.0=rmsC ) 
 
Figure 5.17. A high-key color image, its tonal correction result and GLG results using 
HSI and RGB color models.  The GLG result using the HSI color model preserves color 
fidelity.  The GLG result using the RGB color model may have certain color distortions, 
but is more aesthetically pleasing. The GLG method is fully automatic. The gray level 
transformation function and its parameters in the tonal correction method must be 
specified by the user.  (Original image courtesy of Dr. Rafael C. Gonzalez [Gonzalez02].) 
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(a) Original (low key) ( 082.0=APDG , 
15.0=TEN , 089.0=rmsC ) 
(b) Tonal correction result by Fig. 5.15(c) 
( 17.0=APDG , 29.0=TEN , 17.0=rmsC ) 
  
(c) GLG result (HSI) ( 26.0=APDG , 
40.0=TEN , 23.0=rmsC ) 
(d) GLG result (RGB) ( 31.0=APDG , 
48.0=TEN , 28.0=rmsC ) 
 
Figure 5.18. A low-key color images, its tonal correction result and GLG results using 
HSI and RGB color models.  The GLG result using the HSI color model preserves color 
fidelity.  The GLG result using the RGB color model may have certain color distortions, 
but is more aesthetically pleasing. The GLG method is fully automatic. The gray-level 
transformation function and its parameters in the tonal correction method must be 
specified by the user.  (Original image courtesy of Dr. Rafael C. Gonzalez [Gonzalez02].) 
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(a) Tonal correction function 
in Eq. 5.6 
(b) Tonal correction function 
in Eq. 5.7 
(c) Tonal correction function 
in Eq. 5.8 
 
Figure 5.19. Tonal correction functions for enhancing different classes of low-contrast 
color images. (a) “S-shape” tonal correction function in Eq. 5.6, suitable for enhancing 
flat color images whose histogram components are concentrated in the middle part of the 
grayscale. (b) Power-law tonal correction function in Eq. 5.7, suitable for enhancing light 
color images whose histogram components are concentrated in the high part of the 
grayscale. (c) Flipped power-law tonal correction function in Eq. 5.8, suitable for 
enhancing dark color images whose histogram components are concentrated in the low 
part of the grayscale. [Gonzalez02] 
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The results of tonal correction are usually satisfactory.  However, when applying 
this technique, different types of transformation functions are required to process 
different classes of low-contrast images, as shown in the above examples.  Furthermore, 
in order to generate satisfactory results, the power parameter in the power-law 
transformation functions often needs to be adjusted by the user.  Therefore, the tonal 
correction technique is basically neither a general method nor an automatic method. 
 
Figs. 5.16(c), 5.17(c) and 5.18(c) are the gray-level grouping results using the HSI 
color model, and Figs. 5.16(d), 5.17(d) and 5.18(d) are the GLG results using the RGB 
color model.  It can be seen that the gray-level grouping technique is able to enhance 
different classes of low-contrast color images effectively and fully automatically.  It is 
also noted that, in certain GLG results using the RGB color model, there are some color 
distortions due to the fact that the hue information is not preserved in the treatment (e.g., 
Figs. 5.16(d) and 5.17(d), but the resulting contrast is often higher and the images are 
more colorful and usually more aesthetically pleasing.  The tonal correction technique 
usually also causes color distortions.  Therefore, for applications requiring color 
preservation, it is recommended to use GLG with the HSI color model, which will 
enhance contrast and preserve color fidelity. 
 
Fig. 5.20(a) shows a low-contrast color image of Mars and Phobos.  Fig. 5.20(b) 
shows the result of histogram equalization.  It obviously has a washed-out appearance 
and undesirable artifacts along the edges of Mars and Phobos.  This HE result is not 
acceptable for most application purposes.  Fig. 5.20(c) shows the result of the most 
popular image processing software, Photoshop, using its “Auto Contrast” function.  The 
result looks quite satisfactory.  The “Auto Contrast” function of Photoshop 
automatically adjusts highlights and shadows to fix poor image contrast.  It adjusts poor 
image contrast based on pixel luminosity, which it calculates based on a weighted 
average of the RGB values.  It disregards the first 0.5 percent of the range of white and 
black pixels to ensure that it's getting representative image areas, and maps the lightest 
pixels in the clipped range to white and the darkest pixels to black.  Highlights then look 
lighter and shadows darker, for finer overall image contrast [Adobe00]. 
 
Fig. 5.20(d) shows the GLG result using the HSI color model, which is much 
more satisfactory than the HE result and also better than the Photoshop result (e.g., the 
black regions on Mars surface).  Fig. 5.20(e) shows the GLG result using the RGB color 
model.  It can be noted that, although there are some color distortions, the slight color 
differences between different regions of Mars have been amplified in this result, and this 
makes the RGB-color-model result more desirable than that of the HSI color model for 
certain applications such as scientific visualization.  It is also notable that the RGB-color-
model result is more visually appealing and more desirable for applications where color 
constancy is not an issue.  The APDG, Tenengrad, and RMS contrast values of the 
images also confirm that the GLG results are better than those of the other two methods. 
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(a) Original ( 17.0=APDG , 047.0=TEN , 
16.0=rmsC ) 
(b) Histogram equalization result 
( 11.0=APDG , 086.0=TEN , 11.0=rmsC ) 
 
(c) Result of Photoshop “Auto Contrast” 
function ( 29.0=APDG , 082.0=TEN , 
27.0=rmsC ) 
(d) GLG result using HSI color model 
( 31.0=APDG , 10.0=TEN , 29.0=rmsC ) 
  
(e) GLG result using RGB color model 
( 30.0=APDG , 11.0=TEN , 29.0=rmsC ) 
(f) GLG on intensity and saturation 
( 26.0=APDG , 098.0=TEN , 25.0=rmsC ) 
Figure 5.20. An image of Mars and Phobos and various contrast enhancement results. 
(Original image courtesy of Walter Myers at http://www.arcadiastreet.com) 
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Fig. 5.20(f) shows the result of apply GLG in HSI color space on both the intensity and 
saturation channels of the original image.  It can be seen that severe color distortion has 
been incurred and this approach of GLG on color images should not be adopted in 
general. 
 
 
5.8 Conclusions 
 
In this chapter, in order to gain further insights into GLG and APDG, and why 
GLG outperforms competing techniques, e.g., dynamic histogram equalization (DHE), 
we studied the effect of different gray-level group numbers on APDG and GLG contrast 
enhancement results, comparison of the gray-level remapping schemes for GLG and 
DHE, and the relation between the gray-level remapping scheme of GLG and the 
characteristics of human visual system response. 
 
Based on the study in chapter, it can be concluded that the following factors 
contributed to the superiority of GLG over competing contrast enhancement techniques: 
1. The GLG method partitions the histogram of the original image in a way so that 
the cumulative probability density functions (CPDF’s) of all partitions are the 
same as each other; 
2. In the GLG process, the histogram partitions are reallocated to new grayscale 
segments of the same size, determined by the number yielded from dividing the 
grayscale by the number of partitions; 
3. The linear rescaling in the gray-level remapping process of GLG conforms to the 
Weber’s Law and human visual response; 
4. The GLG technique uses average pixel distance on grayscale (APDG) as a 
performance measure to judge and adjust the enhancement process, and uses the 
optimal number of gray-level groups (histogram partitions) indicated by the 
maximal APDG to achieve the optimal enhancement result. 
 
In this chapter, we also extended the basic gray-level grouping technique to an 
adaptive version for local contrast enhancement, and in addition, we presented two 
practical approaches to apply GLG to color images, and the results are superior to those 
of competing techniques including the contrast enhancement function of Photoshop.  
These extensions have significantly broadened the application range of the GLG 
technique. 
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Chapter 6 Selective Gray-Level Grouping 
(SGLG) and De-noising Methods 
 
 
 
Chapter 4 of this dissertation introduced a new automatic contrast enhancement 
technique  gray-level grouping (GLG), which is general and can be conveniently 
applied to a broad variety of low-contrast images and outperforms conventional contrast 
enhancement techniques.  However, the basic GLG method still has limitations and 
cannot enhance certain classes of low-contrast images well, e.g., images with a noisy 
background.  The basic GLG also cannot fulfill certain special application purposes, e.g., 
enhancing only part of an image which corresponds to a certain segment of the image 
histogram.  In order to break through these limitations, this chapter introduces another 
extension of the basic GLG algorithm, selective gray-level grouping (SGLG), which 
groups the histogram components in different segments of the grayscale using different 
criteria and hence is able to enhance different parts of the histogram to various extents.  
This chapter also introduces two preprocessing methods to eliminate background noise in 
noisy low-contrast images so that such images can be properly enhanced by the (S)GLG 
technique.  Selective gray-level grouping (SGLG) and its variations extend the capability 
of the basic GLG to a larger variety of low-contrast images, and can fulfill special 
application requirements.  SGLG and its variations not only produce results superior to 
conventional contrast enhancement techniques, but are also fully automatic in most 
circumstances, and are applicable to a broad variety of images. 
 
 
6.1 Introduction 
 
Some low-contrast images have noisy backgrounds representing a fairly large 
percentage of the image area.  The high amplitudes of the histogram components 
corresponding to the noisy image background often prevent the use of conventional 
histogram equalization techniques and the new basic GLG technique, because they would 
significantly amplify the background noise, rather than enhance the image foreground.  
For example, Fig. 6.1(a) shows an original low-contrast X-ray image of a baggage, and 
Fig. 6.2(a) its histogram.  Fig. 6.1(b) is the result of its histogram equalization, and Fig. 
6.2(b) the resulting histogram.  Due to the high amplitude of the histogram components 
corresponding to the noisy background in the original image, the background noise in the 
output image has been significantly amplified.  Since the background histogram 
components are spread out on the grayscale, the space for other histogram components 
has been compressed, and as a result, the contrast of the contents in the baggage is 
decreased instead of increased.  Fig. 6.1(c) shows the result of applying the fast GLG 
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(a) Original ( 29.0=APDG , 10.0=TEN , 
31.0=rmsC ) 
 
(b) HE result ( 33.0=APDG , 46.0=TEN , 
29.0=rmsC ) 
 
  
(c) Fast GLG result ( 32.0=APDG , 
21.0=TEN , 30.0=rmsC ) 
(d) SGLG result ( 32.0=APDG , 
10.0=TEN , 33.0=rmsC ) 
 
Figure 6.1. X-ray image of baggage. (a) Original low-contrast image. (b) Result of 
histogram equalization. The background noise is significantly amplified, and contrast of 
the contents in the baggage has been compressed instead of enhanced. (c) Result of the 
fast gray-level grouping (FGLG). The background noise is also amplified. (d) Result of 
selective gray-level grouping (SGLG). The background noise is essentially eliminated, 
and the contrast of the contents of the baggage has been significantly enhanced.  
(Original image courtesy of FAA.) 
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(a) Original 
 
(b) HE result 
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(c) Basic GLG result (d) SGLG result 
 
 
Figure 6.2. Histograms of the X-ray images in Fig. 6.1. (a) Histogram of the original 
low-contrast image. (b) Result of histogram equalization. The background noise is 
significantly amplified, and contrast of the contents in the baggage has been compressed 
instead of enhanced. (c) Result of the basic gray-level grouping (GLG). The background 
noise is also amplified. (d) Result of selective gray-level grouping (SGLG). The 
background noise is essentially eliminated, and the contrast of the contents of the 
baggage has been enhanced. (The rightmost component in this histogram corresponds to 
the background, and its actual amplitude is 51053.1 × .  It is truncated so that the rest of 
the histogram can be displayed on a proper scale.) 
 
 
 
Noise amplified 
 
 
Noise amplified 
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method to the X-ray baggage image, and Fig. 6.2(c) the resulting histogram.  This result 
is obviously better than the result of histogram equalization because it has less 
background noise and does result in a contrast increase for the contents of the baggage.  
However, also due to the large amplitudes of the histogram components corresponding to 
the noisy background, the background noise has been significantly amplified compared to 
the original, and the resulting image is not very satisfactory.  Therefore, the incapability 
of enhancing images with a noisy background is a limitation for the basic GLG method.  
The values of three contrast measures, the average pixel distance on grayscale ( APDG ), 
the Tenengrad criterion (TEN ), and the RMS contrast ( rmsC ) are listed in the figure 
captions. 
 
Some applications require enhancing part of an image which corresponds to a 
certain segment of the image histogram, or enhancing different parts of the histogram to 
different extents.  For example, Fig. 6.3(a) shows an original low-contrast scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM) image of tungsten filaments, and Fig. 6.4(a) its histogram.  
The filament in the center of the image and its support are quite clear and easy to study.  
There is another filament structure on the right side of the image, but it is much darker 
and its size and other features are not as easily discernable.  Now the application requires 
enhancing the dark filament structure on the right side.  Fig. 6.3(b) shows the result of 
performing histogram equalization on the original image, and Fig. 6.4(b) the resulting 
histogram.  It can be seen that, after treatment, the brightness of the dark filament 
structure on the right side of the image is increased only a little; however, its fine details 
are lost in the treatment.  For this image, the histogram component corresponding to the 
background (the largest peak on the histogram) lies in the middle of the histogram profile 
corresponding to the dark filament structure at the lower end of the original image 
histogram.  The HE process divided this lower-end histogram profile into two parts, and 
separated them apart as shown in Fig. 6.4(b).  This explains why the brightness of some 
regions of the right filament structure is increased a little.  However, some of its fine 
details are lost due to the compression of the histogram segments corresponding to the 
dark filament structure.  In this case, the result of applying the basic GLG algorithm is 
not much better than that of HE, as shown in Fig. 6.3(d) and the corresponding histogram 
in Fig. 6.4(d).  Incapability of enhancing different parts of the histogram to different 
extents is another limitation of the basic GLG method. 
 
Fig. 6.3(c) shows the result of using histogram statistics for contrast enhancement, 
and Fig. 6.4(c) the resulting histogram.  This is a local enhancement method, and its 
transformation function is as follows [Gonzalez02], 


 ≤≤≤
=
                          otherwise        ),(
4.002.0 and  if    ),(0.4),(
yxf
DDMmyxf
yxg GSGGS xyxy
σ
   (6.1) 
where ),( yxf  represents the value of the image pixel at any image coordinates ),( yx , 
and ),( yxg  represents the corresponding enhanced pixel at these coordinates; GM  is the 
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(a) Original ( 33.0=APDG , 20.0=TEN , 
30.0=rmsC ) 
 
(b) HE result ( 33.0=APDG , 28.0=TEN , 
29.0=rmsC ) 
 
 
 
(c) Statistical enhancement result 
( 27.0=APDG , 25.0=TEN , 25.0=rmsC ) 
(d) Basic GLG result ( 36.0=APDG , 
29.0=TEN , 31.0=rmsC ) 
 
Figure 6.3. SEM image of tungsten filaments and supports. (a) Original low-contrast 
image.  (b) Result of histogram equalization.  The brightness of the dark filament 
structure is increased only a little; however, some fine details are lost. (c) Result of 
enhancement by using histogram statistics. There are undesirable artifacts in the resulting 
image, and this method is neither general nor automatic. (d) Result of the basic gray-level 
grouping.  It looks basically the same as the HE result.  (Original image courtesy of Dr. 
Rafael C. Gonzalez [Gonzalez02].) 
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(a) Original 
 
(b) HE result 
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(c) Statistic enhancement result (d) Basic GLG result 
 
 
Figure 6.4. Histograms of the SEM images in Fig. 6.3. (a) Original low-contrast 
image.  (b) Result of histogram equalization. Histogram components corresponding to the 
dark filament structure are actually compressed. (c) Result of enhancement by using 
histogram statistics. (d) Result of the basic gray-level grouping.  The resulting histogram 
is similar to that of HE. 
 
 
 
Contrast 
compressed 
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global mean of the input image; and GD  is its global standard deviation; xyS  is a 33×  
subimage centered at coordinates ),( yx ; 
xySm  is the local mean in xyS , and xySσ  is the 
local standard deviation in xyS .  It can be noted that, although this result is much better 
than the histogram equalization result, some fine details of the rear structure are also lost, 
with the appearance of some small bright dots in the shadow area where the coil meets 
the support stem, and false edges and regions around some of the borders between the 
filament and the background.  The artifacts created by this enhancement technique are 
undesirable in most applications.  It also should be pointed out that this statistical 
enhancement method is neither general nor automatic; the transformation function in Eq. 
6.1 must be specified by the user, and its multiple parameters generally need to be 
determined by the user through a trial-and-error process. 
 
In this chapter, our motivation is to break through the limitations of the basic 
GLG technique and extend its capability, so that it can properly enhance a wider range of 
low-contrast images including images with noisy backgrounds, and be able to enhance a 
part of an image corresponding to a certain segment of the image histogram per 
application requirements. 
 
In the next section, the principle of selective gray-level grouping (SGLG) will be 
described.  Section 6.3 introduces two new preprocessing methods which can eliminate 
background noise in noisy low-contrast images so that such images can be properly 
enhanced by the (S)GLG technique.  Section 6.4 discusses the local approaches of SGLG 
 adaptive SGLG (A-SGLG) and contrast-limited adaptive SGLG (CLA-SGLG) for 
improved local contrast enhancement. 
 
 
6.2 Selective Gray Level Grouping (SGLG) 
 
As seen in Fig. 6.1(c), the basic GLG algorithm amplified the background noise 
because the original image has a noisy background representing a fairly large percentage 
of the image area.  This is the situation where we extend the basic GLG to “selective” 
gray-level grouping (SGLG).  In the basic GLG processing, since all histogram 
components are treated equally, if the histogram amplitudes of the noisy background 
components are high, the noise is amplified in the resulting image. 
 
Images like the one shown in Fig. 6.1(a) have high-amplitude histogram 
components corresponding to a noisy background.  The contrast of such images needs to 
be enhanced without amplifying the background noise.  Therefore, the histogram should 
be cut in two or more segments, and each segment treated differently.  It is noted that for 
this kind of images, the histogram components with the highest amplitudes are those of 
the noisy background.  Since their amplitudes are much larger than the rest of the 
histogram components, the background and its noise can be considered as separate from 
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the rest of the histogram (although some useful data might be lost in this treatment), and 
should be treated as one gray-level bin, which will result in the background noise being 
suppressed instead of amplified.  The rest of the histogram should be divided into an 
optimal number of groups for GLG treatment as discussed in the previous chapter.  It 
should be no problem to automatically find the approximate left and right bottom points 
of the background on a histogram, given that the noisy background components are much 
higher than the rest of the histogram, and use these points as breakpoints to cut the 
histogram.  Therefore, the parameters for this scheme can be automatically selected. 
 
The basic algorithm of Selective Gray-Level Grouping technique is as follows: 
1) When necessary (as described below), break the grayscale into two or more segments, 
and specify the new gray level value(s) at the division point(s).  The new gray level 
values can be determined according to the desired application.  Typical circumstances 
to break the grayscale are: 
a. Conditions like in Fig. 6.2(a), the histogram components corresponding to the 
background can be easily separated from the histogram components 
corresponding to the foreground, and the background is noisy. 
b. Conditions like Fig. 6.4(a), the histogram components of the image are 
concentrated in two or more locations on the grayscale, i.e., the histogram is bi-
modal or multi-modal.  The application purpose requires enhancing the part of the 
image corresponding to the histogram components concentrated in one location 
on the grayscale. 
2) For each grayscale segment, perform the basic GLG as described in the previous 
chapter. 
 
When using SGLG to treat the X-ray image in Fig. 6.1(a), the grayscale is broken 
into two segments.  The breakpoint is at the boundary between the histogram components 
corresponding to the background and the rest of the image, which is the minimum point 
between the background peak and the rest of histogram components, and is gray level 
227 in this case.  Since the objective is to suppress the background noise and achieve 
optimum enhancement for the baggage in the image, a single bin is assigned to all gray 
levels above gray level 227, and the new value assigned to all gray levels in this bin is 
255.  The optimal group number for the grayscale segment containing the rest of the 
histogram can be found by using the procedure described in Section 4.5 of Chapter 4 of 
this dissertation [Chen06B], and this grayscale segment is matched to a new gray level 
interval [ ]254 ,0 .  Fig. 6.1(d) shows the result of this SGLG treatment, and Fig. 6.2(d) the 
resulting histogram.  It can be seen that, not only has the contrast of the contents in the 
baggage been significantly enhanced, but the background noise has also been essentially 
eliminated.  The Tenengrad values (TEN ) of all images in this chapter are listed as an 
image quality measure in the corresponding figure captions.  It should be noted that, in 
Fig. 6.1, the HE and basic GLG results have higher Tenengrad values than the SGLG 
result because of their significantly amplified background noise, but their image quality is 
apparently lower. 
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As comparison, the values of the image contrast criterion that we proposed in 
Chapter 4  the average pixel distance on grayscale (APDG), are also listed in the 
corresponding figure captions for all images in this chapter.  It can be seen that this 
criterion generally agrees well with the benchmark Tenengrad measure in evaluating 
image contrast. 
 
As discussed in the previous chapter, it has been found that the quality of the 
resulting images is not very sensitive to the total number of gray-level bins.  Fig. 6.5(a) 
and (b) show the results of treating the X-ray image by SGLG with the optimal number of 
gray-level bins and the fast SGLG with the default number, 20, respectively.  Fig. 6.5(a) 
is obtained by using the optimal number of 149  given by Eq. 4.26 in Chapter 4 
[Chen06B].  It can be seen that, although the optimal result reveals slightly more fine 
details in the contents of the baggage, there is not much difference in the two images, 
which are both satisfactory.  It is also worth noting that the Tenengrad criterion indicates 
that the optimal SGLG result is better than the fast SGLG result. 
 
A second example where a SGLG operation would be beneficial is Fig. 6.3(a).  It 
is found that the histogram components of the image are concentrated in two locations on 
the grayscale  the low end and the high end.  Therefore, the histogram can be divided 
into two segments, with a breakpoint at gray level 50, which corresponds to the minimal 
histogram component between the two histogram profiles.  Since the objective is to 
enhance the dark rear structure in the image, the left grayscale segment containing the 
histogram components corresponding to the rear structure is mapped to a wider new gray 
level interval [ ]170 ,0 , and the right segment mapped to a narrower new gray level 
interval [ ]255 ,171 .  These values for gray level intervals should be specified by the user 
according to the application requirements.  The optimal number of gray-level bins in each 
segment can be found by using the procedure described in Section 4.5 of Chapter 4 
[Chen06B].  Fig. 6.6(a) shows the SGLG result of the filament SEM image, and Fig. 
6.6(b) the resulting histogram.  It is obvious that this result is better than the HE result in 
Fig. 6.3(b) and the basic GLG result in Fig. 6.3(d)  not only has the brightness of the 
rear structure been significantly increased, but its fine details have also been revealed.  
This can be verified by noting that the histogram components corresponding to the dark 
filament structure have been properly spread out over the grayscale.  This result is also 
better than the local statistical enhancement result in Fig. 6.3(c), because in addition to 
fine details of the rear structure being revealed, there are no undesirable artifacts.  
Furthermore, the SGLG result is achieved quasi-automatically  the only intervention 
needed from the user is to specify the grayscale breakpoint and its new location on the 
grayscale.  The Tenengrad value of the SGLG result is lower than those of HE, basic 
GLG and the statistical enhancement in Fig. 6.3, because the contrast of the large-area 
front filament structure is compressed in the SGLG result, in order to make space on the 
grayscale for the dark rear structure.  In this application-specific processing, it does not 
make much sense to use a global quality measure. 
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(a) Optimized SGLG result 
( 32.0=APDG , 10.0=TEN , 33.0=rmsC ) 
(b) Fast SGLG result ( 31.0=APDG , 
099.0=TEN , 32.0=rmsC ) 
 
Figure 6.5. Comparison of SGLG results using different gray-level bin numbers. (a) 
SGLG result of the X-ray baggage image with the optimal bin number of 149, found 
through the iterative process.  (b) Fast SGLG result of the X-ray baggage image with the 
default bin number of 20. Although the optimal result reveals slightly more fine details in 
the contents of the baggage, there is not much difference in the two images, which are 
both satisfactory. 
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(a) SGLG result ( 27.0=APDG , 
21.0=TEN , 26.0=rmsC ) 
(b) Histogram of the SGLG result 
 
Figure 6.6. (a) Result of applying the selective gray-level grouping algorithm to the 
SEM image. The dark filament structure is properly enhanced, and the SGLG method is 
general and quasi-automatic.  (b) The histogram of the SGLG result.  Histogram 
components corresponding to the dark filament structure have been properly spread out 
over the grayscale. 
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6.3 Preprocessing Methods for Removing Image Background Noise 
 
Low-contrast images with noisy backgrounds like the one in Fig. 6.1(a) can be 
conveniently enhanced by SGLG with background noise elimination.  Since the 
histogram components corresponding to the noisy background are located either at the 
high end of the grayscale or at the low end and their amplitudes are much higher than 
those of the rest of the image histogram, the background components can be easily 
separated and SGLG can be conveniently applied to such images.  However, for some 
other low-contrast images with very noisy backgrounds like the thermal image shown in 
Fig. 6.7(a), the amplitudes of the background histogram components are not much higher 
than those of the rest of the histogram, and they are located neither at the high end of the 
grayscale nor at the low end, as shown in Fig. 6.8(a).  It is difficult to separate the 
background components from the rest of the histogram.  Therefore, not only the basic 
gray-level grouping (GLG) method cannot generate satisfactory contrast-enhancement 
results if applied directly (e.g., the resulting image in Fig. 6.7(b), and the corresponding 
histogram in Fig. 6.8(b), with the histogram of the background in the resulting image 
shown in Fig. 6.8(d)), it is also difficult to apply selective gray-level grouping (SGLG) 
method to these images.  Since the histogram components corresponding to the noisy 
background overlap with those of the foreground, it’s hard to find the proper breakpoints 
accurately to separate the noisy background and the useful foreground effectively.  
Consequently, it is necessary to preprocess such images to reduce or remove the 
background noise before the GLG technique can be applied.  We have developed two 
methods to basically eliminate background noise from such images. 
 
 
6.3.1 Background Subtraction 
 
In the first approach, a sample patch of the noisy background of the image is cut 
and its histogram, )(kH B , is obtained, as shown in Fig. 6.8(c).  This noisy background 
histogram is then rescaled and subtracted from the histogram of the original image as 
described by the following equation, 
.1 ..., ,1 ,0for                                       
otherwise    ),()(
0)()( if        ,0
)(
−=



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
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I
β
β
     (6.2) 
where )(kH I  is the histogram of the original image, IN  is the number of pixels in the 
original image, BN  is the number of pixels in the sample patch of the noisy background, 
and β  is a coefficient which properly adjusts the amplitude of )(kH B  and assumes a 
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(a) Original ( 30.0=APDG , 23.0=TEN , 
27.0=rmsC ) 
 
(b) Basic GLG result ( 36.0=APDG , 
36.0=TEN , 31.0=rmsC ) 
 
 
(c) Result of GLG with background 
subtraction ( 31.0=APDG , 24.0=TEN , 
29.0=rmsC ) 
 
(d) Result of filtering (c) with a 33×  
median filter mask ( 31.0=APDG , 
20.0=TEN , 29.0=rmsC ) 
 
 
(e) Result of statistical averaging 
( 29.0=APDG , 20.0=TEN , 27.0=rmsC ) 
(f) mGLG result of (e) ( 31.0=APDG , 
23.0=TEN , 30.0=rmsC ) 
 
Figure 6.7. De-noising of a noisy thermal image for GLG treatment. (a) Original noisy 
low-contrast image. (b) Result of the basic GLG method. The background noise has been 
significantly amplified, and contrast of the image foreground has been decreased instead 
of increased. (c) Result of GLG with the background subtraction method. (d) Result of 
filtering (c) with a 33×  median filter mask. (e) Result of de-noising background noise 
with the statistical averaging method. (f) mGLG result of (e).  (Original image is from the 
image database of the Imaging, Robotics and Intelligent Systems (IRIS) Laboratory at the 
University of Tennessee, Knoxville.) 
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(a) Original (b) Basic GLG result of (a) 
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(c) Histogram of the noisy background (d) Background in the basic GLG result 
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(e) Result of background subtraction (f) Basic GLG result of (e) 
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(g) Result of statistical averaging (h) mGLG result of (g) 
Figure 6.8. Histograms of the noisy thermal image in Fig. 6.7. (a) Histogram of the 
original image. (b) Result of the basic GLG method. (c) Histogram of a sample patch of 
the noisy background in the original image. (d) Histogram of the same sample patch of 
the noisy background in the basic GLG result image. (e) Result of subtracting the 
background histogram components from (a). (f) Result of applying the basic GLG 
method to (e). (g) Histogram of the de-noised image by the statistical averaging method. 
Background noise has been essentially eliminated. (h) Result of applying mGLG to (g). 
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value of 9.0  in our experiments.  The resulting modified histogram, )(kH , is shown in 
Fig. 6.8(e).  It can be seen that not only the histogram components corresponding to the 
noisy background have been eliminated, but also some foreground histogram components 
once overlapped with the background have been restored  Fig. 6.8(c) shows that the 
noisy background histogram spans over a gray-level interval [ ]95 ,36 , but the 
corresponding empty grayscale segment in Fig. 6.8(e) with background histogram 
removed spans over a narrower gray-level interval [ ]80 ,50 . 
 
The regular basic GLG algorithm can now be directly applied to the preprocessed 
histogram, )(kH .  The resulting image is shown in Fig. 6.7(c), and its corresponding 
histogram in Fig. 6.8(f).  The histogram of the background in the resulting image shown 
in Fig. 6.9(a) indicates that the background noise has been substantially removed.  It can 
be noted that the resulting image is quite satisfactory.  This result can be further post-
processed with a 33×  median filter mask to reduce the noise in the foreground, as shown 
in Fig. 6.7(d).  The application purpose for enhancing the contrast of this thermal face 
image is to improve the features of the face, so that edge detection algorithms and 
segmentation algorithms, etc., can be applied to the resulting image for applications such 
as face recognition, registration and fusion with visual images, and so on.  It can be seen 
that Fig. 6.7(d) is a good candidate for these applications. 
 
Fig. 6.10 shows the result of applying GLG with noisy background subtraction on 
the X-ray baggage image and comparison to results of other techniques, and Fig. 6.11 
shows the corresponding image histograms.  It can be seen that the result of GLG with 
noisy background subtraction is satisfactory and superior to those of other techniques.  It 
is also worth noting that this noisy background removal technique by background 
histogram subtraction is not restricted to the GLG method, it can also be used to 
preprocess images before other contrast enhancement techniques such as histogram 
equalization are applied. 
 
 
6.3.2 Statistical Averaging 
 
Our second approach is a statistical averaging method, where a sample patch of 
the noisy image background is also needed and its histogram obtained.  The procedure of 
removing background noise is listed below: 
 
1) The background noise is analyzed and its statistical parameters are obtained.  In this 
image, the background noise is Gaussian, with a mean of 63, and a variance of 
4103.6 −× .  Even if the background noise is not Gaussian, it can still be treated as 
Gaussian in this de-noising process, by selecting the mean to be the central gray level 
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(a) Background histogram of Fig. 7(c) (b) Background histogram of Fig. 7(f) 
 
Figure 6.9. Histograms of the same sample patch of the background in the de-noised 
resulting images. (a) Background histogram of the basic GLG result with background 
subtraction. The background noise has been substantially removed. (b) Background 
histogram of the mGLG result of the de-noised image by statistical averaging. The 
background noise has been essentially eliminated. 
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(a) Original ( 29.0=APDG , 10.0=TEN , 
.0=rmsC ) 
 
(b) HE result ( 33.0=APDG , 46.0=TEN , 
.0=rmsC ) 
 
  
(c) GLG result ( 32.0=APDG , 
21.0=TEN , .0=rmsC ) 
(d) GLG result after background subtraction 
( 32.0=APDG , 10.0=TEN , 33.0=rmsC ) 
 
Figure 6.10. Comparison of SGLG result with results of HE and basic GLG. (a) 
Original.  (b) Histogram equalization result. (c) Basic GLG result. (d) GLG result after 
noisy background subtraction. 
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(a) Original (b) HE result 
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(c) Background patch (d) Original after background subtraction 
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(e) Basic GLG result (f) GLG result after background subtraction 
 
Figure 6.11. Histograms of images in Fig. 6.10. (a) Original.  (b) Histogram 
equalization result. (c) Histogram of a patch of noisy background. (d) Histogram of the 
original image after background subtraction. (e) Basic GLG result. (f) GLG result after 
noisy background subtraction. (The rightmost histogram component is truncated in order 
to show the rest of the histogram on a proper scale.) 
 
Noise amplified 
 
 
Noise amplified 
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of the noise profile.  In our treatment, the width of the discrete background noise 
profile is considered as σ5.6  based on a number of experiments, where σ  is the 
standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution.  Based on this assumption, the 
standard deviation and variance of the background noise can then be derived from the 
noise data. 
2) A noiseless background image is generated by creating an artificial image of the same 
size as the original image and with all pixels having one gray-level value  the 
Gaussian mean of the background noise. 
3) The artificial image is then corrupted by an artificial noise of the same statistical 
characteristics as the real background noise. 
4) This artificial noisy background image is combined with the original image in the 
following manner: 
a. If the gray-level value of a pixel in the original image is within the range of the 
noisy background on the background histogram, its value is added to that of the 
corresponding pixel in the artificial image.  In our treatment, the boundaries of the 
noisy background are determined by the following equations, 
( )lrl BBmn −−= 2
γ
        (6.3) 
( )lrr BBmn −+= 2
γ
        (6.4) 
where ln  and rn  are considered the left and right boundaries of the background 
noise respectively, lB  and rB  are the gray-level values of the leftmost and 
rightmost non-zero histogram components of the background noise profile 
respectively, m  is the mean of Gaussian noise, and γ  is a coefficient used to 
avoid removing too much foreground information in the de-noising process and 
assumes a value of 0.8 in our treatment.  Based on Eq. 6.3 and Eq. 6.4, the range 
of the noisy background [ ]rl nn  ,  of the histogram shown in Fig. 6.8(c) is the gray-
level interval [ ]87 ,39 . 
b. If the gray-level value of a pixel in the original image falls out of the range 
[ ]rl nn  , , it is considered a foreground pixel and just doubles its value, so the 
foreground information of the original image can be preserved. 
5) Go back to Step 2, and repeat the process on the resulting image by generating a new 
artificial noisy background image and combining it with the resulting image from the 
previous step.  This procedure is repeated for a statistically large number of times, 
SN , and the final combined image is divided by 1+SN  to generate the de-noised 
image as shown in Fig. 6.7(e). 
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It is worth noting that, even if the background noise in the original image is not 
Gaussian, an artificial Gaussian noise still can be used in generating the artificial noisy 
background image in the above procedure, as long as it spans over the same range as the 
real noise in the original image, since the real noise will still be averaged out after the 
above process.  The range of the background noise in the original image can be easily 
obtained from the background histogram. 
 
Fig. 6.7(e) shows that the background noise of the preprocessed image has been 
essentially eliminated by statistical averaging, and the resulting histogram is shown in Fig. 
6.8(g).  The de-noised image can then be fully automatically processed by a modified 
version of the basic gray-level grouping algorithm (mGLG).  In this mGLG treatment, the 
highest histogram component is found and considered the de-noised background, and it is 
deleted from the histogram profile, then all other histogram components are treated with 
the regular GLG method to generate the contrast-enhanced image as shown in Fig. 6.7(f), 
which is also quite satisfactory and even a little better than the result of the first approach.  
The histogram of the resulting image is shown in Fig. 6.8(h), and its background 
histogram in Fig. 6.9(b).  It can be noted that the de-noising effect of the statistical 
averaging approach is stronger than that of background subtraction, because the 
background histogram of the background subtraction result still has a profile and contains 
a number of components, while that of the statistical averaging result contains only single 
large spike, which indicates that background noise has been completely eliminated.  Fig. 
6.12 shows the result of applying this statistical averaging method with GLG on the X-
ray baggage image.  It can be seen that the result is also satisfactory. 
 
 
6.4 Adaptive Selective Gray-Level Grouping (A-SGLG) 
 
Similar to adaptive gray-level grouping (A-GLG) and contrast-limited gray-level 
grouping (CLA-GLG) discussed in the previous chapter, selective gray-level grouping 
(SGLG) also has its adaptive counterparts  A-SGLG, or CLA-SGLG.  Fig. 6.13(d) 
shows the A-SGLG result of the X-ray baggage image with comparison to the contrast-
limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) [Pizer87] result and global SGLG 
result.  It can be seen that the A-SGLG results are obviously better than CLAHE and 
global SGLG results.  In the A-SGLG result, not only more details in the contents of the 
baggage have been revealed, but also the handle and edges of the baggage look more 
distinct.  The Tenengrad values of the images also confirm the superiority of the A-
SGLG result. 
 
Fig. 6.14(c) shows the A-SGLG result of the SEM image with comparison to the 
CLAHE result in Fig. 6.14(b).  It can be seen that the A-SGLG result is better.  In A-
SGLG, when SGLG is performed on each subimage, the histogram of the resulting 
subimage spans over the entire grayscale to achieve maximal enhancement.  However, if 
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(a) Background noise removal by statistical 
averaging ( 30.0=APDG , 091.0=TEN , 
31.0=rmsC ) 
 
(b) histogram of (a) 
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(c) Modified GLG result of (a) 
( 31.0=APDG , 10.0=TEN , 34.0=rmsC ) 
(d) histogram of (c) 
 
Figure 6.12. GLG result after background noise removal by statistical averaging. (a) 
Original image after background noise removal by statistical averaging.  (b) Histogram of 
(a). (c) Modified GLG result of (a). (d) Histogram of (c). (Noise parameters: noise_left =   
228, noise_right =   243, noise_mean =   236, variance =  4.0630e-005, Left gray level =  
229, Right gray level =  244) (The rightmost histogram component is truncated in order 
to show the rest of the histogram on a proper scale.) 
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(a) Original ( 29.0=APDG , 10.0=TEN , 
31.0=rmsC ) 
 
(b) CLAHE result ( 27.0=APDG , 
18.0=TEN , 27.0=rmsC ) 
 
  
(c) Global SGLG result ( 32.0=APDG , 
10.0=TEN , 33.0=rmsC ) 
(d) A-SGLG result ( 30.0=APDG , 
17.0=TEN , 30.0=rmsC ) 
 
Figure 6.13. X-ray image of baggage. (a) Original low-contrast image. (b) Result of 
CLAHE. The background noise has been amplified. (c) Result of global SGLG. (d) 
Result of A-SGLG. Not only more details in the contents of the baggage have been 
revealed, but also the handle and edges of the baggage look more distinct, and the 
background noise has been completely eliminated.  (Original image courtesy of FAA.) 
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(a) Original ( 33.0=APDG , 20.0=TEN , 
30.0=rmsC ) 
 
(b) CLAHE result ( 32.0=APDG , 
35.0=TEN , 28.0=rmsC ) 
 
 
 
(c) A-SGLG result ( 33.0=APDG , 
46.0=TEN , 28.0=rmsC ) 
(d) CLA-SGLG result ( 32.0=APDG , 
31.0=TEN , 29.0=rmsC ) 
 
Figure 6.14. SEM image of filaments and support. (a) Original low-contrast image. (b) 
Result of CLAHE. (c) Result of A-SGLG.  Its contrast enhancement is the strongest. (d) 
Result of CLA-SGLG. The relative brightness of the front structure with respect to the 
rear structure has been preserved.  (Original image courtesy of Dr. Rafael C. Gonzalez 
[Gonzalez02].) 
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the application requires preserving the relative brightness of a certain part of the image 
with respect to the rest of the image, then the contrast-limited A-SGLG (CLA-SGLG) 
should be applied.  In CLA-SGLG, the input image is also first divided into an array of 
subimages, and then each subimage is treated with SGLG, but the histogram of the 
resulting subimage spans over only certain gray-level intervals specified by the user.  
After all subimages are treated, they are merged into the resulting whole image using 
bilinear interpolation.  Fig. 6.14(d) shows the CLA-SGLG result of the SEM image, in 
which the relative brightness of the front structure with respect to the rear structure has 
been preserved, at the expense of the contrast enhancement of the rear structure which is 
not as strong as in the A-SGLG result.  In this treatment, the breakpoint was set at gray 
level 35, all gray levels below 35 in the original subimages are mapped into the gray-
level interval [ ]145 ,0 , and all gray levels above 35 in the original subimages are mapped 
into the gray-level interval [ ]255 ,146  in the resulting subimages.  These values are 
specified by the user according to specific application requirements. 
 
Fig. 6.15 shows the result of gray-level grouping (GLG) with background noise 
subtraction on a long-range line scan CCD image, and comparison to the basic GLG 
result.  It can be seen in Fig. 6.15(b) that, the background noise in sky in the basic GLG 
result has been amplified, and contrast enhancement of the building is not very strong.  
However, in the result of GLG with background noise subtraction shown in Fig. 6.15(d), 
it can be seen that the background noise in sky has been significantly removed, and 
contrast enhancement of the building is also higher.  Histograms of an image patch of the 
sky in both images are shown in Figs. 6.15(c) and 6.15(e), and it can be seen that the 
noise in the resulting image of GLG with background subtraction has been significantly 
reduced. 
 
 
6.5 Conclusion and Discussions 
 
We have broken through the limitations of the basic GLG algorithm.  The new 
selective gray-level grouping (SGLG) technique and its variations can be applied to a 
wider range of low-contrast images including images with noisy backgrounds, and be 
able to enhance a part of an image corresponding to a certain segment of the image 
histogram per application requirements with the option of removing noisy background.  
The (S)GLG technique has also been extended to adaptive versions for local contrast 
enhancement, and to versions for enhancing color images, which in many applications are 
much more important than grayscale images.  In most circumstances, the (S)GLG 
technique can be conducted with full automation and outperforms conventional contrast 
enhancement techniques.  In certain circumstances, minimum user intervention is 
necessary in order for SGLG to yield the best results for a desired application purpose. 
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(b) Basic GLG result (c) Histogram of background in (b) 
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(d) Result of GLG with noisy background 
subtraction 
(e) Histogram of background in (d) 
23.1=σ  
Figure 6.15. Result of gray-level grouping (GLG) with noisy background subtraction 
on a long-range line scan CCD image. 
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The (S)GLG technique and its variations can be integrated into a GUI application 
platform to enhance a broad variety of low-contrast images and/or fulfill special 
application purposes with the user’s selection.  Table 6.1 lists the (S)GLG related 
techniques and the classes of low-contrast images that can be enhanced by (S)GLG 
techniques.  It is worth noting that, it is possible to develop an algorithm to automatically 
select a sample patch of background for most low-contrast images with noisy 
backgrounds by analyzing the histogram profile of the sample patch.  In most 
circumstances, if the histogram profile is perfectly Gaussian or symmetric, it is very 
likely that the sample patch contains only the noisy background.  Therefore, the (S)GLG 
variations with background noise removal can also be conducted with full automation. 
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Table 6.1. (S)GLG and its variations, and the classes of low-contrast images that can be enhanced by (S)GLG techniques 
 
Type of images and application purposes Technique Degree of automation 
1. Enhance general low-contrast images (no 
noise or low noise) 
(a) Basic gray-level grouping 
(GLG) Full automation 
2. Enhance low-contrast images with large-
area noisy backgrounds Full automation 
3. Enhance dark area of low-contrast images 
4. Enhance light area of low-contrast images 
(b) Selective gray-level grouping 
(SGLG) User needs to specify the grayscale breakpoint 
and its new location on the grayscale. 
5. Enhance low-contrast images with small-
area noisy backgrounds or images with so 
noisy backgrounds that the amplitudes of 
background histogram components are 
not much higher than the rest of the 
histogram. 
(c) (m)GLG with noisy 
background removal 
i. Method 1 – background 
subtraction 
ii. Method 2 – statistical 
averaging 
User needs to select a sample patch of the 
noisy background.  If a sample patch of the 
noisy background can be automatically 
selected, the two methods are then fully 
automatic. 
6. Enhance low-contrast color images with 
color preservation 
(d) (S)GLG on color images – 
using HSI color model 
7. Enhance low-contrast color images for 
more appealing visual appearance or 
scientific visualization 
(e) (S)GLG on color images – 
using RGB color model 
8. Enhance fine details or local contrast of 
low-contrast images (f)  Adaptive (S)GLG 
9. Enhance fine details or local contrast of 
low-contrast images and preserve the 
relative brightness of one part of the 
image with respect to that of the rest of 
the image. 
(g) Contrast-limited adaptive 
(S)GLG 
Full automation if the low-contrast image has 
no noise or low noise, or the noisy 
background is of large area; 
 
If the application is to enhance the dark area 
or light area of an image, user needs to 
specify the grayscale breakpoint and its new 
location on the grayscale. 
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Chapter 7 Summary and Discussions 
 
 
 
This dissertation has addressed automated correction and optimized contrast 
enhancement of multi-line CCD images for inspection and surveillance applications, 
focusing on three topics: multi-line CCD imaging systems setup, automated correction of 
multi-line CCD images, and automatic optimized image contrast enhancement. 
 
Line scan CCD cameras have significant advantages and play important roles in 
many applications.  The areas in which line scan cameras have important applications 
include, but are not limited to, remote sensing/surveillance, industrial quality control 
inspection, high speed document/film scanning, timing application in athletic games, 
traffic control, etc.  We developed a close-range multi-line CCD imaging system for 
inspection applications and a long-range imaging system for surveillance applications.  
For the close-ranging imaging system, its optical magnification is about ×6 , resulting to 
that a pixel on the CCD sensor corresponds to m 2 µ  on the object.  Therefore, this close-
range imaging system is able to capture object’s fine details of size of micrometers. 
 
The advantages of line CCD cameras include high resolution, continuous image 
generation, low cost, etc.  However, due to characteristics of multi-line CCD imaging, the 
direct output images acquired by line CCD cameras generally exhibit some defects, and 
may not be suitable for desired applications.  For example, because of the physical 
separation of line CCD sensors for the red (R), green (G), blue (B) color channel, the 
color images acquired by multi-line CCD cameras intrinsically exhibit a color 
misalignment defect, which is expressed as that the edges of objects in the scene are 
separated by a certain number of pixels in the R, G, B color planes in the scan direction.  
This defect, if not corrected properly, can severely degrade the quality of multi-line CCD 
images and hence the applications of multi-line CCD cameras.  We developed an 
algorithm which can automatically and accurately correct color misalignment problem in 
multi-line CCD images, without putting any constraints on the imaging parameters. 
 
Due to constrained imaging conditions, images acquired by line CCD cameras 
may sometimes exhibit low contrast.  Low contrast can also happen to images acquired 
by all other kinds of cameras.  Low-contrast images generally need be enhanced in order 
to be suitable for desired applications.  We have developed a novel automatic optimized 
image contrast enhancement method ― Gray-Level Grouping (GLG), which is a major 
contribution of this dissertation.  GLG is a general enhancement technique, and can be 
applied to low-contrast images acquired by all kinds of cameras, including line CCD 
cameras. 
 
Contrast enhancement has an important role in image processing applications.  
Conventional contrast enhancement techniques either often fail to produce satisfactory 
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results for a broad variety of low-contrast images, or cannot be automatically applied to 
different images, because their parameters must be specified manually to produce a 
satisfactory result for a given image.  However, Gray-Level Grouping (GLG) is a new 
automatic contrast enhancement technique that doesn’t have the above drawbacks.  The 
basic procedure of GLG is to first group the histogram components of a low-contrast 
image into a proper number of bins according to a new image contrast measure, Average 
Pixel Distance on Grayscale (APDG), which was also developed in this research; then 
redistribute these bins uniformly over the grayscale, and finally ungroup the previously 
grouped gray-levels.  Accordingly, this new technique is named gray-level grouping 
(GLG).  GLG not only produces results superior to conventional contrast enhancement 
techniques, but is also fully automatic in most circumstances, and is applicable to a broad 
variety of images. 
 
GLG is a general and powerful technique, which can be conveniently applied to a 
broad variety of low-contrast images and outperforms conventional contrast enhancement 
techniques.  However, the basic GLG method still has limitations and cannot enhance 
certain classes of low-contrast images well, e.g., images with a noisy background.  The 
basic GLG also cannot fulfill certain special application purposes, e.g., enhancing only 
part of an image which corresponds to a certain segment of the image histogram.  In 
order to break through these limitations, this dissertation also introduced an extension of 
the basic GLG algorithm, selective gray-level grouping (SGLG), which groups the 
histogram components in different segments of the grayscale using different criteria and, 
hence, is able to enhance different parts of the histogram to various extents.  We also 
developed two new preprocessing methods to eliminate background noise in noisy low-
contrast images so that such images can be properly enhanced by the (S)GLG technique.  
The extension of (S)GLG to color images is also discussed in this dissertation. 
 
Since gray-level grouping (GLG) is such a general and powerful contrast 
enhancement technique and may have broad applications, we combined it with other 
techniques to enhance dual-energy X-ray luggage images.  In this dissertation, we 
developed a combinational approach to the fusion, de-noising and enhancement of dual-
energy X-ray luggage images, by combining dual-energy X-ray images with wavelet-
based fusion, and then treating the fusion result by GLG with noisy background 
subtraction. 
 
SGLG and its variations extend the capability of the basic GLG to a larger variety 
of low-contrast images, and can fulfill special application requirements.  SGLG and its 
variations not only produce results superior to conventional contrast enhancement 
techniques, but are also fully automatic under most circumstances, and are applicable to a 
broad variety of images.  The new image contrast measure, average pixel distance on 
grayscale (APDG), which was developed along with GLG in this research, is a promising 
new contrast measure.  It generally agrees well with benchmark measures such as 
Tenengrad Criterion and RMS Contrast.  Since the original GLG articles were published 
in IEEE Transactions on Image Processing [Chen06B, Chen06C], they have been well 
received by the academic community, and the authors have been constantly receiving 
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inquiries about GLG from community members.  It is likely that the gray-level grouping 
(GLG) technique will have more real applications in many fields where image contrast 
enhancement is involved. 
 
The outcome of this research including the gray-level grouping (GLG) technique 
and the new contrast measure of average pixel distance on grayscale (APDG), has also 
opened up research opportunities for new topics worthy of further investigations.  For 
example, APDG is a promising contrast criterion, but it is a global measure, and doesn’t 
take into account local information, edge information, and noise, etc.  Therefore, its 
performance may not be consistent or robust in certain situations.  However, it is possible 
to develop another new image contrast measure which is based on average pixel distant 
on grayscale (APDG), and takes into account local information, edge information, and 
noise, etc., and will be robust and consistent.  The GLG technique uses APDG as a 
performance measure for determining the optimum number of gray-level groups for the 
best enhancement result.  APDG has a mathematical form similar to between-class 
variance which is used by Otsu’s thresholding method for thresholding and segmentation 
applications.  Therefore, it might also be possible for the GLG technique to be used in 
thresholding and segmentation applications. 
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Appendix: A Combinational Approach to the 
Fusion, De-noising and Enhancement of Dual-
Energy X-Ray Luggage Images 
 
 
 
Since gray-level grouping (GLG) is such a general and powerful contrast 
enhancement technique and may have broad applications, we combined it with other 
techniques to enhance dual-energy X-ray luggage images.  In this chapter, we present a 
combinational approach to the fusion, de-noising and enhancement of dual-energy X-ray 
luggage images. 
 
X-ray luggage inspection systems play an important role in ensuring air travelers’ 
security.  However, the false alarm rate of commercial systems can be as high as 20% due 
to less than perfect image processing algorithms.  In an effort to reduce the false alarm 
rate, this paper proposes a combinational scheme to fuse, de-noise and enhance dual-
energy X-ray images for better object classification and threat detection.  The fusion step 
is based on the wavelet transform.  Fused images generally reveal more detail 
information; however, background noise often gets amplified during the fusion process.  
This paper applies a background-subtraction-based noise reduction technique which is 
very efficient in removing background noise from fused X-ray images.  The de-noised 
image is then processed using a new enhancement technique to reconstruct the final 
image.  The final image not only contains complementary information from both source 
images, but is also background-noise-free and contrast-enhanced, therefore easier to 
segment automatically or be interpreted by screeners, thus reducing the false alarm rate in 
X-ray luggage inspection effectively. 
 
 
A.1 Introduction 
 
In a world threatened by terrorism, security in public places is becoming of much 
higher concern.  Advanced dual-energy X-ray luggage inspection systems are playing an 
important role in ensuring national security at airports, court rooms and federal buildings.  
These systems utilize X-rays of two different energies.  The high-energy X-ray is 
generated with a high anode voltage over 100 kV, and the low-energy X-ray is generated 
with a low anode voltage around 80 kV.  When high-energy X-rays penetrate objects, the 
energy absorption depends primarily on the material’s density.  The higher the density is, 
the higher the energy absorption by the object, and hence the darker the image.  For low-
energy X-rays, however, the energy absorption depends primarily on the effective atomic 
number of the material as well as the thickness of the object.  Therefore, areas of high 
density materials such as metal are dark in both low and high-energy X-ray images, but 
areas of lighter elements show as darker regions in low-energy images compared to high-
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energy images.  As a result, light elements in dynamites, for instance, (e.g., carbon, 
nitrogen and oxygen) can be detected by comparing the low-energy X-ray image with the 
high-energy X-ray image of the same scene [Singh03]. 
 
Commercial dual-energy X-ray luggage inspection systems feature dual-energy 
analysis to estimate the atomic number of materials in luggage.  They fuse a low-energy 
X-ray image and a high-energy X-ray image into a single image which helps interpret the 
content of luggage.  A limitation on conventional transmission X-ray imaging systems is 
their incapability to differentiate between a thin sheet of a strong absorber and a thick 
slab of a weak absorber.  This problem is usually solved in dual-energy X-ray systems by 
estimating the atomic number of material.  However, the accuracy of estimating the 
effective atomic number of materials in luggage is still to where false alarm rates are as 
high as 20% or more [Singh03]. 
 
In an effort to decrease false alarm rates in commercial dual-energy X-ray 
luggage inspection systems, we employ a combinational scheme to fuse, de-noise and 
enhance dual-energy X-ray images to make them more amenable to post processing or 
interpretation by screeners.  First, we use a wavelet-based method to fuse the dual-energy 
X-ray images.  This algorithm not only incorporates unique information from each of the 
source images into the fused image, but also emphasizes information of interest which 
has been exhibited in both source images.  We then introduce a noise reduction technique 
shown to be very efficient in removing background noise from the fused X-ray image.  In 
this step, the histogram profile of the noisy background is subtracted from the histogram 
of the fused image, and the resulting histogram processed with a novel enhancement 
technique.  The final image contains complementary information from both source 
images, is background-noise-free and contrast-enhanced, therefore very suitable to better 
segmentation and a reduction in false alarm rates associated with most X-ray luggage 
inspection systems. 
 
In the next section, the algorithm of wavelet-based fusion will be presented.  The 
method of de-noising and enhancing the fused image will be described in Section A.3 
with examples shown of data before and after improvement. Conclusions will be given in 
Section A.4. 
 
 
A.2 Wavelet-based image fusion 
 
The general procedure of wavelet-based image fusion can be described as follows: 
(1) Registered source images are each transformed into corresponding wavelet coefficient 
images using the discrete wavelet transform (DWT); (2) By following a fusion rule, the 
fused wavelet coefficients are computed from the corresponding wavelet coefficients of 
the source images; (3) The inverse DWT (IDWT) is applied to the fused wavelet 
coefficients to reconstruct the fused image [Gonzalez02], [Li95], [Xu04], [Nunez99], 
[Lehigh.EDU]. 
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Fusion rules play an essential role in wavelet-based image fusion.  There are two 
commonly adopted classes of fusion rules  pixel-based rules and region-based rules.  
For pixel-based fusion rules, the value of a fused wavelet coefficient is determined by the 
corresponding wavelet coefficients of the source images.  Region-based fusion rules use 
the corresponding wavelet coefficients of the source images as well as their surrounding 
wavelet coefficients to define the fused wavelet coefficients [Lehigh.EDU]. 
 
In this appendix, a pixel-based fusion algorithm is employed to effectively 
improve the threat detection rate of dual-energy X-ray luggage inspection systems.  In 
this method, a low-pass filter is first applied to the approximation coefficients of the two 
source images respectively, generating the approximation coefficients of the fused image.  
Next, the corresponding detail coefficients of the two source images are summed to 
create the detail coefficients of the fused image.  The resulting approximation coefficients 
and detail coefficients are then used to reconstruct the fused image. 
 
Assuming that L denotes the low-energy X-ray image of a given luggage scene, H 
the corresponding high-energy X-ray image, and F the resulting fused image.  The 
wavelet-based image fusion implemented is described as: 
i. Obtain wavelet decompositions of L and H, respectively.  In order to perform DWT on 
L and H to obtain their decompositions, a wavelet family and a wavelet basis capable of 
representing image details need to be selected.  A practical selection rule in image 
processing applications is to use a wavelet basis that can represent enough detail 
variations, regardless of its wavelet family.  Another issue to be determined is how 
many scales are necessary for the decomposition.  Too few scales will cause the loss of 
too many details in the fused image, and too many scales will result in a rough fused 
image which is difficult for screeners to interpret. Therefore, a compromise on the 
number of scales is necessary to obtain a high-quality fused image.  We conducted 
multiple experiments on dual-energy X-ray images that showed that 4 scales generally 
yield good results. 
ii. Apply a low-pass filter to the approximation coefficients of L and H, respectively, to 
generate the approximation coefficients of the fused image.  The idea behind this step 
is that a smooth approximation of a given scene can make important features in the 
scene more easily discernable.  Specifically, we generate each of the approximation 
coefficients of the fused image, F, by averaging the corresponding approximation 
coefficients of L and H, as given in Eq. 7.1. 
( )HLF WWW ϕϕϕ += 2
1
,        (A.1) 
where FWϕ , LWϕ  and HWϕ  are the approximation coefficients of F, L and H, 
respectively. 
iii. Combine the corresponding detail coefficients of L and H to obtain the detail 
coefficients of the fused image, F.  The objective of this step is to incorporate unique 
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details from either L or H into the fused image and also make details existing in both 
images more prominent in the resulting image.  We calculate the detail coefficients at 
all decomposition scales of the fused image by summing the corresponding detail 
coefficients of L and H as given in Eq. 8.2. 
HLF WWW ψψψ += ,         (A.2) 
where FWψ , LWψ  and HWψ  are the detail coefficients of F, L and H, respectively. 
iv. Construct the fused image F by performing IDWT using the approximation coefficients 
and detail coefficients obtained in Steps 2 and 3, respectively. 
 
Figs. A.1(a) and (b), A.2(a) and (b), and A.3(a) and (b) show examples of original 
dual-energy X-ray images.  Figs. A.1(c), A.2(c) and A.3(c) show their fusion results 
obtained by applying the wavelet-based fusion algorithm described above.  For the 
purpose of comparison, we also used the arithmetic average to fuse these X-ray images, 
and the results are shown in Figs. A.1(d), A.2(d) and A.3(d).  It can be seen that the 
wavelet-based fusion results reveal more details of the luggage content and have better 
contrast.  However, the wavelet-based fusion operation may cause a ghosting effect in the 
fused image, as shown in Figs. A.1(c), A.2(c) and A.3(c) around the contour of the 
luggage.  The averaging fusion results don’t have this undesirable ghosting effect, but 
they are not as sharp as the wavelet-based fusion results.  The ghosting effect and noisy 
background on the wavelet-based fused images can be minimized by the de-noising 
operation introduced in the next section. 
 
 
A.3 Background noise removal and image enhancement 
 
Multi-sensor images generally have noisy backgrounds, such as seen on the 
original X-ray images in Figs. A.1, A.2 and A.3.  Although the fused images generally 
reveal more detail information, the background noise still exists in them, and is even 
amplified, making further processing and interpretation of these images difficult. 
Therefore, a de-noising operation is needed for the overall scheme to yield good 
enhancement and fusion results.  We have developed a de-noising method to remove the 
background noise in fused X-ray luggage images. This method is based on background 
subtraction, as described below. 
 
A.3.1 Noise removal by background subtraction 
 
A sample patch of the noisy background in the fused image is selected and its 
histogram, )(kH B , is obtained as shown in Fig. A.4(b).  Note that with such images, it is 
easy to automate this background patch selection since such images are mainly formed by 
the luggage in the center and the background around. The background patch can be 
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(a) (b) 
 
 
(c)  (d)  
 
Figure A.1. Dual-energy X-ray data fusion. (a) Original low-energy image. (b) 
Original high-energy image.  (c) Wavelet-based fusion result of (a) and (b).  (d) 
Arithmetic average of (a) and (b).  (Original images courtesy of FAA) 
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(a) (b) 
  
(c)  (d)  
 
Figure A.2. Dual-energy X-ray data fusion. (a) Original low-energy image. (b) 
Original high-energy image.  (c) Wavelet-based fusion result of (a) and (b).  (d) 
Arithmetic average of (a) and (b).  (Original images courtesy of FAA) 
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(a) (b) 
  
(c)  (d)  
 
Figure A.3. Dual-energy X-ray data fusion. (a) Original low-energy image. (b) 
Original high-energy image.  (c) Wavelet-based fusion result of (a) and (b).  (d) 
Arithmetic average of (a) and (b).  (Original images courtesy of FAA) 
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Figure A.4. Histogram-based denoising of fused X-ray luggage image. (a) Histogram 
of Fig. A.1(c). (b) Histogram of a sample patch of the background in Fig. A.1(c). (c) 
Result of subtracting background histogram from (a). (d) Histogram of Figure A.5(b). 
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selected as one of the image corners.  The histogram of the noisy background patch is 
then rescaled and subtracted from the histogram of the original fused image shown in Fig. 
8.4(a) as described by the following equation: 
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      (A.3) 
where )(kHO  is the histogram of the original image, ON  is the number of pixels in the 
original image, BN  is the number of pixels in the sample patch of the noisy background, 
and β  is a coefficient which properly adjusts the amplitude of )(kH B  and assumes a 
value of 9.0  in our experiments. This coefficient helps minimize the amount of 
foreground information subtracted with the background where they both overlap on the 
histogram.  The resulting modified histogram, )(kH , is shown in Fig. A.4(c).  It can be 
seen that the histogram components corresponding to the noisy background have been 
eliminated and that other foreground histogram components once overlapped with the 
background have also been restored. Fig. A.4(b) shows that the noisy background 
histogram spans over a gray-level interval [ ]250 ,215  but the corresponding empty gray-
scale segment in Fig. A.4(c), with the background histogram removed, spans over a 
narrower gray-level interval [ ]247 ,223 . 
 
The background-subtracted histogram shown in Fig. A.4(c) can then be used to 
design a gray-level transformation function to create the resulting image.  Since 
background subtraction leaves an empty segment on the gray scale, it is then desirable to 
employ a histogram-based enhancement technique to fully utilize the gray scale and 
further enhance the wavelet-based fusion output while reconstructing the final de-noised 
image.  This new enhancement and reconstruction technique is briefly described in the 
following subsection. 
 
A.3.2 Histogram-based image enhancement and reconstruction 
 
A histogram-based enhancement technique is applied to the background-
subtracted histogram, )(kH , to obtain a gray-level transformation function that can be 
used to de-noise and enhance the original fused image.  We have developed a novel 
image enhancement technique, called gray level grouping (GLG), to reconstruct a noise-
free and enhanced fused X-ray luggage image.  A resulting de-noised and enhanced 
image obtained by applying this technique to the fused data is shown in Fig. A.5(b), and 
its corresponding histogram in Fig. A.4(d).  The histogram of the resulting image 
indicates that the background noise has been substantially removed.  Since their 
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amplitudes are too small when compared to the background histogram, the foreground 
histogram components are almost indiscernible in Fig. A.4(d).  It can be noted that the 
resulting image is not only background-noise-free, but also contrast-enhanced, revealing 
more details of the luggage content.  The de-noising and GLG result of the arithmetic 
averaging fusion is shown in Fig. A.5(d).  The de-noising and GLG results of other fused 
images are shown in Figs. A.6 and A.7. 
 
The basic procedure of the GLG enhancement can be described by the following 
steps: (1) Divide the histogram components of the image into a number of groups in a 
way that the sums of the amplitudes of histogram components in each group are about 
equal for all groups; (2) Redistribute the groups of histogram components uniformly over 
the gray scale so that each group occupies a gray-scale segment of the same size as the 
other groups; (3) Within each gray-scale segment, ungroup the previously grouped 
histogram components; (4) Use the resulting histogram to obtain a gray-level 
transformation function and apply it to reconstruct the enhanced image.  The details and 
discussions of the GLG technique are presented in Chapter 4 – 6 of this dissertation 
[Chen06B, Chen06C].  A flowchart summarizing the GLG algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.9 
in Chapter 4 of this dissertation. 
 
We also studied the effect of altering the order of the fusion and de-noising 
operations.  It was found that there is no much difference between the two results, and 
both of them are satisfactory.  However, since the fusion operation may cause a ghosting 
effect in the fused image around the contour of the luggage, it is desirable to perform the 
fusion operation first, then the de-noising operation to minimize this ghosting effect. Also, 
if the de-noising and enhancement operations are executed first, the computational cost 
will be higher with two images being processed instead of one. 
 
For the purpose of comparison, we also used histogram equalization (HE) to 
enhance both the wavelet-based and arithmetic averaging fusion results, respectively, as 
shown in Figs. A.8(b) and (d), A.9(b) and (d), and A.10(b) and (d).  It can be seen that the 
HE results are also quite satisfactory, but their contrast is not as high as the GLG results.  
The best final images are obtained by using the GLG on wavelet-based-fused and de-
noised images as shown in Figs. A.8(a), A.9(a) and A.10(a). Fig. A.11 illustrates an 
example improvement brought by our method as compared to the processed 
manufacturer’s image that is being actually shown to screeners. The image has been 
converted to gray level for the sake of comparison.  Fig. A.12 shows the pseudo-coloring 
results of images in Fig. A.11.  It can be seen that, in both figures, our results have a 
better contrast than the manufacturer’s results, and reveal more details of the contents in 
the baggage. 
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(a) (b) 
  
(c)  (d)  
 
Figure A.5. Denoising and enhancement of fused images. (a) Wavelet-based fusion 
result. (b) De-noising and GLG result of (a). (c) Arithmetic averaging fusion result.  (d) 
De-noising and GLG result of (c). 
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(a) (b) 
  
(c)  (d)  
 
Figure A.6. Denoising and enhancement of fused images. (a) Wavelet-based fusion 
result. (b) De-noising and GLG result of (a). (c) Arithmetic averaging fusion result.  (d) 
De-noising and GLG result of (c). 
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(a) (b) 
  
(c)  (d)  
 
Figure A.7. Denoising and enhancement of fused images. (a) Wavelet-based fusion 
result. (b) De-noising and GLG result of (a). (c) Arithmetic averaging fusion result.  (d) 
De-noising and GLG result of (c). 
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(a) (b) 
  
(c)  (d)  
 
Figure A.8. Comparison of GLG and HE.  (a) De-noising and GLG result of the 
wavelet-based fusion in Fig. A.1(c).  (b) De-noising and HE result of Fig. A.1(c).  (c) De-
noising and GLG result of the arithmetic averaging in Fig. A.1(d).  (d) De-noising and 
HE result of Fig. A.1(d). 
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(a) (b) 
  
(c)  (d)  
 
Figure A.9. Comparison of GLG and HE.  (a) De-noising and GLG result of the 
wavelet-based fusion in Fig. A.2(c).  (b) De-noising and HE result of Fig. A.2(c).  (c) De-
noising and GLG result of the arithmetic averaging in Fig. A.2(d).  (d) De-noising and 
HE result of Fig. A.2(d). 
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(a) (b) 
  
(c)  (d)  
 
Figure A.10. Comparison of GLG and HE.  (a) De-noising and GLG result of the 
wavelet-based fusion in Fig. A.3(c).  (b) De-noising and HE result of Fig. A.3(c).  (c) De-
noising and GLG result of the arithmetic averaging in Fig. A.3(d).  (d) De-noising and 
HE result of Fig. A.3(d). 
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(a) Images from Explosive Detection 
Machine 
(b) Images resulted from our combinational 
approach 
 
Figure A.11. Comparison of manufacturer’s processed image (left) and our fused, de-
noised, and reconstructed image (right) using the algorithm described in sections A.2 and 
A.3. 
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(a) Images from Explosive Detection 
Machine 
(b) Images resulted from our combinational 
approach 
 
Figure A.12. Comparison of the pseudo-coloring results of manufacturer’s processed 
image (left) and our fused, de-noised, and reconstructed image (right) using the algorithm 
described in sections A.2 and A.3. 
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A.4 Conclusions 
 
We have developed a combinational scheme to fuse, de-noise and enhance dual-
energy X-ray images for improved threat detection and object classification.  The 
proposed scheme first uses a wavelet-based method to fuse dual-energy X-ray images, 
thus integrating complementary information from the source images and also 
emphasizing information of interest exhibited in both source images, so that the resulting 
fused image is more amenable to a successful interpretation and threat classification.  The 
fused X-ray image is then processed with a de-noising algorithm based on background 
subtraction.  The de-noised fused image is further enhanced and the final image 
reconstructed using a new histogram-based enhancement technique.  The resulting final 
image contains complementary information from both source images, and is background-
noise-free and contrast-enhanced.  This scheme can effectively improve results of post 
segmentation algorithms and screeners’ ability to classify objects and interpret X-ray 
images successfully, therefore effectively reduces the false alarm rates in X-ray luggage 
inspection.  
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